
ABSTRACT 
 

BRANNAN, KELLY E.  Effect of Early Incubation Temperature and Late Incubation 
Conditions on Embryonic Development and Subsequent Broiler Performance.  (Under the 
direction of John T. Brake). 
 

Six experiments were conducted to evaluate the effects of early and late incubation 

temperatures and hatching basket ventilation on embryonic development and early broiler 

performance. Eggs were exposed to a constant incubation air temperature of 37.6°C (99.7°F) 

from E 0-17 in Experiment 1 while Experiments 2-5 employed an incubation temperature 

profile that had an initial dry bulb set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F), which was gradually 

decreased to 37.2°C (99.0°F).  Experiment 6 exposed eggs to either an Early Hot treatment 

(EH) that had a short initial air temperature of 38.9°C (102°F) followed by 38.1°C (100.5°F) 

to E 3 or an Early Cool treatment (EC) of 36.9°C (98.5°F) to E 3.  Experiments 1-4 used an 

average air temperature of 38.1°C (100.5°F) during the late incubation period, while 

Experiments 5 and 6 added a late temperature treatment of approximately 35°C (95.0°F) 

(LC) in addition to 38.1°C (100.5°F; LH).   

Hatching baskets were modified to create ventilation treatments in order to examine 

the effect of air flow path on embryonic development and used varyingly throughout 

Experiments 1-6.  Two treatments were designed to restricted air flow through the hatching 

basket by blocking air flow through either the top half of the basket (TT) or the bottom half 

of the basket (BT).  Other hatching baskets remained unaltered to serve as a control group 

(CN).  Experiments 1-2 included all three types but just the TT and BT treatments were used 

in Experiment 3. Experiments 4-6 used the TT and CN treatments in addition to the baskets 

at either low density (LD) or high density (HD).   



The TT treatment produced chicks with significantly less relative yolk sac in 

Experiment 1, but differences between ventilation treatments did not occur in other 

experiments.  At E 15 of incubation, embryos from the EC treatment in Experiment 6 

exhibited a decreased embryo weight and fluid (yolk and albumen) absorption. The LC 

treatment produced heavier BW and relative heart weight, as well as an increased relative 

yolk weight in Experiments 5 and 6.  The LD treatment exhibited a lower egg temperature 

and greater relative weights of the heart, gizzard, and proventriculus at hatching in 

Experiment 4.   

Experiments 3-5 also included a grow-out period to examine the effects of the 

incubation treatments on broiler performance as measured by feed intake (FI), body weight 

(BW), adjusted feed conversion (AdjFCR), and mortality.  In Experiments 4 and 5, the CN 

treatment achieved a heavier BW than the TT treatment at 14 and 21 d of age, which 

coincided with a significant increase in FI, as well as an improved AdjFCR, in Experiment 4.  

The LD treatment exhibited a significantly increased FI, AdjFCR, and percentage mortality 

as compared to the HD treatment in Experiment 4, while a reduced overall mortality for the 

LD treatment was the only difference noted in Experiment 5.  The eggs came from an older 

breeder flock (59-wk-old) in the case of Experiment 4 and a younger breeder flock (31-wk-

old) in Experiment 5.  It may be that the differences between eggs produced by different age 

flocks produced subtle differences during incubation that created different broilers during the 

grow-out period.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The broiler industry has undergone massive changes during the past few decades with 

the main effect being a dramatic reduction in the days to achieve broiler market weight 

(Havenstein et al., 2003).  As a result of this decrease in grow-out time, the modern broiler 

now spends almost a third of its life in incubation.  Since the earliest observations of the feral 

fowl, incubation has been widely regarded as one of the most crucial steps in achieving 

maximum poultry performance.  Although several factors influence embryo development 

during incubation, the most crucial has commonly been accepted to be temperature 

(Meijerhof, 2003).  The optimal incubation temperature has been demonstrated to be within 

the range of 37°C (98.6°F) to 38°C (100.4°F) in chickens (Romanoff, 1960; Lundy, 1969; 

Wilson, 1991; Lourens et al., 2005).  This range has commonly been applied to the machine 

air temperature instead of the embryo temperature, with the assumption being that the two 

were equal (French, 1997).  However, recent research has shown that the difference between 

these two temperatures can vary significantly and that measuring egg temperature was a 

much more accurate means of monitoring embryo growth and development than was 

machine air temperature (Meijerhof and van Beek, 1993; French, 1997; Lourens, 2001; 

Leksrisompong, 2006).  In his work, French (1997) identified the three main influences on 

temperature experienced by the embryo as machine temperature, heat exchange between the 

embryo and its environment, and the metabolic heat production of the embryo as it grew.   

During early incubation heat production by the embryo has been shown to be limited, 

so that it behaved like a poikilotherm and relied mainly on machine temperature to determine 

egg temperature (French, 1997).  However, as the embryo aged and began to produce more 
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heat, the machine air temperature has not always been reduced to reflect these developmental 

changes.  As a result, the machine air temperature that was beneficial to embryo growth 

during early incubation became detrimental during late incubation.  Furthermore, the lack of 

uniform air movement within the machine created pockets of stagnant air that exacerbated 

the increased egg temperature.  Obstructions caused by incubator trays and the eggs 

themselves impeded adequate air mixing and caused air speeds to vary throughout the 

machine.  Egg temperatures have been shown to be inversely related to air speed and pockets 

of lower air speed prevented uniform egg temperatures throughout the machine (Wilson, 

1991; Lourens, 2001; Van Brecht et al., 2003).  The increase in egg temperature may arise 

from the somewhat stationary air surrounding the egg that created a “heat halo” that has been 

shown to be a 100-fold greater barrier to heat loss than the egg shell itself (Southerland et al., 

1987).  During late incubation when the heat production of the embryo increased, the 

inability to effectively dissipate this heat due to the “heat halo” created egg temperatures 

above that of the optimal range. This can be detrimental to embryo development and, as this 

does not occur uniformly, chick quality at hatching can also lack uniformity.  Research has 

also demonstrated that chicks exposed to increased temperatures during late incubation did 

not perform well during the subsequent grow-out period and were often unable to achieve the 

same BW as those incubated under optimal conditions (Hulet et al., 2007). 

Along with the problems of uneven egg shell temperature and air flow inside the 

incubator comes the issue of poor chick uniformity at hatching.  Different incubation 

temperatures lead to differences in metabolic rates for each embryo (Romanoff, 1960), which 

also leads to different lengths of incubation and varying hatching times for the chicks 

(Decuypere and Michels, 1978).  The variations in temperature also lead to differences in 
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muscle and organ development of the chick, which can continue to be evident throughout the 

grow-out period (Sklan et al., 2003; Yalcin and Siegel, 2003). 

The objectives of the present experiments were to study the effects of an altered 

hatching basket air flow path on egg shell temperature and embryonic development during 

late incubation, as well as investigate the influence of early incubation conditions on embryo 

growth.  The effects of these factors during incubation were also evaluated in terms of chick 

quality at hatching and early broiler performance. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Factors Affecting Embryonic Growth and Development.  Genetic progress within 

the broiler industry over the past few decades has been dramatic.  The modern broiler has 

been reported to be able to achieve the same BW in less than a third of the time as compared 

to their random bred predecessors (Havenstein et al., 2003).  However, while the time spent 

on the farm may be decreasing, the embryo has been found to still require a 21-d incubation 

period, which translates into a greater percentage of the life of the broiler being spent in the 

incubator. This places a greater emphasis on the conditions under which this embryonic 

period of growth occurs.  As a result, controlling and optimizing the physical environment 

that the egg will be exposed to during incubation has become more important.  There have 

been several environmental factors characterized that contribute to the early development of 

the embryo, but the most crucial factors have been commonly accepted to be turning, gaseous 

exchange, and temperature (Eycleshymer, 1907; Romanoff, 1960; Lundy, 1969).  A fourth 

factor, ventilation, has also been found to be necessary to achieve optimal embryo growth 

and its interactions with the previous factors can either ameliorate or aggravate their effects. 

Turning.  Periodic turning of eggs during incubation has been observed to be 

essential to optimal embryonic growth and development since the earliest observations of the 

incubational habits of feral fowl. Turned eggs have been observed to display an increased 

hatchability when compared to unturned eggs (Eycleshymer, 1907).  Optimal turning has 

been generally accepted to be through 90° on an hourly basis (Lundy, 1969; Tullet and 

Deeming, 1987; Wilson, 1991; French, 1997; Elibol and Brake, 2006).  Eggs from older 

flocks or eggs of poor quality have been the exception to this rule, as they have been found to 
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benefit from an increased turning frequency (Lundy, 1969; Wilson, 1991; Elibol and Brake, 

2006).  Although Olsen (1930) reported that feral hens turn their eggs 96 times daily, and 

although later work by Elibol and Brake (2003) confirmed this; in an industrial setting 

turning the eggs hourly has functioned as a more practical substitute with acceptable results 

(Freeman and Vince, 1974; Wilson, 1991).  However, studies have shown with respect to the 

90° rotation, there was little room for error (Funk and Forward, 1960; Lundy, 1969; Buhr, 

1989).   

Many studies have also shown that there appears to be a critical period for turning 

with the first and second wk of incubation generally accepted as the most important period of 

time with turning beyond 15 d of incubation considered to be of less importance (Lundy, 

1969; Wilson, 1991).  During the first wk of incubation, the embryo began to differentiate 

and extra-embryonic membranes developed very rapidly in order to support future growth 

(Romanoff, 1960).  Turning has been reported to be vital during this period in preventing the 

rapidly growing extra-embryonic membranes from prematurely adhering to the inner shell 

membranes, which would retard their early growth and the later growth of the embryo 

(Tazawa, 1980; Deeming, 1989c; Elibol and Brake, 2004).  In the second week of incubation 

turning has been found to be instrumental in facilitating embryo movement and improving 

uptake of the albumen (Tullet and Deeming, 1987; Wilson, 1991).   

Failure to turn eggs during the first two wk of incubation has been shown to result in 

a variety of problems.  Unturned eggs display a reduction in the growth rate of the 

chorioallantoic membrane, as well as a premature adhesion of this membrane to the shell 

membranes.  The underdeveloped chorioallantois has been shown to exclude the residual 

albumen, which pools in the bottom of the eggs and may reduce the area available to the 
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chorioallantois for gas exchange (Tazawa, 1980; Tullet and Deeming, 1987).  Tazawa (1980) 

noted a reduction in oxygen concentration in unturned eggs that led to a smaller embryo at 16 

d of incubation.  Furthermore, the residual albumen of unturned eggs was positioned so that 

it was inaccessible to the embryo and not properly utilized, thus causing retarded embryonic 

growth (Tullet and Deeming, 1987).  An increased incidence of late embryonic mortality and 

malpositions was also associated with unturned eggs (Robertson, 1961b; Wilson, 1991; 

Elibol and Brake, 2006).   

However, while turning has been shown to be vital to correct embryo development, it 

can be a hindrance to ventilation within the machine.  In some incubators, trays turn by 

pivoting around a fulcrum at its center.  In such cases, the space between trays was 

significantly decreased when the trays were turned to a 45° angle in comparison to when all 

the trays were lying horizontally (French, 1997).  Such obstructions can alter the air flow 

path within a machine and create temperature gradients within the machine due to a reduction 

in air mixing (Owen, 1991).   

Gaseous Exchange.  Since the avian embryo lacks the placental attachment to the 

dam that the mammalian fetus has access to, it must rely on other methods to facilitate the 

uptake of oxygen and the elimination of carbon dioxide.  Indeed, gas exchange via the shell 

pores has been clearly shown to be the only means of respiration for the majority of 

incubation of the developing embryo (Wangensteen and Rahn, 1970/71).  Consequently, the 

chorioallantoic membrane, the gas exchange organ of the embryo, has been found to develop 

more rapidly during the first few days of incubation than the embryo itself in order to lay the 

ground work to support later embryonic growth (Romanoff, 1967).  Gaseous diffusion takes 

place on the basis of the concentration gradient that exists between the external and internal 
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environments of the egg, following Fick’s First Law of diffusion that gases have an innate 

tendency to move in order to decrease the gradient and establish homogeneity.  The rate of 

gaseous exchange has been shown to be controlled by shell permeability and area, as well as 

the differences in concentrations between the gases inside and outside the egg (Wangensteen 

and Rahn, 1970/71; Paganelli, 1980).  Shell permeability comprises the resistance provided 

by the shell in terms of pore area and pore length (shell thickness).  These shell 

characteristics were determined by the hen at the time of oviposition and remain constant 

during incubation (Wangensteen and Rahn, 1970/71).  However, gas concentrations do 

change to meet the changing metabolic needs of the growing embryo during incubation and 

artificially altering the concentrations of either oxygen or carbon dioxide had dramatic effects 

on embryonic growth (Romanoff, 1967; Lundy, 1969; Wangensteen and Rahn, 1970/71; 

McCutcheon et al., 1982). 

Lundy (1969) observed that optimal hatchability most often occurred between oxygen 

concentrations of 15-40%.  McCutcheon et al. (1982) later expanded the upper range when 

he observed that 18-d embryos exposed to 60% oxygen during incubation displayed a 12% 

increase in skeletal tissue, a 3% increase in brain mass, and a 22.4% increase in heart weight 

when compared to control embryos incubated at 21% oxygen.  Van Golde et al. (1998) 

further expanded upon the positive effects of a 60% oxygen concentration during incubation 

by exposing embryos to these conditions at different periods of incubation.  While exposure 

to hyperoxic conditions halfway through incubation did produce an increase in organ and 

embryonic growth, the most dramatic increase was seen during late incubation (exposure 

during E 18-19 of incubation) (van Golde et al., 1998).  However, embryos that were 

exposed to a 60% oxygen concentration during late incubation did not show signs of internal 
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pipping and failed to hatch.  During late incubation, embryos have exhibited a progressive 

increase in carbon dioxide tension in the air cell and a decrease in available oxygen within 

the egg due to increased consumption by the embryo, which has been thought to create an 

imbalance that may stimulate the chick to hatch by forcing it to seek oxygen by breaking the 

air cell membrane. An excess of oxygen in the surrounding air may have inhibited this 

mechanism and caused the chicks not to pip (Rahn et al., 1974; Wangensteen and Rahn, 

1970/71; van Golde et al., 1998).   

 Hatchability has been shown to decrease by approximately 5 percent per 1 percent 

decrease in oxygen concentration versus a 1 percent decrease per 1 percent increase in 

oxygen concentration, suggesting that a decrease in oxygen may be more detrimental to 

embryo development than an excess (Lunday, 1969).  By restricting the surface area of the 

egg available for gas exchange to simulate hypoxic conditions during E 12-18 of incubation, 

McCutcheon, et al., (1982) demonstrated that hypoxia also retarded embryonic development.  

Absolute weights of BW, brain, skeletal tissue, and liver were significantly decreased by 9%, 

5%, 12%, and 19%, respectively.  However, absolute heart weight was not shown to be 

significantly decreased despite being dramatically affected by hyperoxic conditions.  

Surprisingly, relative heart weight was shown to actually increase in comparison to both the 

control and hyperoxic groups.  A possible explanation may be that in a hypoxic environment, 

oxygen supply was limited and the chorioallantois may not have developed completely or 

had fewer functional capillaries.  This would lead to an increase in vascular resistance and 

force the heart to work twice as hard in order to compensate and cause the muscle to 

hypertrophy. Therefore, despite the increase in relative heart weight, the hypoxic embryonic 

development should still be considered disadvantageous (Temple and Metcalfe, 1970; 
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McCutcheon et al., 1982).  Further work by Mulder et al. (1998) demonstrated that under 

hypoxic conditions, cardiac output was increased to the heart, brain, and chorioallantoic 

membrane.  However, cardiac output to the intestine, liver, yolk sac, and carcass was 

decreased by this compensatory redistribution of oxygen.  When combined with hypercapnia, 

the negative effects of hyperoxia became more apparent and decreased heart rate and blood 

pressure could also be noted (Tazawa, 1981b).   

 Similar to respiratory gases, water loss has also been shown to be dependant upon a 

“gradient” (or the relative humidity in the environment relative to the saturated air 

environment within the egg) and the permeability of the egg shell.  A gradient existed due to 

the inside of the egg acting as a fluid environment during most of incubation, while the 

external environment was rarely completely saturated (Wangsteen and Rhan, 1970/71).  In 

his review, Lundy (1969) summarized that maximum hatchability was obtained when weight 

loss was approximately 12% of egg weight or relative humidity was approximately 50-60%.  

Water vapor in the air can be quantified by humidity, but relative humidity tended to act as a 

better measurement, as it took into account the dry bulb temperature.  Water loss has been 

shown to increase at higher temperatures, however, as temperature increased humidity 

decreased, and thus the gradient between the egg and its environment became uneven and the 

egg was forced to release water in an attempt to restore the balance (Pringle and Barott, 

1937; Lundy, 1969).  However, the embryo was not able to control water loss, so temperature 

and relative humidity must be carefully monitored throughout incubation (Ar, 1991).  During 

early incubation, fertile and infertile eggs did not differ in the amount of water loss 

(Romanoff, 1967).  It was also during this period that the embryo absorbsed more heat than it 

produced and thus had no need to lose heat via evaporation (Van Brecht, et al., 2005).  
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However as heat production in the embryo increased during later incubation, so too did egg 

temperature and this was when excessive water loss became a problem (Romijn and 

Lokhorst, 1960; Ar, 1991).  Water loss greater than 20% during late incubation has been 

shown to reduce hatchability and result in smaller chicks due to a reduction in water content 

of the birds (not a reduction in growth rate).  However, these chicks did seem to recover lost 

weight with no obvious defects (Davis and Ackerman, 1987; Davis et al., 1988).  Bruzual et 

al., (2000) also suggested that chicks from young breeder flocks were capable of recovering 

from high or low relative humidity during late incubation if brooding conditions were 

sufficiently warm. 

While there were several factors that influenced oxygen concentration within the 

incubator (such as embryo age, barometric pressure, altitude) ventilation was the only one 

that can be practically adjusted to meet the embryo’s requirements (Lundy, 1969).  Sufficient 

air flow throughout the incubator insuresd that carbon dioxide was able to dissipate and the 

embryos had a fresh source of oxygen.  Romijn and Lokhorst (1960) demonstrated that an 

increase in ventilation did not coincide with an increase in evaporation, but rather that 

evaporation remained relative constant throughout incubation and was determined to be more 

dependent on the partial pressure of water vapor within the incubation environment.  

Kaltofen (1969) and Spotila et al. (1981) also concluded that water loss was not significantly 

affected by fluctuations in air flow.  Inadequate air movement has been demonstrated to 

create a “boundary layer” surrounding the eggs, which can impede gaseous exchange and 

lead to an imbalance in the exchange gradient.  However, more importantly, this air boundary 

created a barrier that hindered heat transfer, which may prove to be more detrimental to 

embryo development (Sotherland et al., 1987). 
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Temperature.  Temperature has been commonly acknowledged to be the most 

influential factor on embryonic growth and development during all stages of incubation.  

During storage, cool temperatures were crucial in cooling the eggs below ‘physiological 

zero’ so that they can be kept for approximately one week and normal hatchability 

maintained until eggs were incubated (Wilson, 1991).  Romanoff (1960) noted that cool 

temperatures before incubation were also evident in natural incubation, as the hen did not 

begin to incubate her eggs until she had laid enough eggs for a clutch, which may require 

several days.  Optimal storage temperatures during artificial incubation have varied with 

strain (Scott and Silversides, 2000), flock age (Mather and Laughlin, 1979), and duration of 

storage (Elibol and Brake, 2002), but Lundy (1969) defined the range to achieve 

‘physiological zero’ to be approximately between 24-26°C (75.2-78.8°F).  Optimal 

incubation temperature had been generally defined as that which produced the maximum 

hatchability (in terms of numbers and quality) and has been commonly acknowledged to be 

between within the narrow range of 37°C (98.6°F) to 38°C (100.4°F) in chickens (Romanoff, 

1960; Lundy, 1969; Wilson, 1991; Lourens et al., 2005).  Achieving this temperature was not 

only dependant upon the incubator temperature, but the transfer of heat between the embryo 

and its surroundings as well as the metabolic heat production of the embryo (French, 1997).   

 While the air temperature within the incubator has been frequently viewed as being 

equivalent to embryo temperature, current research has demonstrated that embryo 

temperature can and did vary greatly from machine air temperature (Meijerhof and van Beek, 

1993; Leksrisompong, 2005).  During the first week of incubation, the difference in machine 

air temperature and embryo temperature was negligible, as the evaporative heat loss was 

generally greater than the embryo’s heat production (Romijn and Lokhorst, 1960; French, 
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1997).  So limited was heat production during initial incubation, that it has been shown not to 

exceed even one-tenth of heat loss on the third day of incubation (Romijn and Lokhorst, 

1960).  Romijn and Lokhorst (1956) also determined that egg temperature did not begin 

exceed machine air temperature until E 10 of incubation. More recent studies have also 

confirmed that embryo heat production became greater than heat loss midway through 

incubation (Tazawa and Nakagawa, 1985; French, 1997).  Van Brecht et al. (2001) 

confirmed that egg temperature increased during incubation as the embryos aged.  Using 

infrared thermography to quantify egg shell temperature, they reported that an average 

machine air temperature of 37.7°C (99.9°F) during E 2-6 of incubation resulted in an average 

egg shell temperature of 37.58°C (99.64°F).  However, as embryo age increased, so did the 

difference between egg temperature and machine air temperature; by E 17 of incubation, 

machine air temperature remained at 37.7°C (99.9°F) while egg shell temperature ranged 

from 37.15°C (98.87°F) to 39.06°C (102.31°F) (Van Brecht et al., 2001).  Further work by 

Ande and Wilson (1981) examined the effects of heat stress (43.3°C (109.9°F)) at various 

embryonic ages for different lengths of time and observed that increased embryonic age and 

exposure time increased the incident of mortality and the occurrence of cull chicks.  

Inspection of unhatched eggs confirmed that the embryos usually died shortly after being 

exposed to the heat stress (Ande and Wilson, 1981).  Further investigations of the detrimental 

effects of heat stress on embryo development concluded that temperatures between 40-

42.5°C (104-108.5°F) resulted in an increase in brain abnormalities during the first 3 d of 

incubation (Alsop, 1919), eye malformations at E 3-4 of incubation (Nilsen, 1968), and an 

increase in late embryonic mortality and cull chicks from E 13 to hatching (Ande and 

Wilson, 1981). 
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  Cold temperatures have also been proven by several authors to be equally 

detrimental to embryo development.  In his review, Lundy (1969) defined three different 

zones for hypothermia in the embryo.  At 35-27°C (95-86°F), the embryo continued to grow, 

but was disproportionate, may not fully develop all organs or suffer from malformations, and 

ultimately did not hatch.  Between “physiological” zero (27°C) and freezing (-2°C (28.4°F)), 

the embryo may enter a torpor-like state in which development ceased, but hatching potential 

still existed.  Depending on the age of the embryo when it was exposed to these temperatures, 

the length of exposure and the actual temperature within this range, the embryo may recover 

(Tazawa and Rahn, 1987).  Sensitivity to cold stress has been observed to increase with age 

(Wilson, 1991), which is why storing eggs before incubation at temperatures between 27 to -

2°C was effective, while exposing embryos at E 16 or later to the same temperature range 

resulted in certain mortality.  Lastly, Lundy (1969) defined -2 to -3°C (28.4-26.6°F) as the 

temperature at which ice crystals formed in the embryonic tissues and the damage became 

irreversible.  Hatching weight has been shown to increase due to exposure to cold stress 

during incubation, but this increase may have been due to a reduction in moisture loss rather 

than any actual weight gain (Buckland, 1969).  Further research has supported this idea by 

demonstrating that cold stress hindered the growth of the area vasculosa and reduced yolk 

utilization, which would allow less surface area for water vapor exchange and limit the 

amount of water produced from lipid mobilization (Deeming, 1989c).   

 The transfer of heat between the embryo and its environment can be considered to be 

just as important to optimal incubation as the actual incubation temperature.  Heat transfer 

can occur by three methods:  conduction, radiation, and convection.  While the conductive 

heat transfer between the brood patch on the hen and her eggs during natural incubation was 
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important (Eycleshymer, 1907) during artificial incubation, contact between the egg and the 

tray or any other heat source has been reported to be extremely small and therefore was not 

the method of heat transfer (Van Brecht et al., 2005).  Radiation was also not an effective 

means of heat transfer during commercial incubation as each egg was surrounded by others at 

approximately the same temperature (Kashkin, 1961; French, 1997).  Consequently, 

convection has been considered to be the main method of heat transfer and was strongly 

influenced by the movement of the air surrounding the egg (French, 1997; Van Brecht et al. 

2005).  However, air movement inside the incubator was not always uniform and studies 

have demonstrated areas of stagnant air and a lack of homogeneous mixing due to obstacles 

such as the trays and the eggs themselves (Janssens et al., 2003).  With a lack of complete air 

mixing, heat exchange can become variable and embryos can be exposed to different 

temperatures.  This can create problems as stagnate air around the egg has been shown to be 

approximately 100 times greater a barrier to heat exchange than the egg shell itself and thus 

an increase in egg temperature can occur due to reduced heat loss (Sotherland et al., 1987).  

Furthermore, several studies have demonstrated that hot temperatures can be detrimental to 

embryonic development and reduce hatchling quality (Lundy, 1969; Wilson, 1991; French, 

1997).  However, if air speed can be increased and directed over the eggs, heat exchange 

should improve and high egg temperatures can be ameliorated.     

Ventilation.  As commercial incubators became larger in order to allow for greater 

hatching capacity, air circulation within the machine was often decreased.  Obstructions 

caused by the egg trolleys and even the eggs themselves has led to inadequate mixing 

throughout the machine (Owen, 1991; Van Brecht et al., 2003).  With a reduction in adequate 

air mixing, the development of irregular air flow paths and areas of stagnant air occurred 
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within the machine (Barber and Ogilvie, 1982; Janssens et al., 2003).  Ventilation within the 

incubator works primarily to remove carbon dioxide and water, and provide oxygen to meet 

the needs of the developing embryos.  By completely circulating air throughout the machine, 

ventilation also serves to improve uniformity by adequately mixing the air within the 

microenvironment surrounding each egg and thus preventing excesses or deficiencies of 

relative humidity, air temperature, and, to some extent, gaseous exchange (Kaltofen, 1969).  

However, when obstructions within the machine prevented adequate air mixing, the air flow 

paths became variable and differences in the microenvironment experienced by each embryo 

occurred.  These differences in temperature created variability among the chicks in terms of 

embryonic development that decreased hatchling uniformity in terms of time and quality 

(Lundy, 1969; Lourens, 2001).   

During the early incubation period, ventilation has been shown to remove excessive 

moisture from the air (Owen, 1991).  However, increased air speed has not been shown to 

increase water evaporation from the developing embryos (van Paemel and van Itterbeek, 

1951; Romijn and Lokhorst, 1960).  Increased ventilation during early incubation has also 

been shown to improve initial temperature uniformity.  When the eggs were placed within 

the incubator, there were often differences within the egg trolley and even within the tray 

itself in how quickly the embryos adjusted to the machine temperature set point.  As hot air 

rises, the eggs in the trays at the top of the trolley warmed quicker than those at the bottom, 

while those on the outside of the tray were better exposed to the warm air currents and 

achieved air temperature faster than the interior eggs (van Brecht et al., 2001).  As a result, 

the mean egg shell temperature of trolleys placed close to the ventilator fan have been shown 

to achieve machine temperature 5 h earlier than the trolley further away (Lourens, 2001).  
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With more uniform egg temperatures during early incubation, it can be assumed that embryo 

development will proceed uniformly as well with reduced differences that might occur in 

uniformity of time of hatching and chick quality.   

As the embryos increased in age, oxygen consumption and the subsequent carbon 

dioxide and heat production began to escalate, as did the need for ventilation (French, 1997).  

The increased heat production by the embryos that occurred during the second half of 

incubation created a larger thermal load for the machine to control and as a result, uniformity 

suffered (van Brecht et al., 2003).  Uneven air flow paths or increased distance from the 

ventilator can exacerbate this issue and egg shell temperatures greater than 40°C (104°F) 

have been demonstrated during the last days of incubation when air speed was less than 0.1 

m/sec (Lourens, 2001). Such temperatures can be detrimental to embryonic development and 

increase the occurrence of cull chicks (Romanoff, 1960; Lundy, 1969; Kaltofen, 1969; 

Wilson, 1991; Lourens, 2001).  Under these conditions, water loss differences have been 

noted between air speeds, but the greater water loss was observed to be in the lower air speed 

treatments (Kaltofen, 1969).  However, as moisture loss increased with egg temperature 

(Romanoff and Romanoff, 1949), it was clear that the increase in water loss in the presence 

of lower air speeds was primarily due to evaporative cooling rather than the direct effects of 

air movement. 

The direct relationship between increased egg temperatures and lower air speed was 

primarily due to the increase in thermal conductivity of the egg that occurred as air was 

moved over the egg.  Air has been acknowledged to be an excellent insulator and as such, 

when stagnant air surrounded an egg, heat loss was greatly reduced.  In fact, work by 

Sotherland et al., (1987) indicated that the air surrounding the egg created a barrier to heat 
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loss that was almost 100 x greater than the egg shell itself.  If the air speed over the egg were 

increased from 0 to 100 m/sec, thermal conductivity was increased approximately 2.5-fold 

(Sotherland et al., 1987).  However, in a commercial incubation, larger machines presented 

the obstacles of larger egg trolleys and increased egg capacity that makes homogenizing or 

even controlling the air speed and egg temperature more difficult.  As a result, in commercial 

incubators air speed was not inversely related to egg temperature as work by van Brecht et 

al., (2003) demonstrated both high and low air temperatures in areas of high and low air 

speeds in large commercial incubator (with capacity for 57,600 eggs).  Under these 

conditions, the air flow path within the machine became of greater importance in removing 

the air boundary layer surrounding the egg than just air speed alone.   

Owen (1991) has also indicated that air speed was less important if obstacles 

prevented the air from actually coming into contact with the eggs.  In spite of these data, 

obstacles may still be present within the incubator, and although they may be unintentional, 

they can still have detrimental affects on uniformity of air flow within the machine.  

Necessary operations such as tray turning can dramatically alter air speed and uniformity.  

Many trays within commercial incubators were designed to turn as a whole (instead of eggs 

being turned within a stationary tray) so that the turning of several trays can be easily 

observed at once.  While this design may be seem to be an acceptable and even 

advantageous, the reality was that the space between the trays when they lie horizontally was 

significantly reduced when they were turned to 45° from the horizontal and thus air flow was 

restricted.  As air movement followed the path of least resistance, the uniformity of air flow 

was dependent upon the ease with which air was allowed to move within the machine (Owen, 

1991).  Consequently, with the decrease in space between trays due to turning, there was an 
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exponential increase in the required air speed to maintain the same egg temperature (French, 

1997).  Van Brecht et al., (2003) demonstrated hourly variation in air speed and air 

temperature due to turning.  As commercial incubators have continued to increase in size and 

capacity, further work was needed to ensure that the ventilation within these machines 

increased proportionately and that obstacles to air flow path were considered in the design. 

Nutrient Availability at Hatching.  After the chick emerges from the egg, several 

changes must take place in order for it to successfully adapt to its new environment.  One of 

the primary changes that must take place will be the shift away from the chick’s sole 

dependence on the lipid rich yolk sac for nutrients to carbohydrate rich exogenous feed 

sources.  Although the newly hatched chick does retain some residual yolk after hatching 

(Romanoff, 1960), it was not sufficient to support the chick during an extended period of 

starvation post-hatching (Bigot et al., 2003). Rather, this residual yolk was thought to 

provide energy and protein immediately following hatching, and then act as a supplement to 

exogenous feed (Sklan and Noy, 2000).  Chicks that underwent a deutectomy at hatching 

were not observed to grow at all in the following 2-3 d.  However, once these chicks began to 

ingest feed, they were able to reach BW comparable to the control group and were 

indistinguishable from the control chicks by 10 d of age (Akiba and Murakami, 1995).  These 

data suggested although that the nutrients provided by the yolk were a valuable supplement 

for rapid growth, exogenous feed had a greater influence on growth.  

In the newly hatched chick, the yolk sac was shown to be absorbed directly into the 

circulation (Lambson, 1970) or transported through the yolk stalk into the small intestines 

(Noy and Sklan, 2002).  When chicks have access to feed, yolk absorption was increased in a 

manner that occurred mainly via the yolk stalk into the intestines.  Absorption via this route 
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simulated intestinal antiperistaltic movements (Esteban et al., 1991) that in turn stimulated 

more yolk absorption through the yolk stalk and resulted in increased yolk turnover for fed 

chicks (Noy and Sklan, 2001).   

In order to accommodate the chick’s change in nutrient intake, rapid intestinal 

development also occurred during the immediate post-hatching period with dramatic 

increases in villa size and volume appearing in the small intestines during the first day after 

hatching (Geyra et al., 2001; Sklan, 2001).  Intestinal growth can occur even if the chicks 

were unfed, however it did not equal the growth that occurred in chicks with access to feed 

and the difference remained even after the delayed chicks were given feed (Bigot et al., 

2003).  Absorption of glucose and methionine has also been shown to be more efficient in 

fed chicks when compared to unfed chicks.  Intestinal absorption of exogenous proteins and 

carbohydrates has previously been noted to be low in newly hatched chicks (when compared 

to lipid absorption) and was shown to increase with age (Sulistiyanto et al., 1999).  Noy and 

Sklan (1999) suggested that this initial reduction in hydrophilic compounds was due to the 

presence of hydrophobic lipid compound from the yolk being present in the intestinal tract.   

Post-Hatch Nutrition and Muscle Growth.  Despite the importance of post-hatch 

feed access, it may be 48 h before the chicks have access to feed in a commercial setting, due 

to transportation time to farms (Careghi et al., 2005).  Not only did this delay impede 

intestinal development, it also had effects on broiler performance that lasted until market age 

(Noy and Sklan, 1999; Bigot et al., 2003).  Chick BW increased by 2-3 fold during the first 

week of grow-out (Noy and Sklan, 2002) and it was during this early post-hatch period that 

the greatest muscle growth occurred (Moss et al., 1964).  Although skeletal muscle fibers 

were essentially fully formed at hatching, muscle growth can still occur post-hatch through 
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hypertrophy of the muscle fibers via increased DNA content of the fibers.  Myogenic 

precursor cells within the skeletal muscle called “satellite cells” have the ability to enter the 

cell cycle and proliferate, differentiate, and either fuse with existing muscle fibers or fuse 

with each other to create new fibers (Mauro, 1961).  However, the proliferation of the 

satellite cells decreased rapidly as the chick grew, making the first week of growth critical to 

optimizing muscle growth (Moss et al., 1964; Cardiasis and Cooper, 1975).  Halevy et al. 

(2000) and Mozdziak et al. (2002) observed that if chicks experienced delayed access to feed 

during the few days post-hatch, satellite cell proliferation could either be enhanced or 

detrimentally altered.  Chicks that were denied feed for 1 d demonstrated an increase in 

overall cell number due to satellite cell proliferation.  However, this may be attributed to a 

stress reaction as other studies have also demonstrated an initial increase in cell number and 

satellite cell activity due to mechanical stress or muscle injury (Bischoff and Heintz, 1994; 

Grounds, 1998).  As the period of starvation increased beyond 1 d, satellite cell activity 

dramatically decreased, as did cell number.  Furthermore, Halevy et al. (2000) also observed 

that the age of the chick plays a role in how severe the effects of delayed feeding on muscle 

growth were.  The earlier the starvation period occurred, the more dramatic the effect on 

muscle growth became and potential recovery capacity was also reduced. 

 Along with nutritional status, several other growth factors and hormones control 

satellite cell activity.  Insulin-like growth factors (IGF) I and II have been shown to induce 

satellite cell proliferation and improve muscle hypertrophy (Coleman et al., 1995; Dodson et 

al., 1996).  In contrast, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and growth hormone (GH) have been 

believed to inhibit satellite cell activity (Halevy et al., 1994; Florini et al., 1996).  However, 

the pathways by which these compounds regulated satellite cells has remained relatively 
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unclear and even less was understood about how each was affected by the nutritional status 

of the chick.   

A few studies have suggested that feed deprivation of up to 5 d resulted in decreased 

IGF-I concentrations (Kim et al., 1991; Morishita et al., 1993), which would correlate with a 

decrease in mitotic activity of the satellite cells (Sklan et al., 2003).  However, McMurtry et 

al. (1998) demonstrated an increase in IGF-II after a 24 h period of starvation.  While this 

may be associated with satellite cell activity and possibly be viewed as a stress response 

induced by a short period of starvation, it was not clear why IGF-I should not also increase 

during the 24 h period and what role each IGF played in regulating muscle growth.  FGF has 

been shown to be expressed in proliferating satellite cells, but will then decrease in 

concentration as the cells begin to differentiate (Wilkie et al., 1995).  Further work by Itoch 

et al. (1996) suggested that down regulation of FGF receptors may be necessary in order for 

satellite cell differentiation to occur, making high concentrations of the growth factor 

inhibitory to the muscle growth process.  Similarly, GH receptor RNA was also shown to 

peak during satellite cell proliferation and then decline during differentiation (Halevy et al., 

1996).  GH receptor RNA was shown to decrease after a 3 d starvation period (Halevy et al., 

2000), indicating that nutritional status plays an important, if not entirely clear, role in how 

these compounds regulate satellite cell mitotic activity and post-hatch muscle cell growth. 

 Given the negative effect of an increased incubation temperature and the influence it 

can have on broiler performance, the objective of these studies was to try to ameliorate these 

effects by directing the air flow path over the eggs and lowering egg shell temperature.  By 

increasing the amount of air moving over the eggs, the air boundary layer shoule be reduced 
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and heat loss should occur more readily.  This should create a decrease in egg temperature 

and promote embryonic development, as well as subsequent broiler performance. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Experiments 1 and 2.  Eggs were collected from Ross 344 x 508 broiler breeders 

housed at the NCSU-CEU.  A 59-wk-old flock was utilized in Experiment 1 and a 35-wk-old 

flock served as the egg source in Experiment 2.  All eggs were collected during the week 

preceding setting to ensure that all eggs were in storage for no more than one week.  Storage 

was at 15.5°C (60.0°F) and 70% RH as was standard CEU practice.   In Experiment 1, the 

eggs were set into incubation trays approximately 3 h before they were set inside the 

incubator.  The trays were left at hatchery room conditions (23.8°C (74.8°F) and 59% RH), 

but were not exposed to any supplementary air circulation, so were therefore not considered 

to be preincubated.  In Experiment 2, the eggs were preincubated for approximately 9 h in the 

hatchery room with two box fans directed at the eggs and the room fan left running to 

increase air circulation across the eggs after setting in the incubation trays but before placing 

the trays in the incubators.  Incubation for both experiments occurred in one Natureform 

model NOM-45 incubator (specially converted to hold 1000 chicken eggs as a NMC-1000) 

and one Natureform model NMC-2000 incubator (Natureform International, Jacksonville, FL 

32218).  In Experiment 1, the dry bulb temperature was maintained at 37.6°C (99.7°F) with a 

relative humidity of approximately 53% from setting until transfer on E 17.  In order to better 

manage incubation before the treatments were applied in Experiment 2, egg temperatures 

were monitored and machine temperatures were adjusted to achieve a desired egg 

temperature range from the start of incubation (as outlined in Figure M-1).  Egg 

temperatures were taken at the equator of five randomly selected eggs from each tray of 180 

eggs in each  



 

 
Day of Incubation Target Egg Temperature Incubation Air Temperature 

 (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) 
E 0-E 1 99.8-100 37.6-37.7 100.5 38.1 
E 1-E 12 99.5-99.8 37.5-37.6 99.5 37.5 

E 12-E 15 99-100 37.2-37.7 99.3 37.4 
E 15-E 17 99-100 37.2-37.7 99.0 37.2 
E 17-E 21 98-99 36.7-37.2 96-97* 35.6-36.1 

 
 
Figure M-1.  Desired egg temperatures during normal incubation.  Experiment had a higher 
incubation and egg temperature during E 17-E 21 as compared to standard incubation 
practices.  The asterisk indicates that temperatures were adjusted due to late incubation 
treatments. (Owen, 1991) 
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machine of each experiment daily from E 1 until E 3 and then every third day until the eggs 

were transferred to hatching baskets at E 17.  The NMC-1000 machine had a safety 

mechanism that caused the fan inside the machine to stop upon opening the door while the 

NMC-2000 did not have this safety feature such that the fan would remain running when the 

door was opened.  In a preliminary experiment we determined that egg temperatures were 

different depending upon whether or not the fans were running during sampling.  Egg 

temperatures were found to increase as much as 1-2°F with the fans off compared to the 

when the fans were running.  As the fans would be running when the machine doors were 

closed, it seemed logical that leaving the machine fans running during sampling would 

provide a more accurate egg temperature measurement.  Therefore, the machine fan safety 

interlock switch was overridden in the NMC-1000 so that the fan operated during sampling.  

Egg rotation through 90° occurred every 30 minutes and machines were monitored with a 

reference thermometer and humidistat daily for proper operation.  In both experiments, 

sixteen trays with 180 eggs per tray were used with 11 trays set in the NMC-2000 and 5 trays 

set in the NMC-1000.  Eggs were initially set so that each tray represented a broiler breeder 

pen, but eggs were randomized at transfer to distribute any breeder treatment effect 

throughout all of the hatching baskets.  On E 17 of incubation, the eggs were transferred and 

consolidated into the Natureform NMC-2000 incubator that was operated at a dry bulb 

temperature of 38.1°C (100.5°F), which was a slightly higher than would be normal hatching 

temperature.  The intention was to elevate egg and embryo temperatures and create a 

stressful environment for the embryos so that the role of ventilation could be magnified.  

Inside the hatcher were three treatment groups with three replicate hatching baskets per 

treatment, with the same treatments being used for both experiments.  The treatment groups 
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were applied to individual hatching baskets with nine baskets in total being used for data 

collection.  Three vertical blocks were designated within the machine with each of the three 

treatments being represented in each block to minimize any machine position effects.  An 

extra basket of eggs was placed above and below the top and bottom block, respectively, to 

aid in maintaining uniform air flow.  Data were not collected from these baskets.  An empty 

hatching basket was placed in the very top position and the very bottom position in the 

machine as well to fill the machine (Figure M-2).  Each basket that contained eggs was filled 

with 190 eggs, which were 10 more than normal density.  The first treatment was the control 

group (CN) where no tape was used on the basket.  The second treatment had masking tape 

placed around the perimeter of the top half of the basket (top taped = TT), but not on the 

bottom of the basket.  This was done to prevent air from flowing through the top of the 

basket.  The third treatment group was the bottom taped group (BT) that was the opposite of 

TT, with the perimeter of the bottom half of the basket covered with masking tape to prevent 

air from flowing through the bottom of the basket while the top of the basket remained open.  

Each treatment group was comprised of three replicate baskets; the CN group, for example, 

contained CN-1, CN-2 and CN-3 (Figure M-2).  In both experiments, the three replicate 

baskets from each treatment group were randomized among the three blocks so that the 

treatments were distributed evenly throughout the vertical dimension of the machine in an 

effort to reduce any machine position effect.  Egg temperatures were taken using a Braun 

thermoscan from the day following transfer until the day of hatching.  However, as the 

plastic hatching baskets were vertically stacked and interlocking, eggs could not be easily 

accessed for sampling.   

 



EXTRA BASKET-empty 
EXTRA BASKET-eggs 

BOTTOM TAPED (BT-3) 
CONTROL (CN-3) 

TOP TAPED (TT-3) 
CONTROL (CN-2) 

TOP TAPED (TT-2) 
BOTTOM TAPED (BT-2) 

TOP TAPED (TT-1) 
BOTTOM TAPED (BT-1) 

CONTROL (CN-1) 
EXTRA BASKET-eggs 

EXTRA BASKET-empty 

Block 3 
 
 
Block 2 
 
 
Block 1 

 

Figure M-2.  Arrangement of hatching baskets within the NMC-2000 machine used for 
Experiments 1 and 2.  Number after ventilation treatment indicates treatment basket replicate.   
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As a result, only eggs near the perimeter of the basket could be measured for temperature.  

Five eggs were monitored in each basket and measurements were taken by slipping the 

thermoscan thermometer between the vertical bars along the perimeter of the plastic baskets.  

For BT treatment, a window in the tape that could be opened and closed was used to access 

the eggs.  The Braun thermoscan was allowed to equilibrate inside the hatcher for 10 minutes 

prior to recording egg temperatures (Leksrisompong, 2005).  An electrically heated plastic 

incubation tent was also fabricated in front of the machine to prevent the eggs from losing 

heat during temperature measurements.  The clear plastic covering the PVC plastic frame of 

the tent was securely taped around the sides of the machine to prevent heat from escaping.  

The tent was preheated to approximately 37.8-38.3°C (100-101°F) with two electrical 

resistance heaters before each sampling. Details of this procedure were described by 

Leksrisompong (2005). 

Upon hatching on E 21 in Experiment 1 and E 21.6 in Experiment 2, chicks were 

removed from the hatcher (“pulled”) by treatment replicate basket and then further sorted by 

sex using the feather sexing method.  Unhatched eggs were removed and necropsied by 

treatment and replicate basket to determine age at embryo death and fertile hatchability was 

calculated.  Early dead and infertile eggs were removed at transfer so that any remaining 

mortalities observed presumably occurred after transfer.  Live chicks were counted and 

weighed as a group by treatment, replicate basket, and sex.  Seven male chicks from each 

replicate basket in Experiment 1 were sampled with a total of 63 chicks being sampled.  In 

Experiment 2, there were 22 male chicks from each replicate basket sampled for a total of 

198 chicks examined.   Chicks were then euthanized before measurements were taken.  

Individual BW and body length from the tip of the beak to the longest toe nail were recorded.  
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The yolk sac, heart, liver, gizzard, proventriculus, and small intestines were carefully excised 

and weighed.  The small intestines from the gizzard to the ileo-cecal junction were removed.  

Yolk sac weight and BW were measured to the nearest 0.01 g while the organs were weighed 

to the nearest 0.001 g. 

For both Experiments 1 and 2, data were analyzed as a randomized complete block 

design using the mixed procedure of SAS Institute (2004).  Each hatching basket was an 

experimental unit.  Means were partitioned using protected least square means.  Statements 

of statistical differences were based upon P<0.05 unless otherwise indicated. 

Experiment 3.  Eggs were produced by a 50-wk-old flock of Ross 344 x 308 broiler 

breeders housed at the NCDA&CS Piedmont Research Station.  All eggs were collected the 

week preceding incubation and stored for no more than one week.  Excessively large or small 

eggs were removed during setting.  Eggs were set by broiler breeder pen, with two trays of 

90 eggs each being set for each of the 12 breeder pens.  Eggs were collected during the week 

preceding incubation and stored at a temperature of 18.0°C (64.4°F) with 65% RH, as was 

standard practice at this research station.  The eggs were allowed to warm overnight in the 

hatchery room without fan ventilation before being placed in the incubator the following 

morning.  Initial incubation occurred in a Natureform I-14 setter at a dry bulb temperature of 

37.7°C (99.8°F) that was gradually decreased to maintain egg temperatures at approximately 

37.8°C (100°F) with care being taken so that egg temperatures did not exceed 38.1°C 

(100.5°F).  The wet bulb temperature was maintained at 29.4°C (85°F) throughout incubation 

and hatching.  Turning occurred hourly.  At E 18, eggs were transferred into plastic hatching 

baskets that were either Top Taped (TT) or Bottom Taped (BT) as in Experiments 1 and 2.  

Eggs were combined and transferred by breeder treatment, but pens within breeder treatment 
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were randomized to minimize any pen effects.  Breeder pens also were randomized within 

basket position within the hatching machine and basket ventilation treatment in order to 

minimizing any possible unintentional influence on basket ventilation treatments.  Setting 

trays were removed from the setter machine as they were needed and hatching baskets were 

placed into the operating hatcher machine as they were filled to minimize loss of egg 

temperature.  Positioning of the hatching baskets in specific positions in the hatching 

machine occurred at the end of transfer when all baskets had been filled.  Each basket 

contained 90 eggs per basket with 12 baskets comprising one rack.  Only the rear two racks 

of the four possible in the Natureform H-10 hatcher were placed in the machine so that all 

eggs were in proximity to the fan in the back of the machine. A 2” by 4” piece of wood was 

placed within the basket (with the 4” side flat on the bottom of the basket to create a height 

similar to the eggs) to push eggs towards the back of the basket and thus near to the fan.  

Basket exit air speed was recorded on E 18 after transfer while standing inside the machine 

with the door closed. However, due to the position of the eggs (being close to the fan) egg 

temperature could not be taken.  The machine dry bulb temperature was set at 37.5°C 

(99.5°F) and the wet bulb temperature was set at 29.4°C (85°F), which was hypothesized 

(based on previous experience) to produce an eggshell temperature of approximately 38.9°C 

(102°F).  Upon hatching, chicks were removed from the machine by basket ventilation 

treatment, rack, position in rack, and then further sorted by feather sexing.  Chicks with 

obvious major abnormalities were culled and unhatched eggs saved for later necropsy to 

determine fertility or age at embryo death.  Five male chicks from each basket were selected 

at random and neck tagged so that data collected were specific by chick.  Individual chicks 
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were weighed to the nearest 0.01 g and then necropsied with yolk and heart being carefully 

excised and weighed to the nearest 0.001 g.   

Data were analyzed as a randomized complete block design using the mixed 

procedure of SAS Institute (2004).  Each hatching basket was an experimental unit and the 

baskets were divided within the basket rack to create blocks.  Means were partitioned using 

protected least square means.  Statements of statistical differences were based upon P<0.05 

unless otherwise indicated. 

The remaining chicks were grouped into boxes by sex, breeder treatment, and basket 

ventilation treatment so that there were two boxes of males and two boxes of females for 

each of the basket ventilation by breeder treatment combinations. From these groups, seven 

male and seven female chicks were randomly selected, neck tagged, and organized into pens 

such that there were 72 pens with 7 male chicks and 7 female chicks in each pen.  Chicks in 

each pen were weighed by sex and then placed in an enclosed environmentally modified 

facility. Pen assignment was randomized by breeder and basket ventilation treatment 

combinations within each row throughout the facility.  Pens were constructed of a metal 

frame covered with half-inch galvanized wire mesh. Each pen provided 16.02 ft2 for the 

birds.  Litter temperature was approximately 36.7°C (98°F) on day of placement and was 

maintained around 35°C (95°F) during the first wk of grow-out.  Brooding temperature was 

reduced to 29.4-31.1°C (85-88°F) during the second wk of grow-out, and further reduced as 

the birds aged, according to standard practice.  Birds were kept on 23 hr light and 1 hr dark 

for the first wk of grow-out.  For the second and third wk, light period was reduced to 22 and 

21 hr, respectively.  After 21 d of age, the light period was reduced to 12 h a day and 

maintained on that schedule until 42 d of age.  Birds were provided feed for ad libitum 
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consumption and feeders were shaken daily to ensure that fresh feed was accessible to the 

chicks. At placement feeders were filled with 4.54 kg of a standard starter diet and two egg 

flats were filled with extra feed from this quantity.  The supplemental feeders (egg flats) were 

refilled as needed from the main feeders until 5 d of age when all supplemental feeders were 

removed and excess feed was returned to the feeders.  This ensured that chicks in all pens 

had equal access to supplemental feeders during the same period of growth.  A standard 

starter diet was fed until 21 d of age after which a standard grower diet was fed.  Feed 

consumption and group BW by sex were determined at 7, 21, and 42 d of age. Feed was 

weighed, added, and recorded as needed. All mortalities were recorded and weighed.  From 

the data collected BW, BW gain, feed intake, adjusted FCR, and livability were calculated. 

For grow-out, data were analyzed as a randomized complete block design using the 

mixed procedure of the SAS institute (2004).  The facility contained two blocks (consisting 

of two rows each) and pens were used as the experimental unit.  Differences were deemed to 

be significant at P<0.05, unless otherwise indicated.  Means were partitioned using protected 

least square means. 

Experiments 4 and 5.  Two experiments were conducted to examine the effects of 

altered basket ventilation and basket density on egg temperature and embryo development.  

For Experiment 4, eggs were produced by a 59-wk-old flock of Ross 344 x 508 broiler 

breeders housed at the NCSU-CEU.  Eggs were collected from a 31-wk-old flock of Ross 

344 x 708 broiler breeders for Experiment 5.    As in Experiment 2, eggs were collected so 

that storage time for all eggs was less than one week.  The eggs were also preincubated under 

forced air flow, which was created by placing two box fans next to the egg rack, for 

approximately 9 h.  Initial incubation occurred in a Natureform model NMC-2000 and a 
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Natureform model NMC-1000 (modified NOM-45) and the incubation temperature profile 

was similar to that used in Experiment 2.  Sixteen trays with 180 eggs each were used with 

11 trays in the NMC-2000 and 5 trays in the NMC-1000.     

 Eggs were divided into treatment groups and placed into two Natureform model 

NMC-1000 machines at transfer.  Two basket treatments comprising ventilation and density 

differences were applied in both Experiments 4 and 5.  For ventilation, treatments were as 

described for Experiments 1 and 2 with masking tape being applied to the top half perimeter 

of the basket for the top taped (TT) group or the baskets remained unaltered for the control 

group (CN).  A bottom tape group was not used.  One modification made to the TT baskets 

was that “doors” were created in the horizontal cardboard divider in each basket so that the 

eggs could be accessed for sampling but remained closed at all other times (Figure M-3).  In 

Experiment 4, density treatments consisted of loading the hatching basket to full density (180 

eggs-High Density) or half density (90 eggs-Low Density).  However, in Experiment 5, 

noticeably smaller eggs from a younger flock than in Experiment 4 were utilized.  To 

compensate for this difference and to maintain a sufficiently dense environment, egg 

numbers in the density treatments were increased so that 190 eggs were used to load the 

hatching baskets to full density to create the High Density treatment and 95 eggs were used 

to fill the basket to half density for the Low Density treatment.  The alterations made to the 

hatching baskets to create the ventilation treatments (TT and CN) remained the same in both 

experiments.  Each basket represented  an interaction of  the two treatment  main effects  

with four  interactions total 

 



 

 

Figure M-3.  Doors were created in the TT cardboard divider in Experiments 4, 5, and 6 to 

allow for easier egg shell temperature sampling within the basket. 
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and four replicate baskets per interaction cell.  In Experiment 4, both NMC-1000 machines 

were maintained at a dry bulb temperature of 38.1°C (100.5°F).  In Experiment 5, the 

interactions between basket density and basket ventilation were divided equally between two 

Natureform model NMC-1000 machines.  One machine was designated as “Hot” and was 

maintained at a dry bulb temperature of 38.2°C (100.7°F), while the other machine was 

designated as “Cool” and maintained an average dry bulb temperature of 36.2°C (97.2°F).  In 

both Experiments 4 and 5, relative humidity was maintained at approximately 53% at all 

times.  Treatment baskets were positioned in a similar manner during both experiments in an 

attempt to minimize internal machine position effects (Figures M-4 and M-5).  The basket 

holding rack in each machine contained 8 baskets.  Machine air temperature and egg 

temperature was monitored daily after transfer and adjusted as necessary to minimize any 

machine differences.  Egg temperature was measured using a Braun Thermoscan 

thermometer and eggs were sampled from the center of each basket. Egg temperatures were 

taken daily from E 18 to E 21 and a heated tent was again used during these measurements as 

described for Experiment 1. For Experiment 4 the tent was preheated to approximately 37.8-

38.3°C (100-101°F) before sampling for both machines. In Experiment 5 the tent was 

initially heated to 36.1-36.7°C (97-98°F) before sampling eggs from the Cool machine, and 

then further heated to the range of 37.8-38.3°C (100-101°F) before sampling eggs from the 

Hot machine.  Air speed was measured daily from E 18 to E 21 as air exited the baskets using 

a FarmTek LM-8000 (Farmtek, Dyersville, IA 52040) anemometer in both experiments. 

Upon hatching, chicks were removed (“pulled”) from the hatcher by replicate basket and then 

further sorted by sex using the feather sexing method.  Unhatched eggs and good quality   

 



  Machine 1           Machine 2 
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1.  Top Taped 90 
2.  Control 90 
3.  Top Taped 180 
4.  Control 180 
5.  Top Taped 90 
6.  Control 90 
7.  Top Taped 180 
8.  Control 180 

9.   Top Taped 90 
10.  Control 90 
11.  Top Taped 180 
12.  Control 180 
13.  Top Taped 90 
14.  Control 90 
15.  Top Taped 180 
16.  Control 180 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure M-4.  Arrangement of hatching baskets within the two NMC-1000 machines used for 
Experiment 4.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



          Machine 1                  Machine 2 
    Temperature=95.0°F (Cool)  Temperature=100.7°F (Hot) 
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1.  Top Taped 95 
2.  Control 95 
3.  Top Taped 190 
4.  Control 190 
5.  Top Taped 95 
6.  Control 95 
7.  Top Taped 190 
8.  Control 190 

9.   Top Taped 95 
10.  Control 95 
11.  Top Taped 190 
12.  Control 190 
13.  Top Taped 95 
14.  Control 95 
15.  Top Taped 190 
16.  Control 190 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure M-5.  Arrangement of hatching baskets within the two NMC-1000 machines used for 
Experiment 5.   
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chicks were counted to calculate fertile hatchability.  Live chicks were counted and weighed 

as a group by treatment, replicate, and sex Five male chicks from each treatment and 

replicate that were within + 2.0 g of the average male chick weight for each respective basket 

were sampled, for a total of 80 chicks being examined.  Chicks were identified with neck tags 

so that data gathered was specific to each individual.    These chicks were euthanized before 

measurements were taken.  Individual BW and body length were recorded.  The yolk sac, 

heart, liver, gizzard, proventriculus, and small intestines from the gizzard to the ileo-cecal 

junction were carefully excised and weighed. Yolk sac weight and BW was measured to the 

nearest 0.01 g while the sampled organs were weighed to the nearest 0.001 g. 

In Experiment 4, data were analyzed as a randomized complete block design using 

the mixed procedure of SAS Institute (2004).  The two incubators were used as blocks and 

each hatching basket was an experimental unit.  In Experiment 5, data were also analyzed 

using the mixed procedure of SAS Institute (2004), but with a split plot design in which 

blocks of four baskets each served as whole plot units and were exposed to a common Late 

temperature treatment (Hot or Cool).  Hatching baskets representing the basket ventilation 

and basket density interactions were treated as the subplot experimental units.  The whole 

plot factor was then temperature and the two subplot factors were basket ventilation and 

basket density.  For responses where interactions involving temperature were significant, 

tests of simple basket ventilation and basket density effects for fixed Late temperature were 

carried out using the SLICE-option within the LSMEANS statement of PROC MIXED.  This 

experiment did not allow for replication at the level of machine, so variability due to this 

source was not considered in these analyses.  Means were partitioned using protected least 
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square means.  Statements of statistical difference were based upon P<0.05, unless otherwise 

indicated. 

In both experiments, the remaining male chicks were selected so that baskets and 

machine blocks were equally represented in each brooding room during the subsequent grow-

out evaluation.  Due to the fact that Low density treatment baskets consisted of half the 

number of chicks as the High density treatment baskets, the randomization was adapted so 

that both treatments would be equally represented in the grow-out pens.  For the Low basket 

density treatments, three male chicks were randomly selected from each of the four replicate 

baskets to fill each pen.  For the High basket density treatments, a basket from each machine 

in either the top or bottom section of the machine was used to select six male chicks from 

each basket.  The twelve male chicks were permanently identified with neck tags, weighed as 

a group, and placed in their assigned brooding pens.  Pen assignment was designed to create 

four blocks within each brooding room to help minimize any pen position influence within 

the room.  Pens were constructed of a PVC plastic frame covered with coated chicken wire 

mesh in a 36”x 34”x 33” cube.  Birds had access to two baby pig style Crepe feeders 

(Farmtek, Dyersville, IA 52040) and a water line with two nipple drinkers as well as a 

supplemental gallon font drinker and half an egg flat filled with feed served as a 

supplemental feeder.  The Crepe feeders were weighed before placement and feed was 

scooped from them to fill the supplemental feeders.  Upon placement, birds were manually 

and individually introduced to feed while individual BW were recorded at 21 d of age.  BW 

was recorded in a similar manner in Experiment 5, with the exception of group BW being 

taken at 14 d instead of 15 d of age.  Feeder weights were taken at the same time as BW in 

both experiments.  Feed was added as needed at 6, 14 and 18 d of age in Experiment 4 and at 
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10, 16, and 18 d of age in Experiment 5.  All mortalities were weighed and recorded.  BW 

gain, feed intake, adjusted FCR, and mortality were all calculated from the data collected. 

For grow-out, data were analyzed as a randomized complete block design using the 

mixed procedure of SAS Institute (2004).  Each brooding room contained four blocks each 

and pens served as the experimental unit.  Statements of statistical differences were based 

upon P<0.05, unless otherwise indicated.  Means were partitioned using protected least 

square means. 

Experiment 6.  An experiment was conducted to examine the effects of early and late 

incubation temperature profiles as well as hatching basket ventilation during the last 4 d of 

incubation on embryonic development.  Eggs were collected from a 52-wk-old flock of Ross 

344 x 708 broiler breeders housed at the NCSU-CEU.  All eggs were stored for no more than 

a week at 15.5°C (60.0°F) and 70% RH as was standard CEU practice.  Eggs were 

randomized during setting in such a manner as to distribute breeder pen and day of storage 

effects throughout the setting trays and hatching baskets used in the present study.  After 

setting in the incubation trays but before placing the trays into the incubators, the eggs were 

preincubated for approximately 8 h in the hatchery room at 23.8°C (74.8°F) and 59% RH 

with the room fan running and two box fans set up directly in front of the eggs to increase air 

circulation across the eggs.  Eighteen full trays (180 eggs) and two partial trays (60 eggs) 

were equally distributed among two Jamesway model 252B incubators (Butler 

Manufacturing Co., Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538) that utilized two different incubation 

temperature profiles.  The first incubator, designated Early Hot (EH), started at an air 

temperature of 38.9°C (102°F) that was maintained for 6 h and thereafter reduced to 38.1°C 

(100.5°F).  Incubator air temperature was further reduced daily to about 37.5°C (99.5°F) on 
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E 3 where it was maintained until E 18. The second incubator was designated Early Cool 

(EC) and was initially operated at an air temperature of 36.9°C (98.5°F) that was gradually 

increased to 37.5°C (99.5°F) on E 3 and thereafter maintained until E 18 (Figure M-6 and 

Table M-7).  Egg shell temperatures were recorded during these early temperature 

treatments from approximately five eggs in each tray within each machine.  On E 11 eggs 

were candled and non-viable eggs were marked, but left in the tray so that consistent air flow 

was maintained.  On E 14 there were 10 eggs taken from the extra tray in each machine so 

that embryo and fluid sampling techniques could be practiced and evaluated.  Five eggs were 

removed from each tray in each Early treatment (40 eggs total from each Early temperature 

treatment) so that embryo length and weight as well as tissue and fluid weight of eggs could 

be determined on E 15.  One egg was taken from each corner of each tray and the fifth egg 

was pulled from the center of the tray so that any position effects might be minimized.  Egg 

and shell weights for each egg were also measured so that the embryo weight as a percentage 

of egg contents could be calculated.  Paper towels were used to fill the spaces where eggs 

were removed to maintain remaining eggs in their large end up position.  On E 18, eggs were 

candled so that only fertile eggs would be transferred.  Eggs were randomized by tray within 

each Early temperature treatment and placed into plastic hatching baskets with 170 eggs in 

each basket.  The hatching baskets were divided into two basket ventilation treatments of top 

taped (TT), with the perimeter of the basket covered and a cardboard divider also being 

utilized as previously described in Experiments 4 and 5, and control (CN).  Baskets were 

then equally divided between two Natureform model NMC-1000 incubators representing two  

Late temperature treatments.  One incubator was designated as “Late Hot” and was 

maintained at an air temperature of 38.2°C (100.7°F), while the other incubator 
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Figure M-6.  Machine temperature profiles for Experiment 6.  The “Hot” machine temperature profile in Early (E 0-E 3) and Late (E 

18-E 21) treatments are designated by an open triangle.  The “Cool” machine temperature profile in both Early and Late treatments are 

designated by a closed square.
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TABLE M-7. Mean egg shell temperature desired during the incubation period for the Early 

and Late temperature treatments in Experiment 6. 

Incubation Period Temperature 
Treatment 

 
E 0-3 E 4-16 E 18-21 

Early Late  (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) 
Hot   101.0 38.3 99.8 37.7    
Cool   98.0 36.7 99.8 37.7    

 Hot      102.0 38.9 
 Cool      99.8 37.7 
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designated as “Late Cool” and maintained at an air temperature of 36.1°C (97.0°F).  Relative 

humidity was maintained at approximately 53% in both incubators.  Individual incubators 

were divided into two blocks for purposes of statistical analysis, similar to Experiment 5.  

Egg temperature and air speed as air exited each basket was measured daily until hatching, as 

described previously.  An incubation tent was utilized to prevent egg heat loss during 

sampling and temperatures in the tent were adjusted according to which Late temperature 

machine was being measured as described for Experiment 5.  Egg shell surface temperature 

was measured using a Braun Thermoscan thermometer and air speed was measured with an 

LM-8000 digital anemometer.  Different eggs were selected at random from inside each 

basket at each temperature measurement time. 

Upon hatching on E 21, chicks were removed by Late temperature treatment and 

replicate basket.  Good chicks, dead chicks, culls, and unhatched eggs were counted from 

each basket.  Good chicks were deemed to be those chicks that were alive, dry, and had no 

obvious deformities whereas “culls” were deemed to be chicks that were still wet or had 

obvious deformities (i.e. unabsorbed intestines, incomplete skull growth, etc…).  Unhatched 

eggs and good quality chicks were counted to calculate fertile hatchability.  Group weights of 

good chicks were taken by treatment replicate baskets and then chicks were sexed with care 

being taken to keep treatment replicates separated.  Male group BW was taken and male 

chicks counted by treatment replicate basket so that the average male chick BW by replicate 

basket could be determined before five male chicks within + 2.0 g of the calculated average 

were taken from each basket.  These chicks were then permanently identified with neck tags 

and necropsied so that yolk sac and organ weights could be determined.  All five chicks from 

each basket were measured for live chick length, BW, and yolk, heart, proventriculus, and 
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gizzard weights.  Yolk sac weight and BW was measured to the nearest 0.01 g while the 

organs were weighed to the nearest 0.001 g.  

Data collected from embryos sampled on E 15 were analyzed using the Proc Mixed 

procedure of SAS Institute (2004).  Data collected from chicks on day of hatching were 

analyzed as a split plot design with the two blocks of four baskets within each machine Late 

temperature treatment being viewed as the whole plots, similar to Experiment 5.  Basket 

ventilation and Early temperature were considered to be subplot factors within each hatching 

basket, while the two Late temperature treatments were treated as whole plot factors.  For 

responses where interactions involving Late temperature were significant (such as egg shell 

temperature), tests of simple basket ventilation and Early temperature effects for fixed Late 

temperature were carried out using the SLICE-option, as described earlier in Experiment 5.  

For responses where interactions involving Early temperature were significant (chick BW 

and relative organ weights), the effect of Early temperature became the fixed effect.  Means 

were partitioned using protected least square means.  Statements of statistical difference were 

based upon P<0.05, unless otherwise indicated. 
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RESULTS 

 

Experiments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Concerning BW, Yolk Sac, and Organ Weights.  

Data concerning BW and relative weights of the organs as well as yolk sac were taken on day 

of hatching for Experiments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.  Additional data concerning embryo 

development and amount of fluids in the egg on E 16 of incubation also were recorded in 

Experiment 6.  These data are summarized in the following section. 

Experiment 1.  The effect of basket ventilation during late incubation on egg shell 

temperature during E 18-20 of incubation is shown in Table R-1.  The BT treatment 

exhibited a significantly higher egg shell temperature at E 18 when compared to the other 

two treatments, however these differences were not apparent on E 19 and 20 of incubation. 

The effect of basket ventilation during late incubation on BW and relative yolk sac 

and organ weights on day of hatching is shown in Table R-2.  While BW did not 

demonstrate significant differences, relative yolk weight was significantly lower in the TT 

treatment than in the BT and CN treatments.  The TT treatment also exhibited a larger 

relative heart weight that approached significance (P < 0.10), and significantly larger relative 

liver weight compared to the CN group while BT chicks produced intermediate values.  No 

significant differences were found for the gizzard, proventriculus, and small intestines. 

   Experiment 2.  The effect of basket ventilation on egg shell temperature and air 

speed exiting the basket on E 19-20 of incubation is shown in Table R-3.  The BT treatment 

exhibited a significantly higher egg temperature on E 19 and 20 of incubation while the TT 

and CN treatments remained statistically similar.  Significant differences were not noted in 

air speed between Ventilation treatments during either day. 
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TABLE R-1.  Egg temperature from broiler hatching eggs on E 18, E 19, and E 20 in 
Experiment 1 as influenced by basket ventilation during incubation. 
 

Basket Ventilation E 18 E 19 E 20 

                                   (°F, °C)  

TT1 101.6b 38.7b 102.3 39.1 103.8 39.9 
CN2 102.1b 38.9b 103.2 39.6 104.4 40.2 
BT3 103.0a 39.4a 103.8 39.9 104.1 40.1 

SEM4 0.23 0.13 0.50 0.28 0.52 0.29 
Probability 0.02 0.02 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.20 

 

a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top of the basket so that ventilation within the basket  
  was restricted (Top Taped). 
2 CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
3 BT baskets had tape applied to the bottom of the basket so that ventilation within the   
   basket was restricted (Bottom Taped). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 15. 
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TABLE R-2. Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on 
day of hatching in Experiment 1 as influenced by ventilation during late incubation (E 17-E 
21). 
 

Basket 
Ventilation  BW Yolk

Sac Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 
Intestines

  (g)                                              (g/100g) 
TT1  44.2 10.85B 0.82x 2.61a 4.44 0.92 2.89
CN2  44.6 12.78A 0.74y 2.37b 4.32 0.83 2.78 
BT3  44.0 12.64A 0.76xy 2.46ab 4.43 0.84 2.74 

n4  21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
SEM  0.76 0.56 0.81 0.07 0.24 0.03 0.09 

Probability  0.82 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.86 0.12 0.49 
 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).    
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied around the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation  
  within the basket was restricted from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top  
  Taped). 
2 CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
3 BT baskets had tape applied around the bottom perimeter of the basket so that ventilation  
  within the basket was restricted from flowing through the bottom half of the basket  
  (Bottom Taped). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean. 
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TABLE R-3.  Egg temperature from broiler hatching eggs and speed of air exiting the 
hatching baskets on E 19 and E 20 in Experiment 2 as influenced by basket ventilation during 
incubation. 
 

Day of Incubation Basket 
Ventilation E 19 E 20 

  
(°F) 

 
  (°F)

 
 (m/sec)

 
(°F)

 
(°F) 

 
(m/sec)

TT1 101.6B 38.7B 1.4 101.9b 38.8b 1.2 
1 1

CN2 101.9B 38.8B 1.3 102.3b 39.1b 1.1 
BT3 102.7A 39.3A 1.1 103.4a 39.7a 1.1 

SEM4 0.15 0.07 0.23 0.30 0.16 0.27 
Probability <0.01 <0.01 0.72 0.03 0.03 0.97 

 

a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top of the basket so that ventilation within the basket  
  was restricted (Top Taped). 
2 CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
3 BT baskets had tape applied to the bottom of the basket so that ventilation within the   
   basket was restricted (Bottom Taped). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 15. 
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The effect of basket ventilation during late incubation on BW and relative yolk sac 

and organ weights on day of hatching is shown in Table R-4.  No significant differences in 

BW or relative yolk sac weight were observed within the ventilation treatments.  With 

respect to the basket ventilation treatments, TT exhibited the greatest relative heart weight, 

BT the smallest, and an intermediate value was observed for the CN treatment.   

Experiment 3.  Although egg shell temperature could not be measured in Experiment 

3, air speed exiting the basket was measured at transfer.  However, no significant differences 

were noted between the ventilation treatments and therefore will not be displayed here. 

The effects of basket ventilation during late incubation on BW, relative yolk sac 

weight, and relative heart weight on day of hatching is shown in Table R-5.  No significant 

differences were observed. 

Experiment 4.  The effects of hatching basket ventilation, basket stocking density, 

and the basket ventilation by basket density interaction on egg shell temperature and air 

speed exiting the basket on E 18-20 of incubation is shown in Table R-6.  Although no 

significant differences were noted in air speed between the ventilation treatments, a 

significant reduction in air speed was noted for the TT treatment on E 20.  However, this was 

recognized to be a result of differing hatching rates as the early hatched chicks in the TT 

baskets provided a greater barrier to air flow than the eggs within the CN baskets.  The lack 

of previous  significance in air speed between the ventilation treatments support the 

observation that this difference was not solely a treatment effect.  In contrast, the low density 

(90) treatment provided consistently lower egg shell temperatures throughout late incubation 

and displayed a significantly higher air speed on E 18 and 20 of incubation.  The basket 

ventilation by basket density interaction exhibited significantly different egg shell  
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TABLE R-4. Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on 
day of hatching in Experiment 2 as influenced by basket ventilation treatment during late 
incubation (E 17-E 21). 
 

Basket 
Ventilation BW   Yolk 

   Sac Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 
Intestine 

 (g)                                             (g/100g) 
TT1 36.9 7.26 0.87a 2.76a 5.89x 0.98 3.65
CN2 36.6 7.12 0.83b 2.70ab 5.71xy 1.01 3.62 
BT3 37.62 7.63 0.85ab 2.62b 5.66y 0.97 3.71 

n4 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 
SEM 0.38 0.31 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.09 

Probability 0.16 0.49 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.19 0.74 
 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top of the basket so that ventilation within the basket  
   was restricted (Top Taped). 
2 CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
3 BT baskets had tape applied to the bottom of the basket so that ventilation within the   
   basket was restricted (Bottom Taped). 
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TABLE R-5. Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on 
day of hatching in Experiment 3 as influenced by basket ventilation treatment during late 
incubation (E 18-E 21). 
 

Variables Measured at Hatching 
Basket Ventilation 

 

 

BW Yolk 
Sac Heart 

   
(g) 

 
                    (g/100g) 

 
TT1  44.6 10.0 0.77 
BT2  44.8 9.2 0.76 

 
n3  60 60 

 
60 

SEM  0.84 0.34 0.02 
Probability  0.82 0.11 0.44 

 

a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top of the basket so that ventilation within the basket  
   was restricted (Top Taped). 
2 BT baskets had tape applied to the bottom of the basket so that ventilation within the   
   basket was restricted (Bottom Taped). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean. 
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TABLE R-6.  Egg temperature from broiler hatching eggs and air speeds of air exiting the hatching baskets on days E 18-E 20 in 
Experiment 4 as influenced by the main effects of basket ventilation (Vent), basket density, and the basket ventilation by basket 
density interaction during incubation at a machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F). 

 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts that approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01). 
1 TT baskets were modified to restrict air from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left   
   unaltered (Control). 
3 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (90 eggs) or to full capacity (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 20 for the main effects and 10 for the interaction. 

Basket Egg Shell Temperature Air Speed 
Vent1 Density2 E 18 E 19 E 20 E 18  E 19 E 20 

 (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (m/sec)  
TT  102.3 39.1 102.6 39.2 103.9 39.9 0.3 0.3 0.1B 
CN  102.4 39.1 102.5 39.2 103.9 39.9 0.4 0.4 0.4A 

SEM3 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.05 
Probability 0.47 0.47 0.58 0.71 0.92 0.82 0.55 0.55 0.01 

 90 102.1b 38.9b 102.4y 39.1b 103.0B 39.4B 0.5x 0.5 0.4A 
 180 102.6a 39.2a 102.8x 39.3a 104.7A 40.4A 0.3y 0.3 0.1B 

SEM3 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.05 
Probability 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.05 <0.01 <0.01 0.10 0.28 <0.01 

TT 90 101.9b 38.8y 102.3 39.1 102.9 39.4 0.5 0.4 0.2 
TT 180 102.7a 39.3x 102.9 39.4 104.8 40.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 
CN 90 102.4ab 39.1xy 102.5 39.2 103.0 39.4 0.6 0.5 0.6 
CN 180 102.4ab 39.1xy 102.6 39.2 104.6 40.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 

SEM3 0.18 0.10 0.18 0.10 0.26 0.16 0.12 0.14 0.08 
Probability 0.05 0.07 0.24 0.28 0.29 0.22 0.84 0.80 0.28 
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temperatures on E 18 of incubation, with the TT-180 treatment providing the highest egg shell 

temperature and the TT-90 the lowest.  However, these differences did not persist beyond E 18.  

No significant differences were noted for air speed for the basket ventilation by basket density 

interaction. 

The effects of hatching basket ventilation and basket stocking density in a machine at an 

elevated temperature during late incubation on BW, relative yolk sac, and organ weights on day 

of hatching is shown in Table R-7a.  Significant differences in BW and relative yolk sac weight 

were not observed for either main effect.  A difference in relative heart weight approaching 

significance (P < 0.10) was observed due to ventilation with the CN treatment weight being 

greater than that of the TT treatment.  Between the basket stocking density treatments, a 

significant difference was observed in relative heart weight in favor of the low density (90) when 

compared to the high density (180).  For relative liver, gizzard, proventriculus, and small 

intestines, no significant differences were observed for the main effect of ventilation.  No 

significant differences were found for relative liver weights due to the main effect of density, but 

differences that approached significance (P < 0.10) were observed in favor of the low basket 

density for relative gizzard and small intestine weights.  Furthermore, relative proventriculus 

weights were shown to be highly significantly affected (P < 0.01) by basket density, with the low 

density providing larger weights in comparison to the high density treatments.  The effect of the 

basket ventilation by basket density interaction in a machine at an elevated temperature during 

late incubation on BW, relative yolk sac and organ weights on day of hatching is shown in Table 

R-7b.  As with the main effects, significant differences were not observed for BW or relative 

yolk sac weight.  All interactions exhibited statistically similar relative heart weights, except for 

means.  
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TABLE R-7a. Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on day of hatching in Experiment 4 as 
influenced by the main effects of basket ventilation and basket density in a machine at an elevated temperature1 during late 
incubation (E 17-E 21). 

Basket 
Ventilation2 Density3 

BW Yolk 
Sac 

Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 
Intestines 

Main Effects (g) (g/100g) 
TT  44.8 11.72 0.74y 2.47 4.78 0.75 2.82 
CN  44.6 11.35 0.78x 2.47 4.91 0.78 2.81 

SEM4 0.19 0.77 0.01 0.08 0.15 0.02 0.07 
Probability 0.49 0.62 0.07 0.97 0.19 0.38 0.93 

        
 90 44.8 11.20 0.78a 2.49 4.93x 0.80A 2.90x 
 180 44.7 11.88 0.74b 2.45 4.76y 0.73B 2.73y 

SEM4 0.19 0.77 0.01 0.08 0.15 0.02 0.07 
Probability 0.62 0.37 0.04 0.66 0.10 0.01 0.08 

 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 Machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F) produced an average egg temperature of 39.9°C (103.9°F) on E 20. 
2 TT baskets were modified to restrict air from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left  
   unaltered (Control). 
3 Hatching baskets were filled either to half capacity (90 eggs) or to full capacity (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 40. 
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the TT-180, which produced numerically (P < 0.10) smaller values when compared to the 

other interaction This trend was significant for relative gizzard and proventriculus weights 

where the TT-180 group displayed significantly smaller weights in comparison to the other 

interaction means.  Relative liver and small intestine weights were not shown to be 

significantly different.  

Experiment 5.  The effects of hatching basket ventilation, basket density, and 

machine temperature on egg temperature and air speed exiting the basket on E 18-20 of 

incubation is shown in Table R-8a.  Although a significantly lower egg shell temperature 

was recorded for the TT treatment on E 20 of incubation, differences were not observed on E 

18 or 19.  Significant differences were observed for the main effect of density on E 18 and 

20, with the low density (95) treatment exhibiting a highly significantly (P < 0.01) lower egg 

temperature.  Within the main effect of machine temperature, the Hot treatment demonstrated 

a highly significant (P < 0.01) greater egg temperature throughout the late incubation period, 

but given the nature of the late machine temperature treatment, this was expected.  

Significant differences in air speed were not apparent for any of the main effects.  The effects 

of basket ventilation by basket density interaction, the basket density by machine temperature 

interaction, and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction on egg temperature 

and air speed exiting the basket during late incubation can be seen in Table R-8b.  The 

basket ventilation by basket density was shown to significantly affect egg temperature 

throughout the late incubation period.  The TT-190 treatment consistently provided the 

highest egg temperatures while the lowest were found in the TT-95 and CN-190 treatments.  

The CN-95 egg shell temperatures fluctuated, but generally remained statistically similar to 

either TT-95 or CN-190 treatments. 
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TABLE R-7b. Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on day of hatching in Experiment 4 
   as influenced by the basket ventilation by basket density interaction in a machine at an elevated temperature1. 
 

Basket 
Ventilation2 Density3 

BW      Yolk 
      Sac 

Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 
Intestines 

Interactions (g)                                                             (g/100g) 
TT 90 44.7 11.14 0.79x 2.54 4.99a 0.81a 2.93 
TT 180 45.0 12.31 0.70y 2.40 4.56b 0.69b 2.73 
CN 90 44.9 11.25 0.78x 2.43 4.88a 0.78a 2.88 
CN 180 44.4 11.48 0.78x 2.50 4.95a 0.77a 2.75 

n4 
 

20
 

20
 

20
 

20
 

20 
 

20
 

20
SEM 0.27 0.94 0.02 0.10 0.17 0.03 0.09 

Probability 0.11 0.52 0.07 0.23 0.02 0.04 0.65 
 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts that approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 Incubator had a machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F) that produced an average egg temperature of 39.9°C (103.9°F)  
   on E 20. 
2 TT baskets were modified around the top perimeter of the basket to restrict air from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top  
  Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
3 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (90 eggs) or to full capacity (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean.
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TABLE R-8a. Egg shell temperatures and air speed exiting the basket as influenced by the main effects of basket ventilation (Vent), 
basket density, and machine temperature during E 18-E 20 in Experiment 5. 
 

Basket   Egg Shell Temperature Air Speed
Vent1 Density2 

Late 
Temp3           E 18           E 19             E 20 E 18 E 19 E 20 

Main Effects (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C)                       (m/sec) 
TT   101.1 38.4 101.6 38.7 102.6a 39.2a  0.3 0.3 0.0 
CN   100.9 38.3 101.3 38.5 101.9b 38.8b  0.5 0.5 0.2 

SEM4 0.07 0.05 0.15 0.07 0.14 0.07  0.11 0.13 0.07 
Probability 0.13 0.11 0.31 0.29 0.02 0.01  0.56 0.62 0.18 

           
 95  100.8B 38.2B 101.4 38.6 101.5B 38.6B  0.5 0.5 0.2 
 190  101.3A 38.5A 101.7 38.7 102.9A 39.4A  0.3 0.3 0.0 

SEM4 0.07 0.05 0.15 0.07 0.14 0.07  0.11 0.13 0.07 
Probability 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.17 <0.001 <0.001  0.31 0.50 0.13 

           
  Hot 102.4A 39.1A 102.8A 39.3A 103.6A 39.8A  0.4 0.4 0.1 
  Cool 99.6B 37.6B 100.2B 37.9B 100.9B 38.3B  0.4 0.4 0.2 

SEM4 0.07 0.05 0.15 0.07 0.14 0.07  0.11 0.13 0.07 
Probability   0.001   0.001  <0.01  <0.01 <0.001 <0.01  0.59   0.86     0.60 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 TT baskets were modified to restrict ventilation within the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (95 eggs) or to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 40.
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The basket density by machine temperature interaction was also shown to be 

significantly different, with the Hot-190 interaction providing the highest egg shell 

temperature during the last 3 d of incubation.  In contrast, the lowest temperatures were 

found in the Cool-95 treatment.  The differences due to the basket density by machine 

temperature interaction seem to have been largely influenced by the late machine temperature 

as significant differences between the density treatments within each temperature treatment 

did not become apparent until E 20.  Significant differences were not found for the basket 

ventilation by machine temperature interaction.  Significant differences were not evident for 

air speed in any of the two-way interactions. 

 The effects of basket ventilation by basket density interaction within each machine 

temperature treatment on egg temperature and air speed exiting the basket during late 

incubation can be seen in Table R-8c.  Within the Hot temperature treatment, significant 

differences were only discovered on E 20 of incubation, with the TT-190 and CN-190 

combinations demonstrating the highest egg temperature and the TT-95 and CN-95 providing 

the providing the lowest egg temperatures.  In contrast, the basket ventilation by basket 

density interaction within the Cool treatment was shown to be significantly different 

throughout the late incubation period.  The TT-190-Cool treatment exhibited a significantly 

higher egg temperature while the remaining egg temperature remained significantly lower 

from E 18-20.  However, significant differences in air speed were not demonstrated in any of 

the basket ventilation by basket density within late machine temperature interactions. 

The effects of basket ventilation, hatching basket stocking density, and incubation air 

temperature during late incubation on BW, relative yolk sac and organ weights on day of 

hatching is shown in Table R-9a.  Although BW was smaller (P < 0.10) for the Hot   
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TABLE R-8b. Egg temperature from broiler hatching eggs and air speeds of air exiting the hatching baskets on E 18-E 20 in 
Experiment 5 as influenced by the basket ventilation (Vent) by basket density interaction, the basket density by machine temperature 
interaction, and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction. 

Basket Late Egg Temperature Air Speed
Vent1 Density2 Temp3 E 18          E 19 E 20 E 18 E 19 E 20

2-way Interactions (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (m/sec)
TT 95  100.6B 38.1B 101.1B 38.4B 101.5C 38.6C 0.4 0.4 0.1
TT 190  101.7A 38.7A 102.2A 39.0A 103.6A 39.8A 0.3 0.3 0.0
CN 95  100.9B 38.3B 101.7AB 38.7AB 101.5C 38.6C 0.6 0.6 0.3
CN 190  100.9B 38.3B 101.1B 38.4B 102.3B 39.1B 0.3 0.4 0.1

SEM 0.11 0.07 0.22 0.11 0.19 0.11 0.18 0.23 0.11
Probability <0.01 <0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.81 0.89 0.33 

 95 Cool 99.2y 37.3y 100.0 37.8 100.3d 37.9d 0.5 0.3 0.3
 190 Cool 100.0y 37.8y 100.4 38.0 101.5c 38.6c 0.3 0.3 0.1
 95 Hot 102.3x 39.1x 102.8 39.3 102.8b 39.3b 0.6 0.5 0.2
 190 Hot 102.6x 39.2x 102.9 39.4 104.4a 40.2a 0.3 0.5 0.0

SEM 0.11 0.07 0.22 0.11 0.19 0.11 0.18 0.23 0.11
Probability 0.07 0.06 0.52 0.47 0.02 0.04 0.91 0.96 0.91 

TT  Cool 99.8 37.6 100.3 37.9 101.4 38.6 0.3 0.3 0.1
CN  Cool 99.4 37.4 100.1 37.8 100.4 38.0 0.5 0.5 0.2
TT  Hot 102.5 39.2 103.1 39.5 103.7 39.8 0.4 0.4 0.0
CN  Hot 102.4 39.1 102.6 39.2 103.4 39.7 0.5 0.5 0.2

SEM 0.11 0.07 0.22 0.11 0.19 0.11 0.18 0.23 0.11
Probability 0.52 0.23 0.67 0.71 0.14   0.18   0.73    0.89   0.91 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
1 TT baskets were altered to restrict ventilation within the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (95 eggs) or to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
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TABLE R-8c. Egg temperature from broiler hatching eggs and air speeds of air exiting the hatching baskets on E 18-E 20 in 
Experiment 5 influenced by the basket ventilation (Vent) by basket density interaction by machine temperature interaction. 
 

Basket Late Egg Shell Temperature Air Speed
Vent1 Density2 Temp3 E 18 E 19 E 20 E 18 E 19 E 20 

3-way Interactions (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C)  (m/sec)
TT 95 Hot 102.1 38.9 102.6 39.2 102.6B 39.2B 0.5 0.5 0.0 
TT 190 Hot 102.9 39.4 103.4 39.7 104.9A 40.5A 0.3 0.3 0.0 
CN 95 Hot 102.5 39.2 102.9 39.4 102.9B 39.4B 0.6 0.6 0.4 
CN 190 Hot 102.3 39.1 102.4 39.1 103.9A 39.9A 0.3 0.4 0.0 

SEM 0.16 0.10 0.31 0.16 0.27 0.15 0.26 0.32 0.15
Probability 0.11 0.19 0.26 0.20 0.01 0.01 0.85 0.94 0.35 

TT 95 Cool 99.1B 37.3B 99.5y 37.5y 100.4B 38.0B 0.4 0.4 0.2 
TT 190 Cool 100.5A 38.1A 101.0x 38.3x 102.3A 39.1A 0.2 0.3 0.0 
CN 95 Cool 99.3B 37.4B 100.4xy 38.0xy 100.2B 37.9B 0.6 0.6 0.4 
CN 190 Cool 99.5B 37.5B 99.8xy 37.6xy 100.6B 38.1B 0.4 0.4 0.1 

SEM 0.16 0.10 0.31 0.16 0.27 0.15 0.26 0.32 0.15 
Probability 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.80 0.92 0.47 

 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
1 TT baskets were modified to restrict ventilation within the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (95 eggs) or to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
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temperature treatment, no differences were observed due to the main effects of ventilation or 

density.  The Hot temperature treatment also exhibited a larger relative yolk sac weight while 

the main effects of ventilation and density displayed no significant differences.  Relative 

heart weights were shown to increase in a manner that approached significance (P < 0.10) for 

the CN ventilation treatment as well as for the Low density (95) treatment, while the Cool 

temperature treatment displayed a significantly greater relative heart weight for the main 

effect of late temperature.  Relative weights of the liver, gizzard, proventriculus, and small 

intestines were not different due to basket ventilation or density.  While a heavier relative 

liver weight approached significance due to the Hot temperature treatment, no significant 

differences were noted for the remaining relative organ weights due to the effects of late 

machine temperature. 

The effects of the basket ventilation by basket density interaction, basket density by 

late machine temperature interaction, and basket ventilation by late machine temperature on 

BW, relative yolk sac, and organ weights on day of hatching is shown in Table R-9b.  For 

the basket ventilation by basket density interaction, no significant differences were noted for 

BW or relative yolk sac weight.  Differences that approached significance (P < 0.10) were 

observed for relative heart weight, with the TT-190 treatment exhibiting the smallest weight.  

No significant differences were observed for the relative weights of liver, gizzard, 

proventriculus, or small intestines.  In a similar manner, the basket density by late machine 

temperature interaction did not produce any significant differences with the exception of 

relative heart weight, where the Cool-95 treatment produced the largest relative heart weight 

with the difference approaching significance (P < 0.10).  The basket ventilation by late
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TABLE R-9a. Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on day of hatching in Experiment 5 as 
influenced by the main effects of basket ventilation (Vent), basket density, and machine temperature during late incubation (E 17-
E 21). 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
1 TT baskets were modified so that ventilation within the basket was restricted (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left  
   unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to half capacity (95 eggs) or hatching baskets were filled to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb temperature set point of  
  35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean (40). 

Basket  
Vent1 Density2 Temp3 

BW    Yolk 
    Sac 

Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 
Intestines 

Main Effects (g)                                                              (g/100g) 
TT   38.1 9.34 0.85y 2.58 5.05 0.86 3.05 
CN   38.1 9.60 0.91x 2.56 4.98 0.87 3.03 

SEM 0.25 0.26 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.05 
Probability 0.88 0.58 0.09 0.94 0.64 0.62 0.80 

        
 95  38.0 9.45 0.91x 2.59 5.14 0.88 3.08 
 190  38.3 9.48 0.85y 2.57 4.89 0.85 3.00 

SEM 0.25 0.26 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.05 
Probability 0.39 0.95 0.07 0.87 0.13 0.23 0.36 

        
  Hot 37.5y 8.75b 0.83b 2.65x 5.19 0.87 3.09 
  Cool 38.7x 10.20a 0.92a 2.51y 4.84 0.87 2.98 

SEM 0.28 0.19 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.04 
Probability  0.08  0.03   0.05   0.09      0.12         0.99 0.16 
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TABLE R-9b.  Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on day of hatching in Experiment 5 as 
influenced by the basket ventilation (Vent) by basket density interaction, the basket density by machine temperature interaction, 
and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction during late incubation (E 17-E 21). 

Basket  
Vent1 Density2 Temp3 

BW Yolk 
Sac 

Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 
Intestines 

2-way Interaction (g)                                                           (g/100g) 
TT 95  38.1 9.74 0.91x 2.49 5.08 0.86 3.01
TT 190  38.0 8.93 0.79y 2.67 5.02 0.86 3.04
CN 95  37.8 9.16 0.90x 2.68 5.20 0.91 3.14
CN 190  38.5 10.04 0.91x 2.47 4.77 0.84 2.95

SEM 0.33 0.41 0.02 0.09 0.14 0.03 0.08
Probability 0.24 0.11 0.06 0.11 0.22 0.21 0.24 

 95 Cool 38.5 9.91 0.98x 2.57 4.97 0.87 2.97
 190 Cool 39.0 10.49 0.86y 2.45 4.71 0.87 3.00
 95 Hot 37.4 8.99 0.83y 2.61 5.31 0.90 3.19
 190 Hot 37.5 8.48 0.84y 2.70 5.07 0.83 3.00

SEM 0.35 0.37 0.02 0.08 0.13 0.03 0.07
Probability 0.54 0.27 0.06 0.35 0.93 0.22 0.23 

TT  Cool 38.2b 9.70 0.90 2.58 5.02xy 0.85 3.05xy

CN  Cool 39.3a 10.70 0.95 2.44 4.67y 0.89 2.91y

TT  Hot 38.0bc 8.97 0.81 2.59 5.08xy 0.87 3.00xy

CN  Hot 37.0c 8.50 0.86 2.71 5.30x 0.86 3.19x

SEM 0.35 0.37 0.02 0.08 0.13 0.03 0.07
Probability  0.02  0.15  0.86   0.26      0.09      0.40 0.10 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
1 TT baskets were modified so that ventilation within the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to half capacity (95 eggs) or hatching baskets were filled to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 20. 
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machine temperature displayed a significant difference in BW, with the CN-Cool treatment 

exhibiting the largest BW and CN-Hot producing the smallest.  Conversely, CN-Hot 

displayed the largest relative gizzard and small intestines weights while CN-Cool exhibited 

the smallest weights, with the difference between treatments approaching significance (P < 

0.10).  No significant differences were noted with this interaction for the relative weights of 

the yolk sac, heart, liver, or proventriculus. 

The effects of the basket ventilation and basket density interaction in a machine at an 

elevated or reduced temperature during late incubation on BW, relative yolk and organ 

weights on day of hatching is shown in Table R-9c.  No significance differences were noted 

for this interaction.  The effects of the basket ventilation by basket density interaction in a 

machine at a reduced temperature during late incubation on BW, relative yolk sac, and organ 

weights on day of hatching is also shown in Table R-9c.  The CN-190 interaction was found 

to have a heavier BW that approached significance (P < 0.10) when compared to the other 

interactions.  The CN-190 group exhibited a larger relative yolk sac that approached 

significance (P < 0.10) when compared to the CN-95 and TT-190 groups, while TT-95 

produced an intermediate value.  The difference in relative heart weight was also found to be 

significant, with the TT-190 interaction displaying the smallest value.  No significant 

differences or obvious numerical trends were observed for the relative weights of liver, 

gizzard, proventriculus, or small intestines. 

Experiment 6.  The effects of early incubation temperature on egg temperature during 

E 0-3 are shown in Table R-10.  The Early Hot treatment demonstrated a highly significant 

(P < 0.001) increase in egg temperature throughout the early incubation temperature 

treatment (E 0-E 3).  However, significant differences were not apparent beyond E 4 of  
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TABLE R-9c.  Body weight and relative weights of tissues and organs from broiler chicks on day of hatching in Experiment 5 as  
influenced by basket ventilation (Vent) by basket density by machine temperature interaction during late incubation (E 17-E 21). 
 

Basket  
Vent1 Density2 Temp3 

BW Yolk 
Sac Heart Liver Gizzard Proventriculus Small 

Intestines 

3-way Interactions (g)                                                          (g/100g) 
TT 95 Hot 37.8 9.23 0.82 2.50 5.10 0.89 3.09 
TT 190 Hot 38.1 8.71 0.80 2.68 5.06 0.85 2.92 
CN 95 Hot 37.1 8.75 0.84 2.72 5.51 0.92 3.30 
CN 190 Hot 36.9 8.24 0.87 2.71 5.09 0.80 3.08 

SEM4 0.47 0.58 0.04 0.13 0.19 0.04 0.11 
Probability  0.24   0.76   0.55   0.71      0.39       0.30 0.10 

TT 95 Cool 38.5y 10.25xy 1.00a 2.49 5.05 0.83 2.94 
TT 190 Cool 37.9y 9.15y 0.79b 2.67 4.98 0.87 3.16 
CN 95 Cool 38.5y 9.57y 0.97a 2.65 4.89 0.91 2.99 
CN 190 Cool 40.1x 11.83x 0.94a 2.23 4.45 0.87 2.83 

SEM4 0.47 0.58 0.04 0.13 0.19 0.04 0.11 
Probability 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.23 0.22 0.59 0.33 

 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approaching significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
1 TT baskets were modified so that ventilation within the basket was restricted (Top Taped) or were left unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to half capacity (95 eggs) or hatching baskets were filled to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 10. 
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incubation as machine temperature was adjusted to maintain egg shell temperature within a 

range of 37.5-38.1°C (99.5-100.5°F) until transfer.  The effects of early incubation 

temperature on egg weight, embryo weight, embryo fluids, and embryo length at E 15 can be 

seen in Table R-11.  The difference in egg weight between the early temperature treatments 

approached significance (P < 0.10), with the Early Cool treatment having larger egg weight.  

Embryo and fluids weight was significantly less in the Early Hot treatment when compared 

to the Early Cool treatment.  The amount of fluid also was noted to be very highly 

significantly (P < 0.001) lower in the Early Hot treatment when compared to the Early Cool 

treatment.  The weight of the embryo alone was noted to be very highly significantly 

different (P < 0.001) in favor the Early Hot treatment.    The embryo relative to the shell free 

content of the egg was significantly greater for the Early Hot treatment.  Embryo length was 

found to be very highly significantly (P < 0.001) different between the treatments, with the 

Early Hot producing longer embryos.   

The effects of early incubation temperature, late incubation temperature, and basket 

ventilation on egg temperature and air speed exiting the basket are shown in Table R-12a.  

No significant differences in egg temperature were demonstrated between the early 

temperature treatments or the ventilation treatments during the late incubation period.  

However, significant differences were observed between the two late temperature treatments, 

with the Hot treatment displaying a higher egg temperature on both E 19 and E 20.  

Significant differences were not found for air speed exiting the hatching baskets. 

The effects of the early machine temperature by late machine temperature interaction, the 

early machine temperature by basket ventilation interaction, and the late machine  
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TABLE R-10. Egg temperature as influenced by early incubation temperature in Experiment 6 from E 0 to E 3. 
 

Day of Incubation  
Basket 

Ventilation 
 

E 0 E 1 E 2 E 3 

 (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) 
Hot1 101.4A 38.6 101.0A 38.3 100.6A 38.1 100.2A 37.9 
Cool2 98.0B 36.7 99.4B 37.4 99.1B 37.3 98.8B 37.1 

SEM3 
 

0.05 
 

0.03 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.02 
Probability <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.0

 

A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).  
 
1 Early Hot eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.9°C (102°F) for 6 h, then decreased to 38.1°C  
   (100.5°F) and gradually decreased to 37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
2 Early Cool eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 36.9°C (98.5°F) that was gradually increased to  
   37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
3 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 45. 
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TABLE R-11.  Egg weight, embryo and fluid weights, and embryo length on E 15 of incubation as influenced by Early incubation 
temperature in Experiment 6. 
 

Variables Measured at E 15 
Early Incubation 

Temperature 

 

Egg Embryo and 
Fluids Fluids 

 
Embryo Relative 

Embryo 
Embryo 
Length 

    (g) (g/100g) (mm) 
Hot1  58.65y 53.28b 34.41B 18.87A 35.57A      12.99A 
Cool2  61.20x 55.13a 37.93A 17.20B 31.27B      12.42B 

        
 

n3   
45 

 
45 

 
45 

 
45 

 
45 

 
45 

SEM        0.97 0.59 0.54 0.17 0.38        0.05 
Probability        0.07 0.03 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001     <0.0001 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P <0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).  
 
1 Early Hot eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.9°C (102°F) for 6 h, then decreased to 38.1°C  
   (100.5°F) and gradually decreased to 37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
2 Early Cool eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 36.9°C (98.5°F) that was gradually increased to  
   37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
3 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean. 
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temperature by basket ventilation interaction on egg temperature and air speed is shown in 

Table R-12b.   

No significant differences in either egg temperature or air speed were observed for 

any of the two-way interactions. 

The effects of the early machine temperature by late machine temperature by basket 

ventilation on egg temperature and air speed can be seen in Table R-12c.  Neither egg 

temperature nor air speed was found to differ significantly. 

The effects of early incubation temperature, late incubation temperature, and basket 

ventilation on BW, relative yolk sac weight, and organ weights on day of hatching in 

Experiment 6 is shown in Table R-13a.  The variable BW was found to be affected in a very 

highly significant (P < 0.001) manner due to both early and late incubation temperature with 

the Cool treatment producing a larger BW for both main effects.  

Relative yolk sac weights in the Early Hot treatment were shown to be significantly 

smaller when compared to the Early Cool treatment.  However, no significant differences 

were observed in relative yolk sac weights for the main effects of late temperature or basket 

ventilation.  A significant difference (P < 0.10) in favor of the Late Cool treatment was 

observed for relative heart weights; however, there were no significant differences in relative 

heart weight due to early temperature or basket ventilation.  The Early Hot treatment 

exhibited significantly larger relative gizzard and proventriculus weights, while late 

temperature and basket ventilation treatments did not appear to have an effect upon these 

organs.   
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TABLE R-12a. Egg temperature and air speed exiting the basket as influenced by the main effects of early temperature, late 
temperature, and basket ventilation (Vent) on E 19 and E 20 in Experiment 6. 
 

Temperature  Egg Temperature Air Speed
Early1 Late2 Vent3 E 19 E 20 E 19 E 20 

Main Effects (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C)  (m/sec) 
Hot   101.4 38.6 101.6 38.7  0.6 0.1 
Cool   101.0 38.3 101.6 38.7  0.6 0.2 

SEM 0.34 0.19 0.36 0.18  0.14 0.09 
Probability 0.44 0.49 0.96 0.81  0.12 0.34 

        
 Hot  103.0a 39.4a 103.8A 39.9A  0.5 0.1 
 Cool  99.4b 37.4b 99.5B 37.5B  0.3 0.1 

SEM 0.34 0.19 0.36 0.18  0.14 0.09 
Probability 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01  0.63 0.72 

        
  TT 101.5 38.6 101.9 38.8  0.3 0.0 
  CN 101.0 38.3 101.4 38.6  0.5 0.2 

SEM 0.34 0.19 0.36 0.18  0.14 0.09 
Probability 0.31 0.31 0.41 0.34   0.38       0.15 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P <0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).  

 

1 TT baskets were modified to restrict ventilation within the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (95 eggs) or to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
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TABLE R-12b. Egg temperature of broiler hatching eggs and air speeds of air exiting the hatching baskets on E 19-E 20 in 
Experiment 6 as influenced by the early temperature by basket ventilation interaction (Vent), the basket density by machine 
temperature interaction, and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction. 

Temperature  Egg Temperature Air Speed
Early1 Late2 Vent3 E 19 E 20 E 19 E 20 

2-way Interactions (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C)               (m/sec)
Hot Hot  103.1 39.5 104.1 40.1 0.7 0.0 
Cool Hot  102.9 39.4 103.5 39.7 0.2 0.2 
Hot Cool  99.7 37.6 99.2 37.3 0.5 0.1 
Cool Cool  99.1 37.3 99.8 37.7 0.2 0.2 

SEM 0.47 0.26 0.51 0.26 0.20 0.12
Probability 0.71 0.75 0.32 0.47 0.68 0.84 

Hot  TT 101.5 38.6 101.6 38.7 0.1 0.0 
Hot  CN 101.3 38.5 101.6 38.7 0.6 0.1 
Cool  TT 101.4 38.6 102.1 38.9 0.0 0.0 
Cool  CN 100.6 38.1 101.2 38.4 0.4 0.3 

SEM 0.47 0.26 0.51 0.26 0.20 0.12 
Probability 0.57 0.68 0.44 0.63 0.28 0.34 

 Hot TT 103.3 39.6 103.9 39.9 0.4 0.0 
 Hot CN 102.7 39.3 103.7 39.8 0.6 0.2 
 Cool TT 99.6 37.6 99.8 37.7 0.3 0.0 
 Cool CN 99.2 37.3 99.2 37.3 0.4 0.3 

SEM 0.47 0.26 0.51 0.26 0.20 0.12 
Probability 0.83 0.82 0.74 1.00   0.95    0.69 

 

1 TT baskets were modified to restrict ventilation within the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (95 eggs) or to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
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TABLE R-12c. Egg temperature from broiler hatching eggs and air speeds of air exiting the hatching baskets on E 19-E 20 in 
Experiment 6 influenced by the early temperature by late temperature by basket ventilation (Vent) interaction. 

 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 

 
1 TT baskets were modified to restrict ventilation within the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered  
  (Control). 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half capacity (95 eggs) or to full capacity (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was a dry bulb set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 

Temperature  Egg Temperature Air Speed
Early1 Late2 Vent3 E 19 E 20  E 19 E 20 

3-way Interactions (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C)  (m/sec)
Hot Hot TT 103.3 38.6 103.5 39.7  0.7 0.0 
Hot Hot CN 102.9 39.4 104.7 40.4  0.7 0.0 
Cool Hot TT 103.3 39.6 104.4 40.2  0.0 0.0 
Cool Hot CN 102.5 39.2 102.7 39.3  0.5 0.3 

SEM 0.66 0.37 0.72 0.39  0.28 0.17 
Probability 0.79 0.76 0.28 0.35  0.36 0.55 

Hot Cool TT 99.7 37.6 99.8 37.7  0.5 0.0 
Hot Cool CN 99.7 37.6 98.6 37.0  0.5 0.2 
Cool Cool TT 99.5 27.5 99.8 37.7  0.0 0.0 
Cool Cool CN 98.8 37.1 99.8 37.7  0.4 0.4 

SEM 0.66 0.37 0.72 0.39  0.28 0.17 
Probability 0.71 0.80 0.57 0.60  0.61 0.48 
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TABLE R-13a. Body weight and relative weights of organs from broiler chicks on day of 
hatching in Experiment 6 as influenced by early incubation temperature (E 0-4), late 
temperature (E 18-21), and basket ventilation (Vent) during incubation. 
 

Temperature  
Early1 Late2 Vent3 

BW Yolk 
Sac Heart Gizzard Proventriculus 

               Main Effects (g)                                   (g/100g) 

Hot   44.7B 11.05b 0.98 4.83a 0.82A 
Cool   46.5A 12.59a 0.94 4.38b 0.73B 

SEM4 0.28 0.47 0.02 0.11 0.01 
Probability <0.001 0.05 0.29 0.02 <0.001 

      
 Hot  44.8B 11.25 0.92y 4.70 0.77 
 Cool  46.4A 12.39 0.99x 4.51 0.77 

SEM4 0.28 0.47 0.02 0.11 0.01 
Probability <0.001 0.13 0.06 0.125 0.95 

      
  TT 45.4 12.00 0.96 4.59 0.78 
  CN 45.7 11.64 0.95 4.62 0.76 

SEM4 0.28 0.47 0.02 0.11 0.01 
Probability 0.37 0.61 0.86 0.88 0.23 

 

a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 Early Hot eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.9°C  
   (102°F) for 6 h, then decreased to 38.1°C (100.5°F) and gradually decreased to 37.5°C  
   (99.5°F) by E 4.  Early Cool eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set  
   point of 36.9°C (98.5°F) that was gradually increased to 37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
2 Late Hot eggs were incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F) that  
   produced an average egg temperature of 39.8°C (103.7°F) on E 20.  Late Cool eggs were  
   incubated at a machine temperature set point of 36.1°C (97.0°F) that produced an average  
   egg temperature of 37.6°C (99.6°F) on E 20. 
3 TT baskets were modified to restrict air from flowing through the top half of the basket  
   (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 40. 
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The effects of the early incubation temperature by late incubation temperature 

interaction, early incubation temperature by basket ventilation interaction, and late incubation 

temperature by ventilation interaction in Experiment 6 on BW, relative yolk sac weight, and 

organ weights on day of hatching is shown in Table R-13b.  No significant differences due 

to these interactions were observed. 

The effects of the early incubation temperature by late incubation temperature by 

ventilation treatment interaction on BW, and relative yolk and organ weights on day of 

hatching is shown in Table R-13c.  Highly significant differences (P < 0.01) were found for 

BW within the three-way interactions.  Within the Early Hot treatment, the Late Hot-CN 

group exhibited the smallest BW while the Late Cool-CN group exhibited the largest.  The 

Late Hot-TT and Late Cool-TT provided intermediate values for BW and were statistically 

similar to each other.  Within the Early Cool treatment, it was the Late Hot-TT group that 

demonstrated the smallest BW and the Late Cool-TT group that produced the heaviest BW.  

Within the Early Cool treatment, the Hot-CN and Late Cool-CN groups were found to be 

intermediate.  Significant differences were not found among the three-way interactions for 

relative weights of yolk sac, heart, and gizzard.  Although the three-way interaction involving 

the Early Hot treatment did not produce an effect on relative proventriculus weight, 

differences that approached significance (P < 0.10) were noted for the three-way interactions 

with the Early Cool treatment.  Similar to BW, the Late Cool-TT group provided the greatest 

relative proventriculus within the Early Cool treatment.  The Late Cool-CN exhibited the 

smallest relative proventriculus weight while the remaining interactions provided 

intermediate values. 
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TABLE 13b. Body weight and relative weights of organs from broiler chicks on day of 
hatching in Experiment 6 as influenced by the two-way interactions of Early temperature (E 
0-4), Late temperature (E 18-21), and basket ventilation (Vent) during incubation. 
 

Temperature  
Early1 Late2 Vent3 

BW Yolk 
Sac Heart Gizzard Proventriculus 

2-way Interactions (g)                                    (g/100g) 

Hot Hot  43.9 10.39 0.93 4.91 0.82 
Hot Cool  45.5 11.71 1.02 4.75 0.83 
Cool Hot  45.6 12.12 0.91 4.48 0.73 
Cool Cool  47.4 13.07 0.97 4.27 0.72 

SEM4 0.32 0.67 0.03 0.15 0.03 
Probability 0.83 0.78 0.65 0.88 0.66 

      
Hot  TT 44.4 11.62 0.98 4.82 0.82 
Hot  CN 44.9 10.47 0.97 4.84 0.82 
Cool  TT 46.5 12.38 0.94 4.36 0.75 
Cool  CN 46.6 12.81 0.94 4.39 0.71 

SEM4 0.32 0.67 0.03 0.15 0.03 
Probability 0.54 0.27 0.96 0.96 0.49 

      
 Hot TT 44.6 11.27 0.92 4.66 0.76 
 Hot CN 44.9 11.24 0.92 4.74 0.78 
 Cool TT 46.2 12.73 1.00 4.53 0.80 
 Cool CN 46.6 12.05 0.99 4.49 0.74 

SEM4 0.32 0.67 0.03 0.15 0.03 
Probability 0.87 0.64 0.85 0.70 0.19 

a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
1 Early Hot eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.9°C  
  (102°F) for 6 h, then decreased to 38.1°C (100.5°F) and gradually decreased to 37.5°C  
  (99.5°F) by E 4.  Early Cool eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set  
  point of 36.9°C (98.5°F) that was gradually increased to 37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
2 Late Hot eggs were incubated at a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F) that produced  
  an average egg temperature of 39.8°C (103.7°F) on E 20.  Late Cool eggs were incubated  
  at a dry bulb set point of 36.1°C (97.0°F) that produced an average egg temperature of  
  37.6°C (99.6°F) on E 20. 
3 TT baskets were modified to restrict air from flowing through the top half of the basket  
  (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 20. 
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TABLE 13c. Body weight and relative weights of organs from broiler chicks on day of 
hatching in Experiment 6 as influenced by Early temperature (E 0-4) by Late temperature (E 
18-21) by basket ventilation (Vent) interaction during incubation. 
 

Temperature  
Early1 Late2 Vent3 

BW Yolk 
Sac Heart Gizzard Proventriculus 

3-way Interactions   (g)    (g/100g) 

Hot Hot TT 44.4B 10.79 0.90 4.82 0.81 
Hot Hot CN 43.4C 9.99 0.96 5.00 0.82 
Hot Cool TT 44.5B 12.45 1.06 4.82 0.83 
Hot Cool CN 46.4A 10.96 0.98 4.68 0.82 

 
SEM 

 
0.46 

 
0.94 

 
0.05 

 
0.21 

 
0.02 

Probability 0.01 0.73 0.23 0.77 0.92 
Cool Hot TT 44.9C 11.76 0.94 4.49  0.72xy 
Cool Hot CN 46.4B 12.48 0.88 4.47  0.74xy 
Cool Cool TT 48.0A 13.00 0.94 4.24 0.78x 
Cool Cool CN 46.7B 13.13 0.99 4.31 0.67y 

SEM 
 

0.46 
 

0.94 
 

0.05 
 

0.21 
 

0.02 
Probability 0.01 0.37 0.50 0.80 0.06 

 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approaching significance (P <   0. 
    10). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
1 Early Hot eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.9°C  
  (102°F) for 6 h, then decreased to 38.1°C (100.5°F) and gradually decreased to 37.5°C  
  (99.5°F) by E 4.  Early Cool eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set  
  point of 36.9°C (98.5°F) that was gradually increased to 37.5°C (99.5°F) by E 4. 
2 Eggs incubated at a dry bulb set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F) that produced an average  
  egg temperature of 39.8°C (103.7°F) on E 20.  Eggs incubated at a dry bulb set point of  
  36.1°C (97.0°F) that produced an average egg temperature of 37.6°C (99.6°F) on E 20. 
3 TT baskets were modified to restrict air from flowing through the top half of the basket  
  (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered (Control). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean. 
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Experiments 3, 4, and 5 Concerning Chick Performance.  Data concerning chick 

feed consumption, BW, adjusted feed conversion (AdjFCR), and mortality were taken in 

Experiments 3, 4, and 5.  These data are summarized in the following section. 

Experiment 3.  The effects of basket ventilation during late incubation on feed 

consumption of broilers from 0-21 d, 21-42 d, and 0-42 d of age is shown in Table R-14.  No 

significant differences between treatments were observed. 

The effects of basket ventilation, sex, and the ventilation by sex interaction during 

late incubation on BW of male and female broilers at 0 d, 21 d, and 42 d of age is shown in 

Table R-15.  No significant differences were noted due to basket ventilation at any age.  

Despite the lack of differences in BW at 0 d of age due to sex, females exhibited a 

significantly (P< 0.01) heavier BW at 21 d of age when compared to males.  However, at 42 

d of age males displayed a highly significant (P< 0.01) increase in BW compared to the 

females.  There were no significant differences due to the ventilation by sex interaction. 

The effects of basket ventilation during late incubation on AdjFCR of broilers from 0-

21 d, 21-42 d, and 0-42 d of age is shown in Table R-16.  Differences approaching 

significance (P< 0.10) were observed during the 0-21 d period between ventilation treatments 

with AdjFCR being decreased (improved) by the BT treatment.  No other significant 

differences were noted. 

The effects of basket ventilation, sex, and the ventilation by sex interaction during 

late incubation on percentage mortality of male and female broilers from 0-21 d, 21-42 d, and 

0-42 d of age is shown in Table R-17.  For the main effect of ventilation, the TT treatment 

exhibited a significantly reduced mortality from 21-42 d of age when compared to the BT 

treatment.  For the main effect of sex, females displayed a reduction in mortality approaching 
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significance (P< 0.10) for the overall grow-out period (0-42 d).  No other significant 

differences were observed for the main effects or their interactions. 

Experiment 4.  The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, and the ventilation 

by density interaction during late incubation on feed consumption of broilers from 0-7 d, 7-

15 d, 0-15 d, 15-21 d, and 0-21 d of age is shown in Table R-18.  For the main effect of 

basket ventilation, the TT treatment was observed to have a reduced (P< 0.10) feed intake 

during the second week (7-15 d) of grow-out and overall (0-21 d) that approached 

significance (P< 0.10).  In terms of basket density, the high density group (180) exhibited a 

reduced feed intake during the first week of grow-out (0-7 d) that approached significance 

(P< 0.10).  Overall feed consumption (0-21 d) was shown to be significantly lower in the 

high density treatments as well.  No significant differences were observed for the 

interactions. 

The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, and the basket ventilation by density 

interaction during late incubation on BW of broilers at 0 d, 7 d, 15 d, and 21 d of age are 

shown in Table R-19.  For the main effect of basket ventilation, the CN group displayed a 

significantly heavier BW than the TT treatment at 7 and 15 d of age, but this difference 

diminished by 21 d of age.  No significant differences were detected for the main effect of 

basket density or the interactions. 

The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, and the ventilation by density 

interaction during late incubation on AdjFCR of broilers from 0-7 d, 7-15 d, 0-15 d, 15-21 d, 

and 0-21 d of age is shown in Table R-20.  While a significant improvement in the AdjFCR 

for the CN group was observed from 0-7 d of age, the difference was not apparent beyond the  
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TABLE R-14. Feed consumption of broiler chickens as affected by basket ventilation in 
Experiment 3. 

 

1 TT baskets had tape applied around the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation  
  within the basket was restricted from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top  
  Taped). 
2 BT baskets had tape applied around the bottom perimeter of the basket so that  
  ventilation within the basket was restricted from flowing through the bottom half of the  
  basket (Bottom Taped). 
3 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 36. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Feed Consumption For Ages Shown Basket Ventilation 
 

0-21 d 21-42 d 0-42 d 
Main Effects                                    (kg/bird) 

TT1  1.37 1.37 4.68 
BT2  1.33 1.36 4.65 

SEM3  
 

0.03 0.03 0.04 
Probability  0.13 0.56 0.54 
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TABLE R-15. Body weights of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of basket 
ventilation and sex, and the basket ventilation by sex interaction in Experiment 3. 
 

Body Weight For Ages Shown Basket Ventilation Sex 
 

0 d 21 d 42 d 
Main Effects                                   (g) 

TT1   45.0 884.2 2658.5 
BT2   44.8 884.9 2634.6 

SEM3  
 

0.19 7.84 17.42 
Probability  0.31 0.94 0.33 

     

 Male  44.9 872.2B 2892.8A 
 Female  44.9 896.8A 2400.3B 

 
SEM3   

0.19 
 

7.84 
 

17.42 
Probability  0.82 <0.01 <0.01 

 
Interactions     

TT Male  45.0 876.8 2914.7 
TT Female  45.1 891.5 2402.2 
BT Male  44.8 867.6 2870.9 
BT Female  44.9 902.1 2398.3 

 
SEM4   

0.26 
 

9.92 
 

24.64 
Probability  0.94 0.25 0.42 

 

A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied around the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation  
  within the basket was restricted from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top  
  Taped). 
2 BT baskets had tape applied around the bottom perimeter of the basket so that  
  ventilation within the basket was restricted from flowing through the bottom half of the  
  basket (Bottom Taped). 
3 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 36. 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 18. 
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TABLE R-16. Adjusted feed conversion ratio (AdjFCR) of broiler chickens as affected by 
basket ventilation in Experiment 3. 

 
x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied around the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation  
  within the basket was restricted from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top  
  Taped). 
2 BT baskets had tape applied around the bottom perimeter of the basket so that  
  ventilation within the basket was restricted from flowing through the bottom half of the  
  basket (Bottom Taped). 
3 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 36. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AdjFCR For Ages Shown Basket Ventilation  
0-21 d 21-42 d 0-42 d 

Main Effects                                          (g:g) 

TT1  1.63x 1.91 1.81 
                BT2  1.59y 1.94 1.81 

SEM3  
 

0.03 0.04 0.02 
Probability  0.09 0.59 0.98 
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TABLE R-17. Percentage mortality (deaths) of broiler chickens as affected by main effects 
of basket ventilation and sex, and the basket ventilation by sex interaction in Experiment 3. 
 

Deaths For Ages Shown Basket Ventilation Sex  
0-21 d 21-42 d 0-42 d 

Main Effects                                      (%) 

TT1   1.39 0.20b 1.59 
BT2   0.60 1.59a 2.18 

SEM3  
 

0.67 
 

0.49 
 

0.57 
Probability  0.19 0.02 0.46 

     

 Male  1.39 1.19 2.58x 
 Female  0.60 0.60 1.19y 

 
SEM3   

0.67 
 

0.49 
 

0.57 
Probability  0.19 0.29 0.09 

 
Interactions     

TT Male  1.98 0.40 2.38 
TT Female  0.79 0.00 0.79 
BT Male  0.79 1.98 2.78 
BT Female  0.40 1.19 1.59 

 
SEM4   

0.79 
 

0.63 
 

0.81 
Probability  0.51 0.73 0.81 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied around the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation  
  within the basket was restricted from flowing through the top half of the basket (Top  
  Taped). 
2 BT baskets had tape applied around the bottom perimeter of the basket so that  
  ventilation within the basket was restricted from flowing through the bottom half of the  
  basket (Bottom Taped). 
3 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 36. 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 18. 
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first week of grow-out.  Conversely, the main effect of basket density did not exhibit any 

significant differences until the overall grow-out period was examined.  For the 0-21 d 

period, a difference approaching significance (P< 0.10) was observed for AdjFCR in favor of 

the high density treatment (180) relative to the low density treatment (90).  No significant 

differences were noted for the ventilation by density interaction. 

The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, and the ventilation by density 

interaction during late incubation on percentage mortality of broilers from 0-7 d, 7-15 d, 0-15 

d, 15-21 d, and 0-21 d of age is shown in Table R-21.  For the main effect of ventilation, no 

significant differences were noted for any part of the 3-wk grow-out period.  While the low 

density treatment did produce a significantly higher percentage mortality during the third 

week of grow-out, no other significant differences were observed.  No significant differences 

were observed for basket density by ventilation interactions.  

Experiment 5.  The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, machine 

temperature, the ventilation by density interaction, the density by machine temperature 

interaction, the ventilation by machine temperature interaction, and the ventilation by density 

by machine temperature interaction during late incubation on feed consumption of broilers 

from 0-7 d, 7-14 d, 0-14 d, 14-21 d, and 0-21 d of age is shown in Table R-22a-c.  The main 

effects of basket ventilation and basket density did not produce significant differences during 

the 21 d grow-out period (Table R-22a).  For the main effect of machine temperature, a 

higher feed intake that approached significance (P< 0.10) was noted for the Hot treatment 

during the first week of grow-out as well as for the overall grow-out period.   

For the interactions of basket ventilation by density and ventilation by machine 

temperature, no significant differences were noted (Table R-22b).  Differences approaching 
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significance (P< 0.10) were noted for the interaction of basket density by machine 

temperature during the third week of grow-out.  The Hot-190 (high density) treatment 

combination exhibited the highest feed intake, while the Cool-190 treatment combination 

exhibited the lowest feed intake and the remaining treatment combinations provided 

intermediate values. Differences approaching significance were also noted during the first 

week of grow-out for the basket ventilation by density by machine temperature interaction 

(Table R-22c).  However, as this was a three-way interaction and fairly complex, these 

differences displayed no obvious trend other than the larger values tended to be in groups 

exposed to an increased machine temperature.  

The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, machine temperature, the basket 

ventilation by density interaction, the basket density by machine temperature interaction, the 

basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction, and the basket ventilation by density 

by machine temperature interaction during late incubation on BW of broilers at 0 d, 7 d, 14 d, 

and 21 d of age is shown in Table R-23a-c.  Although basket ventilation did not produce any 

significant differences in BW initially, the 14 d and 21 d BW displayed differences 

approaching significance (P< 0.10) with the CN group exhibiting the larger BW at both 

times.  No significant differences were noted between treatments for the main effect of 

basket density (Table R-23a).  For the main effect of machine temperature, initial BW was 

significantly decreased by an increased machine temperature; however, the difference 

between temperature treatments became less obvious as the birds aged and a significant  

difference was not noted beyond 0 d.  The interaction of basket ventilation by density did not 

produce any significant differences in BW except at 14 d of age (Table R-23b). On that day, 

the CN-190 group presented the largest BW, TT-190 presented the smallest, and the  
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TABLE R-18. Feed consumption of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of 
basket ventilation and basket density, and the basket ventilation by density interaction during 
late incubation (E 17-21) in a machine at an elevated temperature1 in Experiment 4. 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 Incubator had a machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F) that 
  produced an average egg temperature of 39.9°C (103.9°F) on E 20. 
2 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within  
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
3 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (90 eggs) or were filled to  
   full density (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 
5 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 

 
 
 

Basket Mean Feed Consumed For Ages Shown 
Ventilation2 Density3 

 
0-7 d 7-15 d 0-15 d 15-21 d 0-21 d 

Main Effects           (g/bird) 

TT   185.4 524.6y 712.9 608.0 1329.5y 
CN   183.0 553.8x 738.9 629.0 1372.9x 

SEM4  4.58 14.50 15.33 16.96 24.57 
Probability  0.66 0.09 0.17 0.32 0.06 

        

 90  189.0x 546.2 737.2 629.9 1384.8a 
 180  179.4y 532.2 714.7 607.1 1317.7b 

 
SEM4   

4.58 
 

14.50 
 

15.33 
 

16.96 
 

24.57 
Probability  0.09 0.41 0.24 0.42 0.03 

 
Interactions       

TT 90  193.7 522.6 718.1 605.3 1340.6 
TT 180  177.2 526.6 707.8 610.7 1318.4 
CN 90  184.3 569.8 756.2 654.6 1428.9 
CN 180  181.7 537.8 721.7 603.4 1316.9 

 
SEM5   

5.91 
 

18.62 
 

20.28 
 

23.99 
 

30.52 
Probability  0.20 0.29 0.52 0.31 0.16 
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TABLE R-19.  Body weight of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of basket 
ventilation and basket density, and the basket ventilation by density interaction during late 
incubation (E 17-21) in a machine at an elevated temperature1 in Experiment 4. 
 

Basket  Body Weight For Ages Shown 
Ventilation Density3  0 d 7 d 15 d 21 d 

Main Effects  

TT    45.3 182.7B 553.0b 966.8 
CN    45.1 189.8A 562.2a 975.9 

SEM4  
 

0.34 1.69 3.78 9.77 
Probability  0.64 0.01 0.04 0.45 

       

 90  44.9 188.0 558.6 974.7 
 180  45.5 184.5 556.7 968.0 

 
SEM4   

0.34 
 

1.69 
 

3.78 
 

9.77 
Probability  0.29 0.14 0.66 0.57 

Interactions      

TT 90  44.8 185.7 555.8 973.0 
TT 180  45.8 179.8 550.2 960.6 
CN 90  45.0 190.4 561.3 976.4 
CN 180  45.1 189.2 563.1 975.3 

 
SEM5   

0.34 
 

2.34 
 

4.84 
 

12.79 
Probability  0.40 0.32 0.40 0.63 

 

a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 Incubator had a machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F) that produced an  
  average egg temperature of 39.9°C (103.9°F) on E 20. 
2 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within   
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
3 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (90 eggs) or were filled to  
   full density (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 
5 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 
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TABLE R-20. Adjusted feed conversion ratio (AdjFCR) of broiler chickens as affected by 
the main effects of basket ventilation and basket density, and the basket ventilation by 
density interaction during late incubation (E17-21) in a machine at an elevated temperature1 
in Experiment 4. 
 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 
1 Incubator had a machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F) that  
   produced an average egg temperature of 39.9°C (103.9°F) on E 20. 
2 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within   
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
3 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (90 eggs) or were filled to  
   full density (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 
5 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 
 
 

Basket AdjFCR For Ages Shown 
Ventilation2 Density3 

 
0-7 d 7-15 d 0-15 d 15-21 d 0-21 d 

Main Effects         (g:g) 

TT1   1.35a 1.43 1.41 1.50 1.45 
CN2   1.27b 1.50 1.43 1.56 1.49 

SEM4  0.03 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03 
Probability  0.04 0.17 0.51 0.33 0.22 

        

 903  1.32 1.48 1.44 1.57 1.49x 
 1804  1.29 1.44 1.40 1.49 1.44y 

 
SEM4   

0.03 
 

0.04 
 

0.03 
 

0.05 
 

0.03 
Probability  0.44 0.38 0.31 0.30 0.09 

 
Interactions       

TT 90  1.37 1.42 1.41 1.50 1.45 
TT 180  1.33 1.44 1.41 1.50 1.44 
CN 90  1.27 1.55 1.47 1.64 1.54 
CN 180  1.26 1.45 1.39 1.49 1.43 

 
SEM5   

0.04 
 

0.05 
 

0.04 
 

0.07 
 

0.03 
Probability  0.64 0.22 0.31 0.31 0.11 
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TABLE R-21. Percentage mortality (deaths) of broiler chickens as affected by the main 
effects of basket ventilation and basket density, and the basket ventilation by density 
interaction during late incubation (E 17-21) in a machine at an elevated temperature1 in 
Experiment 4. 
 

  

a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
   
1 Incubator had a machine temperature set point of 38.1°C (100.5°F) that produced an  
average egg temperature of 39.9°C (103.9°F) on E 20. 
2 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within  
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
3 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (90 eggs) or were filled to  
   full density (180 eggs). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 
5 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 

 
 
 

Basket Deaths For Ages Shown 
Ventilation2 Density3 

 
0-7 d 7-15 d 0-15 d 15-21 d 0-21 d 

Main Effects  (%) 

TT   0.00 1.56 1.56 1.04 2.60 
CN   0.52 1.04 1.56 1.04 2.60 

SEM4  0.37 0.80 0.86 0.71 1.31 
Probability  0.33 0.65 1.00 1.00 1.00 

        

 90  0.52 1.04 1.56 2.08a 3.65 
 180  0.00 1.56 1.56 0.00b 1.56 

 
SEM4   

0.37 
 

0.80 
 

0.86 
 

0.71 
 

1.31 
Probability  0.33 0.65 1.00 0.04 0.20 

 
Interactions       

TT 90  0.00 1.04 1.04 2.08 3.13 
TT 180  0.00 2.08 2.08 0.00 2.08 
CN 90  1.04 1.04 2.08 2.08 4.17 
CN 180  0.00 1.04 1.04 0.00 1.04 

 
SEM5   

0.52 
 

1.13 
 

1.21 
 

0.98 
 

1.72 
Probability  0.33 0.65 0.40 1.00 0.52 
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remaining interactions provided intermediate values.  Although no significant differences 

were found, the BW at 7 d and 21 d show a similar numerical trend.  No significant 

differences were noted for the interaction of density and machine temperature.  The 

interaction of basket ventilation by machine temperature first showed significant differences 

in BW at 7 d of age, highly significant differences at 14 d, and again significant differences 

at 21 d.  The heaviest BW at all measurement times was observed to be in the Hot-CN 

combination while Cool-CN and Hot-TT combinations displayed the lowest BW.  The Cool-

TT combination exhibited an intermediate value at 7 and 21 d of age, and was similar to the 

Hot-TT and Cool-CN treatments at 14 d of age (Table R-23b).  No significant differences 

were noted for the interaction of basket ventilation by density by temperature at any age 

(Table R-23c).    

The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, machine temperature, the ventilation 

by density interaction, the density by machine temperature interaction, the ventilation by 

machine temperature interaction, and the ventilation by density by machine temperature 

interaction during late incubation on AdjFCR of broilers from 0-7 d, 7-14 d, 0-14 d, 14-21 d, 

and 0-21 d of age is shown in Table R-24a-c.  No significant differences were noted for any 

of the main effects (Table 24a) other than a numerical difference in favor of the Cool 

treatment from 14-21 d, or for the interactions of basket ventilation by density and basket 

ventilation by machine temperature (Table 24b).  Significant differences were observed in 

the basket density by machine temperature interaction during 14-21 d of age (Table R-24b).  

The Hot-190 treatment produced the highest AdjFCR while the Hot-95 and Cool-190 

treatments produced the lowest values. The Cool-95 combination produced an intermediate 

value.  For the basket ventilation by basket density by late machine temperature interaction, 
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TABLE R-22a.  Feed consumption of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of basket ventilation, basket density, and 
machine temperature in Experiment 5. 
 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the  
   basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C   
   (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set  
   point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 

Basket  Feed Consumed Per Bird 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 
Main Effects         (g/bird)

TT   152.9 391.8 545.6 647.3 1196.0 
CN   151.5 397.9 550.2 678.2 1235.0 

SEM4 5.65 11.87 17.69 16.59 24.37 
Probability 0.74 0.63 0.74 0.20 0.27 

      
 95  151.6 395.7 547.4 660.6 1207.9 
 190  152.8 393.9 548.4 664.9 1223.1 

SEM4 5.65 11.87 17.69 16.59 24.37 
Probability 0.78 0.88 0.94 0.86 0.66 

      
  Hot 156.2x 400.1 556.3 679.1 1245.2x 
  Cool 148.2y 389.6 539.5 646.4 1185.9y 

SEM4 5.65 11.87 17.69 16.59 24.37 
Probability 0.06 0.40 0.23 0.18 0.10 
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TABLE R-22b.  Feed consumption of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by basket density interaction, the basket 
density by machine temperature interaction, and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction in Experiment 5. 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top of the basket so that ventilation within the basket was restricted while CN baskets were not. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator  
   with a dry bulb temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 

Basket Feed Consumed Per Bird For Ages Shown
Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 

2-way Interactions (g/bird) 
TT 95  153.7 394.8 548.6 638.9 1187.5 
TT 190  152.0 388.7 542.5 655.7 1204.6 
CN 95  149.5 396.7 546.2 682.2 1228.4 
CN 190  153.5 399.1 554.3 674.1 1241.7 

SEM4 6.30 14.73 20.17 23.46 34.46 
Probability 0.47 0.73 0.61 0.60 0.95 

 95 Hot 155.2 404.5 559.7 656.5xy 1216.2 
 95 Cool 148.0 387.0 535.0 664.6xy 1199.7 
 190 Hot 157.1 395.7 552.8 701.7x 1274.1 
 190 Cool 148.4 392.1 544.0 628.1y 1172.1 

SEM4 6.30 14.73 20.17 24.64 34.46 
Probability 0.85 0.58 0.57 0.08 0.23 

TT  Hot 153.9 402.3 556.1 654.1 1216.6 
TT  Cool 151.8 381.3 535.0 640.5 1175.5 
CN  Hot 158.5 397.9 556.4 704.1 1273.7 
CN  Cool 144.6 397.8 544.1 652.2 1196.3 

SEM4 6.30 14.73 20.17 23.46 34.46 
Probability 0.15 0.41 0.75 0.42 0.60 
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TABLE R-22c.  Feed consumption of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by basket density by machine temperature 
interaction in Experiment 5. 
 

 

x,y Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
 

1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the  
  basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C  
   (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set  
   point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 4. 

Basket  Feed Consumed Per Bird 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 
3-way Interactions                                                     (g/bird) 

TT 95 Hot 150.5xy 410.7 561.2 620.0 1181.2 
TT 95 Cool 156.9x 379.0 536.0 657.9 1193.9 
TT 190 Hot 157.2x 393.9 551.1 688.2 1252.0 
TT 190 Cool 146.7xy 383.6 534.0 623.1 1157.1 
CN 95 Hot 159.9x 398.3 558.2 693.0 1251.2 
CN 95 Cool 139.1y 395.0 534.1 671.4 1205.5 
CN 190 Hot 157.0x 397.5 554.5 715.2 1296.2 
CN 190 Cool 150.1xy 400.6 554.1 633.0 1187.2 

 
SEM4 7.43 19.23 24.37 33.18 48.73 

Probability 0.06 0.77 0.78 0.66 0.75 
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TABLE R-23a.  Body weight of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of basket 
ventilation, basket density, and machine temperature in Experiment 5. 

 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
 

1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within  
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of  
  38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb  
  temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Basket  Body Weight 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 

 

0 d 7 d 14 d 21 d 
Main Effects  (g) 

TT    38.7 158.8 441.3y 871.5y 
CN    38.2 161.4 446.7x 882.5x 

SEM4  0.32 1.38 2.07 4.04 
Probability  0.27 0.14 0.07 0.07 

      

 95   38.3 160.7 445.1 879.4 
 190   38.6 159.6 442.8 874.6 

 
SEM4   

0.32 1.38 
 

2.07 
 

4.04 
Probability  0.54 0.51 0.42 0.40 

 
      

  Hot  37.8b 160.8 445.6 879.7 
  Cool  40.0a 159.4 442.4 874.3 

 
SEM4   

0.32 
 

1.38 
 

2.07 
 

4.04 
Probability  0.02 0.41 0.27 0.36 
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TABLE R-23b.  Body weight of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by 
density interaction, the basket density by machine temperature interaction, and the basket 
ventilation by machine temperature interaction in Experiment 5. 

 

Basket  Body Weight 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 

 

0 d 7 d 14 d 21 d 
2-way Interactions                                  (g) 

TT 95   38.7 160.4 445.3ab 876.6 
TT 190   38.6 157.3 437.2b 866.4 
CN 95   37.8 161.0 444.9ab 882.2 
CN 190   38.5 161.9 448.4a 882.8 

SEM4  0.45 1.83 2.89 5.71 
Probability  0.43 0.25 0.05 0.35 

      
 95 Hot  38.1 160.9 445.8 880.7 
 95 Cool  38.5 160.5 444.5 878.1 
 190 Hot  37.6 160.8 445.3 878.6 
 190 Cool  39.5 158.3 440.2 870.5 

SEM4  0.45 1.83 2.89 5.71 
Probability  0.11 0.56 0.51 0.63 

      
TT  Hot  38.0 157.6b 438.8B 867.9b 
TT  Cool  39.4 160.1ab 443.7B 875.0ab 
CN  Hot  37.7 164.1a 452.3A 891.4a 
CN  Cool  38.6 158.8b 441.0B 873.6b 

SEM4  0.45 1.83 2.89 5.71 
Probability  0.60 0.03 0.01 0.04 

 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within  
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C    
  (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of   
  35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 
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TABLE R-23c.  Body weight of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by 
basket density by machine temperature interaction in Experiment 5. 
 

 

1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within  
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of  38.2°C  
  (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of  
  35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Basket  Body Weight 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 

 

0 d 7 d 14 d 21 d 
3-way Interactions  (g) 

TT 95 Hot  38.3 158.5 441.5 867.3 
TT 95 Cool  39.3 162.4 449.1 886.0 
TT 190 Hot  37.7 156.8 436.2 868.7 
TT 190 Cool  39.6 157.8 438.2 864.0 
CN 95 Hot  37.9 163.4 450.1 894.3 
CN 95 Cool  37.8 158.6 439.8 870.1 
CN 190 Hot  37.5 164.8 454.5 888.5 
CN 190 Cool  39.4 158.9 442.3 877.0 

 
SEM4   

0.64 2.51 
 

4.05 
 

8.07 
Probability  0.63 0.79 0.76 0.13 
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differences approaching significance (P< 0.10) were observed during the 0-7 d of age period, 

however these differences were not apparent throughout the remainder of the grow-out 

period (Table R 24c).  The Hot-190-TT treatment combination, which was determined to 

have the poorest air velocity and highest egg temperature, displayed the highest AdjFCR 

value, while the treatment combination that displayed a higher air velocity in combination 

with the lowest egg temperature, Cool-95-CN, displayed the lowest AdjFCR.  The remaining 

treatment combinations displayed intermediate values.  

The effects of basket ventilation, basket density, machine temperature, the ventilation 

by density interaction, the density by machine temperature interaction, the ventilation by 

machine temperature interaction, and the ventilation by density by machine temperature 

interaction during late incubation on percentage mortality of broilers from 0-7 d, 7-14 d, 0-14 

d, 14-21 d, and 0-21 d of age is shown in Table R-25a-c.  No significant differences were 

observed for the main effects of basket ventilation or machine temperature.  In terms of 

density, the low density treatment exhibited no mortality throughout the growing period. The 

high density treatment exhibited significantly increased mortality during 0-14 d of age as 

well as for the overall grow-out period (0-21 d) (Table R-25a).  No significant differences 

were observed for the two-way or three-way interactions (Tables R-25b and R-25c). 
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TABLE R-24a.  Adjusted feed conversion ratio (AdjFCR) of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of basket ventilation, 
basket density, and machine temperature in Experiment 5. 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the basket was restricted while CN baskets  
   were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator  
   with a dry bulb temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 

Basket  AdjFCR 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 
Main Effects                                                     (g:g) 

TT   1.28 1.39 1.36 1.52 1.44 
CN   1.23 1.40 1.35 1.58 1.46 

SEM4 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03 
Probability 0.22 0.87 0.80 0.27 0.51 

      
 95  1.24 1.39 1.35 1.52 1.44 
 190  1.27 1.40 1.36 1.58 1.47 

SEM4 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03 
Probability 0.46 0.84 0.67 0.34 0.47 

      
  Hot 1.27 1.41 1.37 1.60x 1.48 
  Cool 1.23 1.39 1.34 1.50y 1.42 

SEM4 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03 
Probability 0.90 0.70 0.41 0.09 0.16 
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TABLE R-24b.  Adjusted feed conversion (AdjFCR) of broiler chickens as affected by the 
basket ventilation by basket density interaction, the basket density by machine temperature 
interaction, and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interaction in Experiment 5. 

 

a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the  
   basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot temperature treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of  
   38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool temperature treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb  
   temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 

Basket  AdjFCR For Ages Shown 
Ventilation1 Density2 Temp3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d

2-way Interactions (g:g)
TT 95  1.26 1.39 1.35 1.48 1.42 
TT 190  1.29 1.40 1.36 1.55 1.46 
CN 95  1.21 1.40 1.34 1.56 1.45 
CN 190  1.25 1.40 1.36 1.61 1.47 

SEM4 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.04 
Probability 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.88 0.81 

 95 Hot 1.26 1.42 1.37 1.51b 1.44 
 95 Cool 1.21 1.36 1.32 1.53ab 1.43 
 190 Hot 1.28 1.39 1.36 1.70a 1.52 
 190 Cool 1.25 1.41 1.36 1.46b 1.41 

SEM4 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.04 
Probability 0.86 0.41 0.39 0.04 0.26 

TT  Hot 1.29 1.43 1.39 1.55 1.47 
TT  Cool 1.26 1.35 1.32 1.49 1.41 
CN  Hot 1.25 1.38 1.34 1.66 1.49 
CN  Cool 1.20 1.42 1.30 1.51 1.43 

SEM4 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.07 
Probability 0.82 0.22 0.23 0.45 0.99 
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TABLE R-24c.  Adjusted feed conversion (AdjFCR) of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by basket density by 
machine temperature interaction in Experiment 5. 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within  
   the basket was restricted while CN baskets were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C    
  100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of  
  35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 4. 

Basket  AdjFCR For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 

 

0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 
3-way Interactions   (g:g) 

TT 95 Hot  1.25xy 1.45 1.39 1.46 1.43 
TT 95 Cool  1.28xy 1.32 1.31 1.58 1.41 
TT 190 Hot  1.33x 1.41 1.39 1.63 1.51 
TT 190 Cool  1.24xy 1.39 1.34 1.46 1.40 
CN 95 Hot  1.27xy 1.39 1.35 1.56 1.46 
CN 95 Cool  1.15y 1.41 1.33 1.56 1.45 
CN 190 Hot  1.23xy 1.37 1.33 1.76 1.53 
CN 190 Cool  1.26xy 1.44 1.38 1.46 1.42 

SEM4  0.06 0.08 0.06 0.09 0.06 
Probability  0.09 0.76 0.78 0.74 0.96 
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TABLE R-25a.  Percentage mortality (deaths) of broiler chickens as affected by the main effects of basket ventilation, basket density, 
and machine temperature in Experiment 5. 

 

x,y Means in columns that possess different superscripts approach significance (P < 0.10). 
a,b Means in columns that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.05). 
1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the basket was restricted while CN baskets  
   were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was in an incubator  
   with a dry bulb temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 16. 

Basket  Mortality For Ages Shown 
Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d

Main Effects (%)
TT   0.52 0.52 1.04 0.52 1.56 
CN   0.00 0.52 0.52 1.04 1.56 

SEM4 0.37 0.63 0.64 0.82 1.00 
Probability 0.33 1.00 0.56 0.66 1.00 

      
 95  0.00 0.00 0.00y 0.00 0.00b 
 190  0.52 0.04 1.56x 1.56 3.13a 

SEM4 0.37 0.63 0.64 0.82 1.00 
Probability 0.33 0.14 0.09 0.19 0.04 

      
  Hot 0.52 0.00 0.52 1.56 2.08 
  Cool 0.00 1.04 1.04 0.00 1.04 

SEM4 0.37 0.63 0.64 0.82 1.00 
Probability 0.33 0.14 0.56 0.19 0.47 
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TABLE R-25b. Percentage mortality (deaths) of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by basket density, the basket 
density by machine temperature, and the basket ventilation by machine temperature interactions in Experiment 5. 

Basket Mortality For Ages Shown
Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 

2-way Interactions   (%) 
TT 95  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TT 190  1.04 1.04 2.08 1.04 3.13 
CN 95  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CN 190  0.00 1.04 1.04 2.08 3.13 

SEM4 0.52 0.82 0.90 1.16 1.41 
Probability 0.33 1.00 0.56 0.66 1.00 

 95 Hot 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 95 Cool 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 190 Hot 1.04 0.00 1.04 3.13 4.17 
 190 Cool 0.00 2.08 2.08 0.00 2.08 

SEM4 0.52 0.81 0.90 1.16 1.41 
Probability 0.33 0.14 0.56 0.19 0.47 

TT  Hot 1.04 0.00 1.04 1.04 2.08 
TT  Cool 0.00 1.04 1.04 0.00 1.04 
CN  Hot 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.08 2.08 
CN  Cool 0.00 1.04 1.04 0.00 1.04 

SEM4 0.52 0.81 0.90 1.16 1.41 
Probability 0.33 1.00 0.57 0.66 1.00 

1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the basket was restricted while CN baskets  
   were left unaltered. 
2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatment was in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatment was in an incubator  
  with a dry bulb temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 8. 
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TABLE R-25c.  Percentage mortality (deaths) of broiler chickens as affected by the basket ventilation by basket density by machine 
temperature interaction in Experiment 5.0 

 

1 TT baskets had tape applied to the top perimeter of the basket so that ventilation within the basket was restricted while CN baskets 
were left unaltered. 

2 Hatching baskets were filled to either half density (95 eggs) or to full density (190 eggs). 
3 Hot treatments were in an incubator with a dry bulb temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F).  Cool treatments were in an incubator 

with a dry bulb temperature set point of 35°C (95.0°F). 
4 Number of observations represented by each interaction mean was 4. 

Basket  Mortality 
For Ages Shown 

Ventilation1 Density2 Temperature3 

 

0-7 d 7 -14 d 0-14 d 14-21 d 0-21 d 
3-way Interactions  (%) 

TT 95 Hot  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TT 95 Cool  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TT 190 Hot  2.08 0.00 2.08 2.08 4.17 
TT 190 Cool  0.00 2.08 2.08 0.00 2.08 
CN 95 Hot  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CN 95 Cool  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CN 190 Hot  0.00 0.00 0.00 4.17 4.17 
CN 190 Cool  0.00 2.08 2.08 0.00 2.08 

 
SEM4  0.74 1.04 1.28 1.65 1.99 

Probability  0.33 1.00 0.56 0.66 1.00 
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DISCUSSION 

 

 As these experiments progressed, treatments were continually adapted by utilizing the 

data from the previous experiment in order to improve the design of the next experiment and 

achieve more focused results within the constraints of the facilities.  While treatments were 

modified slightly throughout the course of the experiment, they still covered three basic areas 

of incubation:  early temperature, basket ventilation, and late temperature.  These three areas 

will be discussed individually with respect to what was elucidated during each experiment.  

Early Incubation Temperature.  Early incubation temperature profile evolved as the 

experiments progressed and, in the final experiment, proved to be the most influential 

treatment in altering embryonic development.  In Experiment 6, different early temperature 

profiles (Hot and Cool) were imposed upon the eggs and significant differences were noted at 

E 15 of incubation and these effects continued until day of hatching.  Because the embryo 

behaved as a poikilotherm during the first half of incubation, the machine temperature during 

early incubation strongly influenced oxygen consumption and embryonic development in 

earlier studies (Romanoff, 1960).  It would logically follow that altering machine temperature 

during early incubation would also alter the developmental pace of the embryo such that an 

altered pace would continue until hatching.  

Data in Experiment 6 supported this concept. Egg temperature was found to follow 

the early temperature treatments with the Early Hot treatment exhibiting a very highly 

significantly (P < 0.001) elevated temperature from E 0 - E 3 of incubation (Table 10).  The 

influence of early incubation egg temperatures was clear upon examination of embryo 

samples taken on E 15 of incubation in Experiment 6 (Table R-11) with very highly 
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significant differences (P < 0.0001)  in embryo development and fluid utilization being 

observed between the temperature treatments.  The Early Hot treatment was shown to 

accelerate embryonic growth that resulted in a very highly significant (P ≤ 0.0001) increase 

in both BW and length of the embryo, as well as a decrease in embryonic fluids at E 15.  Egg 

weights between the early temperature treatments were also shown to differ, but egg weight 

was defined in Experiment 6 as the entire egg before it was opened so these differences were 

most likely due to differences in water loss and fluid absorption between treatments rather 

than differences in initial egg weight.  Furthermore, when chick BW relative to egg weight 

was examined, the Early Hot treatment chicks were significantly (P ≤ 0.0001) larger. 

Therefore, the increase in BW can be assumed to be due to real differences in growth and not 

a function of egg weight.  

In light of the advanced embryonic growth demonstrated by the Early Hot treatment 

at E 15 of incubation, it was expected that this trend would continue and the embryos would 

be at a different stage at transfer (E 18). The more advanced embryos would be expected to 

respond to the late incubation treatments of temperature and basket ventilation in a 

differential manner.  As a result, the statistical analysis conducted during Experiment 6 used 

a simple test of late machine temperature and basket ventilation effects for fixed early 

temperature treatments.   

In spite of exhibiting an initially larger embryo weight at E 15 of incubation, the 

Early Hot treatment displayed a significantly smaller BW on day of hatching.  Several 

studies have confirmed that an elevated incubation temperature accelerated embryo growth 

rate while a decreased temperature retarded growth. Given the increased temperature of the 

Early Hot treatment, it should follow that this treatment would have attained the largest BW 
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at time of hatching.  However, when we examined the data further, it became clear that in the 

Early Hot temperature treatments, although absolute BW was smaller, relative yolk free BW 

was significantly larger (Table D-1).  These results were consistent with the significantly 

smaller relative yolk sac weight also found in the Early Hot temperature treatments.  

Research conducted by Romanoff and Romanoff (1933) indicated that given that the yolk 

and albumen were the sole supply of nutrients available to the developing embryo, their 

disappearance was directly proportional to embryonic growth.  Therefore, based on the more 

advanced growth of the Early Hot treatment at E 15 of incubation and the increased relative 

yolk free BW, a decreased yolk weight was expected for the Early Hot treatment.  

Conversely, the Early Cool treatment demonstrated reduced growth and fluid absorption on E 

15 and seemed unable to overcome this handicap by day of hatching.   

These differences extended into the three-way interaction with differences in chick 

BW observed for the simple late temperature and basket ventilation effects within each early 

temperature treatment (Table R-13c) despite the lack of significant differences in egg shell 

temperature or air speed between these interactions (Table R-12c).  Interestingly, how the 

simple effects of late temperature and basket ventilation influenced BW varied depending on 

the early incubation temperature.  Within the Early Hot temperature treatment, the Late Cool-

CN group exhibited the largest BW while the Late Hot-CN group produced the smallest BW.  

Similar results were found in the basket ventilation by late temperature interaction in 

Experiment 5.  The eggs used in Experiment 5 had been initially incubated similar to those in 

the Early Hot treatment (although temperatures were not as high during early incubation) and 

although they were derived from a younger flock, they exhibited the same trend in chick BW, 

with the Late Cool-CN group producing the heaviest BW and the Late Hot-CN group the 
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lowest.  However, the Late Cool-CN group in Experiment 5 also demonstrated smaller 

relative weights of the gizzard and small intestines (Table R-9b).  Although the relative 

gizzard weight was not significantly different in the Early Hot-Late Cool-CN interaction, 

they were numerically smaller. 

Relative heart weight on day of hatching was not significantly affected by early 

temperature, although the Early Hot treatment chicks did exhibit a numerically larger heart 

weight.  The heart has been reported to be one of the earliest organs to prominently appear in 

the developmental process as it was necessary to facilitate the movement of nutrients via the 

growing vascular system connecting the extra-embryonic and intra-embryonic tissues 

(Romanoff, 1960).  Decreased temperatures during early incubation have been shown to 

reduce the growth of the heart, slow heart rate, and reduce blood pressure in the developing 

embryo (Olivo, 1931; Tazawa and Nakagawa, 1985).  Other studies have demonstrated that 

excessively high temperatures such as 42°C (107.6°F) during the first few days of incubation 

induced heart abnormalities in 100% of the embryos exposed, while reducing the incubation 

temperature slightly to 41°C (105.8°F) caused heart abnormalities in only 30% of the 

embryos.  It may be that the temperatures employed in this study during the early incubation 

period were not dramatic enough to produce a significant effect that would be measurable by 

day of hatching.  However, one may  assume that  although no  differences were  apparent in  

the  weight of  the heart at hatching, subtle difference in development most likely still 

occurred as the early temperature treatments produced very highly significant (P ≤ 0.0001) 

differences  in embryonic development that were clearly present at E 15 of incubation.  

Further, as the heart was also one of the last organs to complete development and has been  



TABLE D-1. Body and yolk weights, as well as the relative yolk free body weight from 
broiler chicks on day of hatching in Experiment 6 as influenced by early incubation 
temperature (E 0-4), late incubation temperature (E 18-21), and basket ventilation (Vent) 
during incubation. 
 

Temperature 
Early1 Late2 

Basket 
Vent3 BW Yolk 

Sac Yolk-Free BW 

Main Effects (g) (g/100g) 
Hot   44.7B 4.94b 88.95a 
Cool   46.5A 5.86a 87.41b 

SEM4 0.23 0.24 0.48 
Probability <0.001 0.02 0.05 

    

 Hot  44.8B 5.05 88.75 
 Cool  46.4A 5.75 87.61 

SEM4 0.23 0.24 0.47 
Probability <0.001 0.18 0.13 

    
  TT 45.43y 5.46 88.00 
  CN 45.74x 5.34 88.36 

SEM4 0.23 0.24 0.48 
Probability 0.06 0.67 0.61 

 

a,b Means in a column that possess different superscripts approach significance (P ≤ 0.05). 
A,B Means in a column that possess different superscripts differ significantly (P ≤ 0.01).   
 
1 Early Hot eggs were initially incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.9°C  
  (102°F) for 6 h, then decreased to 38.1°C (100.5°F) and gradually decreased to   
  37.5°C(99.5°F) by E 4.  Early Cool eggs were initially incubated at a machine  
  temperature set point of 36.9°C 98.5°F) that was gradually increased to 37.5°C (99.5°F)  
  by E 4. 
2 Late Hot eggs were incubated at a machine temperature set point of 38.2°C (100.7°F) that  
  produced an average egg temperature of 39.8°C (103.7°F) on E 20.  Late Cool eggs were  
  incubated at a machine temperature set point of 36.1°C (97.0°F) that produced an average  
  egg temperature of 37.6°C (99.6°F) on E 20. 
3 TT baskets were taped around the top perimeter of the basket to restrict air from flowing  
  through the top half of the basket (Top Taped) while CN baskets were left unaltered   
  (Control). 
4 Number of observations represented by each treatment mean was 40. 
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shown to remain mitotically active up to 10 d post-hatching (Olivo, 1928), it may be that the 

lack of significant differences in relative heart weight observed at hatching within the early 

temperature treatments were confounded by the influence of the late temperature treatments.   

The relative weights of the gizzard and proventriculus were shown to be significantly 

increased due to the Early Hot treatment.  These organs have been reported to begin to 

differentiate at the 48-72 h stage (Romanoff, 1960). As increased temperatures have been 

commonly acknowledged to promote a more rapid embryo growth rate it was logical that 

these organs would be influenced.  Functional development of these organs has been shown 

to continue post-hatching as they increased in weight relative to BW more rapidly than any 

other organs after the chicks began to consume feed (Noy and Sklan, 1997).  Presumably, if 

proventriculus and gizzard weights were larger at hatching, they should continue to remain 

larger throughout growth, provided grow-out conditions were not substandard.  Chickens 

have been characterized as precocial, and under natural incubation, would forage 

immediately following hatching.  However, in artificial incubation, it may be 36-48 h before 

the chicks have access to feed.  Studies have shown that delayed feeding post-hatching can 

lead to as much as a 7.8% decrease in BW that can continue to be observed throughout grow-

out and result in reduced carcass yield at processing (Noy and Sklan, 1999; Vieira and 

Moran, 1999).  So, although optimal incubation can produce a superior chick, post-hatching 

management must be vital to maintaining these advantages.  The influence of chick 

management on improving or decreasing the effects of incubation on post-hatching chick 

quality was observed in the work of Leksrisompong (2005) and was also demonstrated in the 

grow-out studies presented in this thesis.  The studies conducted by Leksrisompong (2005) 

concluded that although normal incubation temperatures produced the best broiler 
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performance, poor chick quality due to hot incubation temperatures could be ameliorated by 

increased brooding temperatures at chick placement.  Increased incubation temperatures were 

shown to increase brooding temperature sensitivity in the chicks.  Most notably, decreased 

BW and feed intake as well as increased mortality occurred when chicks incubated at high 

temperatures were exposed to cool brooding temperatures, while those exposed to warm 

brooding temperature performed significantly better (Leksrisompong, 2005). 

Although all the eggs in Experiments 2-5 were exposed to an increased early 

incubation temperature, actual early low versus high incubation temperature treatments were 

only present in Experiment 6 but were present for a longer duration and at more dramatic 

temperatures.  In the previous experiments, the machine temperature was increased to 38.1°C 

(100.5°F), but this increase occurred only on the day that the eggs were placed into the 

machine while the early temperature treatments in Experiment 6 lasted from setting until E 4 

of incubation.  These differences in early incubation temperature and exposure time between 

the experiments probably provided an explanation for the appearance of significant 

differences between late incubation treatments in the relative weights of the gastrointestinal 

organs that were present in the majority of Experiments 2-5 but were absent in Experiment 6.  

These organs began to develop during early incubation (Romanoff, 1960) and, therefore, it 

was likely that the increased temperature on E 0 of incubation did lead to a slight increase in 

the speed of embryonic development in Experiments 2-5. However, as this exposure was 

limited to only E 1 and not excessive in terms of temperature, it was conceivable that the 

effects of the early high temperature were not permanent, or at least not permanently 

obvious. Unlike the Early Hot treatment in Experiment 6, chicks in the previous experiments 
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were not as developmentally advanced at time of transfer (E 18) and so the late incubation 

treatments were still able to influence the development of the gastrointestinal organs. 

Preincubation Warming.  In conjunction with the subject of early incubation 

temperature, the practice of preincubation warming needs to be further considered.  In 

Experiment 1, no preincubation warming was used and the yolk weights at hatching were 

significantly different due to late incubation treatments. The chicks in this experiment also 

had the largest relative yolk weights found in any of the experiments.  On the contrary, in 

Experiments 2, 4, and 5 all eggs were prewarmed for approximately 9 h with a forced air 

current and differences in relative yolk weight failed to be evident on day of hatching.  In 

Experiment 6, similar prewarming did occur, but the Early temperature treatments may have 

confounded the effects as differences in relative yolk weight were observed late in incubation 

at E 15 and E 21 with the highest level of significant differences being observed between the 

Early temperature treatments.  In the case of Experiment 3, prewarming occurred without 

forced air but over a longer period of time (approximately 14 h) and again, no differences in 

relative yolk weight were found.  The overall results from these experiments suggested that 

preincubation may influence yolk sac absorption and thus influence embryo development.   

 The supposed primary goal in prewarming before incubation was to reduce the 

difference in temperature change experienced by the embryo in moving from low 

temperature storage into the higher temperatures of the incubator by allowing the eggs to 

gradually warm up to an intermediate temperature before setting (Renema et al., 2006).  By 

increasing the egg temperature to an intermediate level, the eggs were able to achieve 

incubation temperature more rapidly when set in the machine in a manner that may promote 

early embryonic growth.  Embryos from heavily selected broiler strains, such as those found 
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in the majority of hatcheries worldwide, have been demonstrated to be extremely intolerant 

of temperature variations with abnormalities and mortality of the embryo being the penalties 

for exceeding the narrow temperature range that was optimum for incubation (Vleck, 1991; 

Wilson, 1991; Decuypere and Michels, 1992).  Based on this knowledge, transferring 

embryos from temperatures as low as 11°C (51.8°F) to an incubator at 37.5°C (99.5°F) 

without allowing preincubation warming so that the embryos could adequately adjust to such 

a dramatic increase in temperature does not seem like a practice that would optimize 

embryonic development. 

Furthermore, prewarming under forced air conditions probably created a more 

uniform egg temperature profile so that all eggs began their development at relatively the 

same time.  Research has proven that although eggs within a single incubator were set at the 

same machine air temperature, the microenvironment experienced by each individual embryo 

can vary greatly (Meijerhof and van Beek, 1993; French, 1997; Lourens, 2001).  Moving 

eggs directly from storage into an incubator can exacerbate this problem due to the uneven 

heating within the machine and the large cold mass that the incubator must struggle to heat.  

As demonstrated by van Brecht et al. (2001), even after 2 h in an incubator set at 37.7°C 

(99.9°F), the range of egg temperatures was as wide as 21°C (69.8°F) to 38.1°C (100.6°F) 

with the colder eggs being in the bottom trays and the warmer egg in the top trays.  Such a 

wide range in early egg temperatures was similar to those demonstrated between the early 

temperature treatments in Experiment 6. The significant differences in chick quality between 

the treatments at hatching suggested that such conditions did not promote uniformity and 

may have increased the time from start to end of the hatching “window” (Table R-13a).  As 

a result of the embryos experiencing different initial temperatures, they would have begun to 
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develop at different rates and thus exhibited a less uniform hatching pattern.  The Early 

temperature treatments in Experiment 6 were distributed between two machines and 

purposely exposed to air temperatures outside the optimal incubation range to examine the 

effects of such variability on early embryonic development but similar conditions could 

easily be observed within a single machine without proper preincubation warming.  Eggs that 

would be used in commercial incubation often come from various farms, breeder flocks of 

different ages, or would have been exposed to different storage lengths. The differences 

caused by these interacting factors can create variability in early embryonic development, 

which can widen the hatching window and undermine chick uniformity (Tona et al., 2003).  

While preincubation warming may not completely solve this problem, it must be a step 

towards helping synchronizing early embryonic growth that should improve chick 

homogeneity at hatching. 

While the experiments presented here were not directly aimed at establishing the 

value of a preincubation warming program, the benefits clearly existed.  Further research into 

preincubation conditions should be conducted in order to understand the mechanisms behind 

this practice and to enable the poultry industry to fully benefit from its potential. 

Basket Ventilation.  Ventilation treatments were carried out throughout all of the 

experiments conducted with varied results.  Initially, the ventilation treatments were designed 

to produce a difference in air speed to which the eggs within the basket would be exposed.  

Three different machines were utilized throughout this series of experiment with only one 

instance of a significant difference in air speed between basket ventilation treatments being 

observed.  Despite this, significant differences in the chicks at hatching were noted due to 

basket ventilation treatments, which led us to the conclusion that the treatments were actually 
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altering air flow path inside the hatching baskets instead of air speed.  The only instance 

where a significant difference was noted between the ventilation treatments was on E 20 of 

incubation in Experiment 4, where the TT treatment produced a significantly lower air speed 

(Table R-6).  However, at the time of measurement, more chicks were noted to be hatching 

in the TT treatment compared to the CN group (personal observations).  The presence of 

chicks versus eggs inside the hatching baskets would undoubtedly alter the air speed and, as 

previously stated, no other experiments demonstrated significant differences between air 

speed. Therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that this difference was not due to the 

ventilation treatments per se. 

 As the ventilation treatments evolved over the course of these experiments, the results 

will be discussed according to experiments that had similar treatments. This approach should 

provide better clarity. 

Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiments 1 and 2, the Ventilation treatments consisted of 

two variations on the hatching basket design that altered the air flow path within the hatching 

baskets, as well as unaltered baskets that served as the control (CN) group.  The TT treatment 

forced the air flow path to be directed through the bottom half of the basket and thus through 

the eggs.  Conversely, the BT blocked the air from flowing through the bottom half of the 

basket and was instead directed over the eggs.  In both experiments, the BT treatment 

resulted in the highest egg shell temperatures while the TT and CN groups were statistically 

similar (Tables R-1 and R-3).  While these egg temperatures may not necessarily be ideal, it 

was important to consider that these studies were conducted in a machine at an elevated 

temperature to create a situation that would “push” the embryo to respond and that a lower 

machine temperature may not have yielded differences.  The occurrence of lower egg 
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temperatures in ventilation treatments whose air flow paths crossed over the eggs agreed with 

the work of Sotherland et al. (1987) that established the concept of a “heat halo” of 

somewhat stagnant air that surrounded an egg and created a barrier to heat exchange 

approximately 100-fold greater than that of the egg shell.  In the TT and CN groups, air was 

either directed or allowed, respectively, to flow among the eggs and thus was able to reduce 

egg shell temperature and presumably promote embryonic growth.  However, in the BT 

treatment the “heat halos” probably were not dissipated as well and, as a result, egg 

temperature increased and embryonic development apparently suffered.  Furthermore, 

evidence of this phenomenon was clearly seen in the BW and relative organ weights of 

chicks sampled at hatching from both Experiments 1 and 2.   

In Experiment 1, the TT chicks exhibited a smaller relative yolk sac, a larger relative 

heart, and a larger relative liver weight while the CN group was shown to perform similar to 

the BT treatment in terms of relative organ weights at hatching, despite having displayed a 

significantly lower egg temperature during incubation (Table R-2).  A possible explanation 

was found in the fact that air behaved similar to fluids and thus chose the path of least 

resistance (Owen, 1991).  When the air flow path entered the CN basket, it encountered the 

eggs on the outer edges, and undoubtedly then flowed up and around them, bypassing those 

eggs located in the center of the basket, thus leaving the “heat halo” relatively intact for the 

majority of eggs within the basket.  In effect, the CN group unintentionally mimicked both 

ventilation treatments; the eggs near the perimeter of the basket were similar to those in the 

TT treatments, while those in the center of the basket were most likely experiencing 

temperatures like those in the BT treatment.  However, due to the machine design, baskets 

were stacked upon each other and individual baskets could not be pulled out to sample egg 
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temperatures in the center, so that egg temperatures could only be taken from those eggs 

closest to the perimeter of the basket. Unfortunately, this probably led to all of the egg 

temperatures within the CN basket being misrepresented as the eggs closest to the perimeter 

of the basket were only a fraction of the total eggs within the basket.  Although the chicks 

sampled at hatching were selected at random, the likelihood was greater that the chicks 

representing the CN group came from eggs within the center of the basket that may have 

experienced temperatures and development similar to the chicks in the BT treatment rather 

from the eggs at the perimeter where the egg temperatures were measured and appeared to be 

similar to the TT treatment.  This would account for the differences in CN chick development 

compared to the TT treatment, despite similar egg shell temperatures.  Similar results for the 

CN group were found in Experiment 2, and as both experiments occurred in the same 

machine, it would seem logical that the same phenomenon occurred. 

The hypothesis that the CN group of eggs experienced a different air flow path than 

the TT treatment, despite similar egg temperatures, was indicated and supported by the 

occurrence of significantly larger relative organ weights in the TT treatment in both 

Experiments 1 and 2.  As mentioned previously, the heart was perhaps the most temperature 

sensitive organ. As it continued to be mitotically active late in incubation and early in 

brooding, it provided a relatively precise indicator as to the effects of the cumulative 

temperature experienced by the embryo and chick (Olivo, 1931).   The liver has also been 

noted to be temperature sensitive, with increased temperatures during late incubation being 

shown to retard liver growth (Romanoff, 1960).  Therefore, it should be expected that the 

presence of significantly larger relative heart and liver weights would have coincided with a 
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significantly lower egg temperature, as was indeed the case in the TT treatment in both 

Experiments 1 and 2.     

The decreased relative yolk weight between treatments in Experiment 1 also indicated 

that the conditions experienced by embryos in the TT treatment were conducive to 

embryonic development.  Statistical differences were not noted in Experiment 2 for relative 

yolk sac weight, but this may be due to difficulties in sampling.  The chicks in this 

experiment hatched earlier than planned and therefore had to spend more time in the hatcher 

before being removed than did the chicks in Experiment 1.  Although yolk sac absorption 

was optimized when the chicks have access to feed, reductions in yolk sac weight can still 

occur in the incubator post-hatching.  However, the energy obtained from this reduction in 

yolk sac weight would be used mainly for maintenance and not for growth (Noy and Sklan, 

1999).  As the chicks in Experiment 2 were not immediately sampled at hatching, nor given 

access to feed during the holding period, it was possible that they began to utilize a limited 

portion of their yolk sac for maintenance.  Furthermore, the chicks no longer had the 

advantages of different ventilation treatments that they experienced as embryos within the 

egg.  Instead, the added air flow obstacle of live chicks and hatch residue further restricted air 

flow.  The increased restriction in air flow, the increased incubator temperature, the increased 

heat production and humidity from hatching chicks probably led to conditions where the 

chicks were equally stressed such that the potential significant differences in yolk sac weight 

between treatments may have disappeared.  As no other experiments displayed relative yolk 

weights as small as Experiment 2 (nor was any other experiment delayed in sampling), it 

seemed more likely that this was an isolated incident that was more related to management 

than treatments.  Despite these issues in sampling, the significant increases seen in the 
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relative organ weights of the heart and liver for the TT treatment in Experiment 2 suggested 

that, similar to Experiment 1, the TT treatment had improved embryonic development. 

Experiment 3. In Experiment 3, the TT and BT treatments were repeated in a 

different environment than used in Experiments 1 and 2 to further investigate the effects of 

an altered air flow path.  However, in Experiment 3, we utilized a different type of hatcher 

than in the previous experiments and observed that the basket ventilation treatments behaved 

differently as a result.  The machine was designed to hold approximately 10,000 eggs versus 

the machine in the previous experiments, which was designed to hold approximately 2,000 

eggs.  Despite having more than quadruple the capacity of the earlier machine used, the 

machine used in Experiment 3 had only two fans of similar size and power as the previously 

used machines.  It was assumed that the ventilation would be more greatly restricted in this 

machine and would thus provide more dramatic results between the ventilation treatments.  

However, the opposite proved to be true.  In order to increase replications, the baskets in this 

study were each filled with only 90 eggs and a block of wood, which was the height of the 

eggs, was placed in each basket to help crowd the eggs near the rear-mounted fan and 

simulate a full basket.  Even with spreading the eggs between baskets, we were still only 

filled the machine to a quarter of its capacity (approximately 2,000 eggs) while the machine 

used in the previous experiments was completely filled with 180 eggs per hatching basket.  

This reduction in egg numbers and baskets within the machine used in Experiment 3 meant 

that the lower ventilation capacity would not be as heavily strained as there were fewer 

obstacles to obstruct air flow and slow the air speed.  The reduction in egg numbers within 

the hatching basket also removed the effects seen in the CN group in previous experiments.  

While confining the eggs to only half of the basket did simulate a full basket in terms of 
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density, the heat production was not the same as a full basket would have been.  However, 

despite the reduction in air obstructions within the hatching basket, average air speed 

measured as air exited the baskets was measured to be 0.7 m/sec on E 18 of incubation, 

which was not remarkably different from any of the other experiments.  Such data suggested 

that the air speed may be dependent on other factors outside of the hatching basket and the 

fact that the entire machine was also filled to a reduced capacity may provide an answer to 

this paradox.  In the other experiments, the hatching baskets filled the entire space within the 

hatching machine so that the air was forced to flow through them and thus be influenced by 

the Ventilation treatments.  Conversely, the fact that the hatcher in Experiment 3 was a much 

larger machine filled to less than full capacity meant that air was not necessarily forced 

through the baskets.  Given the option of flowing through the basket and eggs, as limited an 

obstacle as this provided in comparison to other experiments, the air could also choose to 

flow around the baskets and into the empty space that would have otherwise been occupied 

had the machine been filled to maximum capacity.  Since air, like water, will choose the path 

of least resistance, the air flow path was probably primarily directed around the hatching 

baskets rather than through them.  Without the air flow path being forced into the hatching 

baskets, the basket ventilation treatment was essentially irrelevant as both were already in a 

sense equally “restricted” in terms of air flow. 

   Due to the stacking hatching basket design, egg temperatures were not able to be 

measured, but the lack of significant differences in BW and relative organ weights between 

the Ventilation treatments at hatching, and throughout the grow-out period, further suggested 

that the air flow path was not noticeably altered due to treatment and thus egg temperatures 

were most likely similar (Tables R-5 and R-15, respectively).  However, while there were no 
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significant differences between treatments in terms of BW or relative organ weights at 

hatching, the sampled chicks exhibited a reduced relative heart weight that suggested that the 

embryos may have experienced high egg temperatures.  When compared to the relative heart 

weights observed in Experiment 1, the weights in Experiment 3 were clearly similar, as was 

BW.  In both experiments, eggs from an older breeder flock (59-wk and 50-wk for 

Experiments 1 and 3, respectively) were utilized and both demonstrated similar chick 

weights at hatching.  As breeder age and chick weight at hatching were similar, it was 

therefore reasonable to assume that egg weight was comparable.  Egg weight has been shown 

to influence heat production (French, 1997) and as the eggs in both experiments experienced 

a restricted air flow, whether due to treatment or machine design, it was plausible that 

embryos in both experiments were most likely similar in terms of the egg temperature they 

experienced.  As the average egg temperature experienced in Experiment 1 during late 

incubation was 39.5°C (103.1°F), it was realistic to assume that the embryos in Experiment 3 

experienced temperatures that were at the very least above the 37-38°C (98.6-100.4°F) 

optimal range for incubation. 

Based on the assumed increased temperature during late incubation and the lack of 

significant differences due to ventilation treatment at hatching, it would appear that the 

incubation temperature exerted a strong influence on embryo development during late 

incubation in Experiment 3 and suppressed any obvious physiological differences between 

the Ventilation treatments (Table R-5).  Similar findings were observed in Experiment 5 

where differences in BW among Ventilation by Density interactions were not detected in the 

Late Hot temperature treatment, despite the same interactions demonstrating significant 

differences in the Late Cool treatment (Table R-9c).  However, significant differences were 
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found during the grow-out period that seemed to suggest that the basket ventilation 

treatments may have actually had an effect on embryo development, but in a more subtle 

manner than expected.  Although BW and feed consumption were not significantly different 

throughout grow-out, differences approaching significance were found for AdjFCR during 

the first 3 wk of grow-out, with the BT treatment displaying the best (lowest) value (Table 

R-16).  Initially, these results seemed to suggest that the BT group may be better in terms of 

feed efficiency, however it was important to note that the difference only approached 

significance and was not apparent during the remainder of the grow-out period.   

Interestingly, a significant difference in percentage mortality also occurred due to the 

Ventilation treatments in Experiment 3, but here the advantage appeared in the TT treatment.  

During the second wk of the grow-out period, the BT treatment exhibited a mortality rate 

almost eight times that of the TT treatment (Table R-17).  However, at hatching the chicks 

were similar in terms of BW and relative organ weights and the only significant difference 

attributed to the ventilation treatment was AdjFCR.  It would appear that subtle differences in 

the quality rather than the quantity of the organs may have occurred such that a simple 

measurement of weight was not able to detect.   

In Experiment 3, differences between the sexes were noted for BW and percentage 

mortality but these were not shown to significantly interact with the basket ventilation 

treatments.  In terms of BW, we were surprised by the significantly heavier females at 21 d 

of age.  Although the males did achieve a heavier BW by the end of the grow-out period, 

they were either equal or behind the females until sometime after 21 d of age.  Some early 

studies demonstrated that male chicks were generally heavier at hatching when compared to 

females (Godfrey and Jaap, 1952; Zawalsky, 1962) and this trend continued as the birds grew 
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older.  In contrast, differences in BW between sexes were not noted at hatching in this 

experiment, but this may be due to the increased late incubation temperature experienced by 

the embryos that appears to have equally stressed both sexes and thus depressed differences 

between them in terms of BW at hatching.  Despite the initial lack of differences, it may be 

that female chicks were able to better cope with this stress and thus achieve a higher BW at 

21 d, as well as a lower percentage mortality throughout the study (Table R-15).  Although 

the males did achieve a higher BW by 42 d of age, they also experienced a higher overall 

percentage mortality (Table R-17) that suggested that although they were able to achieve a 

heavier BW, they were not able to support this growth. Work by Leksrisompong (2005) also 

demonstrated a significant increase in percentage male mortality due to an increased late 

incubation temperature, which would indicate that males incubated under high incubation 

temperatures may experience decreased chick quality.  Unfortunately, in that study as well as 

in this experiment, chicks of both sexes were not sampled at hatching and whatever organ 

differences there may have been that allowed the females to exhibit a reduced overall 

mortality or caused the males to fail to achieve a higher 1 d BW remain unclear.  Further 

work will be needed to elucidate the differences between sexes due to incubation 

temperature.  

Experiments 4 and 5. After evaluating the effects of a lower hatching basket density 

in the previous experiment, it was decided that in future experiments basket density should 

also become a treatment in combination with basket ventilation.  The lack of significant 

differences between ventilation treatments in Experiment 3 suggested that the effects of the 

air flow path may be influenced by the amount of heat production within the hatching basket.  

Therefore, a basket density treatment was added to Experiments 4 and 5, with the hatching 
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basket being filled to either full or half capacity.  Within the basket ventilation treatment, a 

modification was made to the TT treatment so that that the bottom half of the basket was 

completely isolated by inserting a cardboard divider as well as taping the top perimeter of the 

hatching basket.  As a result, the BT treatment was discontinued since creating a treatment 

where a hatching basket was filled to full capacity and then completely restricting the air 

flow within the bottom half of the basket seemed to severely threaten chick welfare and 

would not be observed practically in any case. 

In Experiments 4 and 5, we did not observe a significant difference between BW or 

relative yolk weights with respect to either the effect of basket ventilation or density (Tables 

R-7a and R-9a, respectively).  As stated earlier, this may have been a function of the early 

incubation that took place, during which the BW and yolk sac may have already established a 

developmental pace that remained unaltered by the conditions in late incubation.  However, 

in both experiments the relative weight of the heart was shown to approach a significant 

difference in favor of the CN treatment.  This was somewhat surprising, as in previous 

experiments the TT treatment displayed improved embryonic development compared to the 

CN treatments and although there were significant differences in egg temperature for 

Experiment 5, no significant differences in egg temperature were noted between the two 

ventilation treatments in Experiment 4 (Tables R-8a and R-6, respectively).  Larger sized 

eggs from older breeder flocks have been demonstrated to have increased heat production 

and a decreased ability to remove heat during incubation that can lead to increased egg 

temperatures (French, 1997; Lourens et al., 2006).  As the eggs in Experiment 4 were derived 

from an older breeder flock, it may be that their increased heat production and inability to 

adequately lose this heat created excessively high egg temperatures that negated the effects 
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of the ventilation treatments.  Egg temperature has been shown to be influenced by several 

different factors, most notably heat production of the embryo, air volume within the 

incubator, and the difference between egg temperature and machine air temperature (dTemp).  

Ideally, these factors should interact to influence egg temperature and create an environment 

for optimal embryonic development (Meijerhof, 2003).  However, if one of these factors 

deviated from its optimal range, it may overshadow the other factors and have a greater (and 

generally negative) impact on egg temperature and embryo development.  In Experiment 4, 

the increased heat production experienced by the eggs from the older breeder flock increased 

the difference between egg shell temperature and machine air temperature so that dTemp 

probably became the dominant influence on embryonic development.  Conversely, eggs from 

the younger breeder flock used in Experiment 5 exhibited lower egg temperatures, most 

likely due to their lower heat production and ability to better lose heat that did not exaggerate 

the effect of dTemp and allowed significant differences to be observed between the basket 

ventilation treatments.  In both experiments, significant differences were not noted between 

treatments in terms of air speed, with the exception of an increased air speed in the CN group 

on E 20 of incubation in Experiment 4.  This was more likely due to a greater number of 

chicks that had hatched early in the TT treatment. As eggs from older flocks have been 

acknowledged to have a shorter incubation period (Smith and Bohren, 1975; Lowe and 

Garwood, 1977) and as increased incubation temperatures have also been shown to 

accelerate embryo development (Lundy, 1969), it would seem reasonable that this deduction 

was accurate. 

Although the basket ventilation treatments appeared to produce very similar chicks at 

hatching, significant differences were demonstrated between the two groups throughout the 
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grow-out period in Experiment 4.  During the first wk of grow-out, both groups exhibited 

similar feed consumption and mortality (Tables R-18 and R-21, respectively).  However, by 

the end of the first wk the CN group exhibited a heavier BW that resulted in a significantly 

lower AdjFCR, suggesting that the CN group chicks were more efficient in utilizing feed 

during early growth (Tables R-19 and R-20).  Significant differences were noted in feed 

consumption during the second wk of grow-out as the CN group exhibited a greater feed 

intake than the TT treatment and continued to do so throughout grow-out, which resulted in a 

significantly greater overall feed consumption.  Accordingly, the CN group also displayed a 

significantly heavier BW at 15 d of age but this difference did not continue to 21 d of age.  

With increased feed intake and BW midway through grow-out, the significant difference in 

AdjFCR disappeared, and by the conclusion of the study the two treatments no longer 

displayed any significant differences.  The ventilation treatments also failed to produce 

significant differences in percentage mortality, with both groups exhibiting the exact same 

numerical values for the overall percentage mortality during two-thirds of the grow-out 

period.  As no consistent significant differences were noted by the end of the grow-out 

period, it would appear that despite the initial differences between the treatments, the effects 

of basket ventilation in Experiment 4 did not have a permanent effect on the birds, under the 

conditions of this study.  Where differences were noted, the differences tended to be in favor 

of the CN group.  As mentioned earlier, the eggs in this experiment were derived from a 59-

wk-old flock and, as a result, were believed to experience an increased heat production.  As 

air speed was not noted to be significantly different between the basket ventilation treatments 

during the majority of late incubation, it would appear that neither treatment was able to 

remove this excess heat.  However, the cross-sectional area of the basket was reduced by half 
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in the TT treatment, so that even if air speed was not affected, we may assume that air 

volume was.   With more space available inside the CN baskets, the increased heat 

production was better able to dissipate from the eggs.  In the TT treatment, the cardboard 

divider reduced the volume inside the basket by half so that the excess heat was forced back 

onto the eggs.  While this difference was not shown to affect egg temperatures, the difference 

in the volume of air within the basket may have altered the amount of oxygen available to the 

growing embryos.  Oxygen demand has been demonstrated to increase during late incubation 

(Romanoff, 1967) and when oxygen availability was limited, embryo development was 

negatively affected (Golde et al., 1998).  Although the oxygen concentration may not have 

been severely limited by the reduced air volume within the TT treatment, it may have been 

decreased enough to lead to subtle differences between the ventilation treatments during the 

grow-out period.  However, as these differences did not last through the entire grow-out 

period, they should not be considered permanent.       

Significant differences between the basket ventilation treatments in Experiment 5 

were not apparent during the grow-out period for the variables of feed intake, AdjFCR, or 

percentage mortality (Tables R-22a, R-24a, and R-25a).  Differences approaching 

significance were noted for BW at 14 and 21 d of age, with the CN group once more 

producing the heavier bird (Table R-23a).  While the increase in BW did not remain beyond 

21 d of age in Experiment 4, the appearance of differences at 21 d indicated that the effects 

of the ventilation treatments in Experiment 5 may have been more influential.  The eggs 

utilized in Experiment 5 were from a younger breeder flock and demonstrated lower egg 

temperatures than those from Experiment 4 (Table R-12a).  With egg temperature being 

lower in Experiment 5, it may be that ventilation was able to exert greater influence on 
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embryo development.  However, the lack of significance observed in the majority of 

variables measured during grow-out indicated that ventilation may have had a wider optimal 

range than did temperature.  While the reduction in air volume was presumably present in the 

TT treatment of both Experiments 4 and 5, the lower egg temperatures in Experiment 5 may 

have reduced the severity of the lower oxygen concentration so that differences were absent 

during grow-out.  The limited nature of these differences may also be why the differences in 

BW were only shown to approach significance during the last two wk of the grow-out period 

in Experiment 5.  It was possible that if this experiment had continued further, the differences 

may have disappeared as they did in Experiment 4. 

The Low Density treatment (90 eggs/basket) in Experiment 4 exhibited a significantly 

larger relative heart weight as well as a significantly lower egg temperature at E 18-20 of 

incubation.  The combination of less heat production and fewer eggs to obstruct air 

circulation found within the low density treatment resulted in a lower egg temperature, 

increased air speed through the basket, and improved embryonic development (Tables R-6 

and R-7a).  Further evidence of increased embryo development was seen in the significantly 

increased relative weights of the gizzard, proventriculus, and small intestines.   

During the first wk of grow-out, the chicks from the 90 treatment consumed 

significantly more feed than did the 180 treatment and this trend continued throughout the 

grow-out period, resulting in a significantly greater overall feed intake for the 90 group 

(Table R-18).  In the final days of incubation, the 180 treatment demonstrated a significantly 

higher egg temperature that averaged 39.7°C (103.4°F), compared to the average temperature 

of 39.2°C (102.5°F) measured in the 90 treatment (Table R-6).  This increased temperature 

was most likely due to the 180 baskets being filled to full capacity and thus having twice the 
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embryos producing heat as the 90 treatment.  Furthermore, the increased number of eggs 

within the 180 baskets also provided a greater barrier to air movement than in the 90 

treatment, so that there was a significant reduction in the air volume needed around the eggs 

to remove this excess heat.  Previous work by Leksrisompong (2005) demonstrated that 

increased temperatures during late incubation decreased chick activity at placement with the 

result being an initial reduction in feed intake. Similar effects were observed between the 

basket density treatments in this study.  While both treatments were shown to have egg 

temperatures well above that which would be considered optimal, the High Density treatment 

in Experiment 4 was particularly unique in that it exhibited some of the highest egg 

temperatures on E 20 of incubation observed in any of the experiments and was significantly 

higher than the temperatures observed in the low density treatment (Table R-6).  

Observations made at placement on day of hatching show that chicks from the 180 treatments 

tended to huddle in a corner and did not actively search for feed or water, despite being 

individually introduced to both at placement (Figure D-1).  In contrast, the chicks from the 

90 treatment were noted to be very active and quickly accessed feed and water after 

placement (Figure D-2).  These observations confirmed the findings of other authors who 

also noted that chicks produced in the presence of increased incubation temperatures seemed 

sluggish and unwilling to forage at placement (Leksrisompong, 2005; Hulet et al., 2007).  

These results were in agreement with the work of Collin et al., 2007 that demonstrated that 

newly hatched chicks that were exposed to heat stress during late incubation had a lower 

body temperature at hatching than did the control group. 

Despite the delay in feed intake experienced by the 180 treatment, no differences in 

BW were displayed throughout the grow-out period (Table R-19).  This was particularly 
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surprising given the significant differences in the gastrointestinal organs between density 

treatments at hatching. It may be that the significant increases seen in relative organ weights 

in the 90 treatment on day of hatching were not necessarily an improvement in the low 

density treatment, but rather a reduction in the high density treatment. The eggs in 

Experiment 4 were derived from a 59-wk-old flock that may have caused egg temperatures to 

be higher than those demonstrated in other experiments.  Older flocks have been commonly 

acknowledged to produce larger eggs (Peebles and Brake, 1987; French and Tullett, 1991) 

but thermal and oxygen conductance did not increase proportionately with this increase in 

egg mass and this may have reduced the capacity of the embryo to lose heat (Rahn et al., 

1979; French, 1997).  While the high egg temperatures were present in both treatments, the 

90 treatment had the advantage of an increased air flow through the basket due to fewer eggs 

and a reduction in total heat production within the basket.  In contrast, the 180 treatment 

probably had less air moving through the basket as well as twice the heat to remove, which 

may have caused the embryos to be more detrimentally affected by the increased egg 

temperatures than the 90 treatment eggs, which produced the differences observed at 

hatching.  Differences in BW between density treatments were also lacking in Experiment 5 

even though these treatments did not experience egg shell temperatures nearly as high as 

those in Experiment 4.   

 Myogensis in the chick has been shown to occur in two stages:  hyperplasia during 

the incubation period and hypertrophy during the grow-out period (Velleman, 2007).  During 

hyperplasia, the myoblasts multiplied and differentiated until they formed myotubes that 

make up the muscle fibers and the amount of these muscle fibers formed would be 

determined at hatching (Smith, 1963).  While little work has been carried out dealing with 
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the specifics of embryonic muscle growth, some studies suggested that by the late incubation 

period muscle cell division was nearly complete and that further growth occurred through 

hypertrophy during the post-hatching period (Sklan et al., 2003; Velleman, 2007). 

Further evidence of muscle development occurring during mid-incubation was the 

increase observed in circulating insulin-like growth factors (IGF) I and II during the same 

period (Scanes et al., 1997).  IGF-I and II (along with other growth factors) have been shown 

to stimulate muscle growth and differentiation (Girbau et al., 1987; McFarland, 1999; 

Velleman, 2007), therefore their increased presence during mid-incubation suggested that the 

majority of muscle development may have occurred during this time and so was not as 

dramatically affected by the late density treatments in both Experiments 4 and 5.  Despite 

similar conditions, the basket ventilation treatments did display differences in BW during the 

grow-out period in the same experiments (Tables R-19 and R-23a).  However, it was 

important to remember that these treatments may have experienced hypoxia due to the 

reduced air volume in the TT baskets in combination with a high egg temperature during late 

incubation.  

 While significant differences were noted for AdjFCR between the density 

treatments in Experiment 4, this difference most likely resulted from the increased feed 

intake exhibited by the low density treatment. However, due to the similarities in BW, the 90 

treatment exhibited a higher (poorer) overall AdjFCR (Table R-20).  Differences in 

percentage mortality were also scarce, with the one exception being an increased mortality 

demonstrated by the 90 treatment during the third wk of grow-out (Table R-21).  However, it 

was important to remember that this was mortality for one wk of grow-out and did not take 

into consideration that from 0-15 d of age mortality was numerically the same or that the  



 

Figure D-1.  Chick behavior on day of placement in the High Density (180 eggs/basket) 
treatment of Experiment 4. 
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Figure D-2.  Chick behavior at day of placement in the Low Density (90 eggs/basket) 
treatment of Experiment 4. 
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overall mortality was not significantly different between the density treatments.  It may be 

that this particular significant difference was due to some unmeasured confounding factor 

within the experiment rather than a treatment effect.   

Overall, the initial significant differences between the two basket density treatments 

observed at hatching in Experiment 4 did not continue into the grow-out period.  The chicks 

necropsied were selected to be within a narrow range relative to the average BW of those 

placed, so we may believe that the differences seen in relative organ weights for the sampled 

birds were comparable to those placed in the brooding house.  It may be that the increased 

density within the 180 treatment created hypoxic conditions as the demand for oxygen within 

the hatching basket would have been twice that of the 90 treatment.  In combination with the 

extremely high egg temperatures observed (Table R-6) it was understandable that a 

reduction in relative organ weights would occur in chicks from the High Density treatment.  

However, gastrointestinal growth does not stop at hatching.  As the newly hatched chick 

began the dietary transition from lipids supplied by the yolk to carbohydrates and proteins 

provided in exogenous feed, the gastrointestinal tract would normally undergo massive 

changes to support and promote these changes (Vieira and Moran, 1999; Sklan, 2001; Uni et 

al., 2003).  At placement, brooding temperature was purposefully high and supplemental 

feeders plentiful so that the chicks would only be affected negatively by their incubation 

treatments such that mortality due to low pen temperatures would not create complications 

within the study.  However, this may have inadvertently ameliorated the effects of the 

incubation temperatures because the 180 treatment chicks were able to eat enough feed to 

exhibit BW similar to those of the 90 treatment.  These data support other studies (Bruzual et 

al., 2000; Leksrisompong, 2005) that have demonstrated that the adverse effects of poor 
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incubation may be overcome with optimal brooding conditions and adequate feed 

consumption.  

In Experiment 5, the basket density treatment had to be adjusted as smaller eggs from 

a younger flock (31-wk-old) were utilized.  Although 180 eggs per hatching basket was 

generally considered a full basket, if one factors in the increased air flow obstruction and heat 

production due to egg size in an older flock, it was clear that a full basket was a very relative 

term.  In order to maintain a similar situation, in terms of density, to that of Experiment 4, the 

number of eggs in each density treatments was increased within the basket to account for the 

smaller egg size.  The Low Density treatment became 95 eggs per basket and the High 

Density treatment became 195 eggs per basket.  A further treatment of differing late 

incubation temperatures was also introduced, but the effects of this treatment will be more 

fully discussed in the next section. 

Similar to Experiment 4, egg temperatures were found to be significantly different 

between the basket density treatments in Experiment 5 with the 95 treatment displaying the 

lower egg shell temperature.  While air speeds were not noted to be significantly different, 

they were noted to be similar to those measured in Experiment 4.  The 95 treatment also 

exhibited a greater relative heart weight, but differences in other organs were not apparent.  

As average egg temperature was lower in Experiment 5, it may be that these embryos were 

not as intensely stressed as those in Experiment 4 and the difference between the two 

treatments was therefore not as acute.  This supposition was further demonstrated by the lack 

of significance between the density treatments for the variables of feed intake, BW, and 

AdjFCR during the grow-out period (Tables R-22a, R-23a, and R-24a, respectively).  Most 

impressive was the absolute lack of mortality displayed in the 95 treatment, which became 
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significantly lower than the 195 treatment after 14 d of age (Table 25a).  Mortality did occur 

in the low density treatment in Experiment 4 and was generally statistically similar to that of 

the high density treatment.  Again, this may be due to the high egg temperatures experienced 

by both density treatments in Experiment 4.  Egg temperatures in Experiment 5 did not reach 

values near those exhibited in Experiment 4 until 20 d of age and these were still low by 

comparison (Tables R-8a).  However, even with egg temperature closer to the optimal range 

in Experiment 5, the significant effects of basket density were not evident in any grow-out 

variable except that of mortality. 

Significant differences were noted for the basket ventilation by basket density 

interaction at day of hatching with the TT-180 interaction providing the poorest chick quality 

in Experiment 4 (Table 7b).  This was to be expected as the TT-180 interaction combined 

the two main effects that displayed the lowest air speeds and highest egg shell temperatures 

(Table R-6).  As a result, the TT-180 treatment exhibited the smallest relative weights of 

heart, gizzard, and proventriculus while the remaining interactions appeared statistically 

similar.  Clearly, restricting air flow through the top half of the basket with tape and the 

restricting air flow through the bottom half of the basket by increasing egg numbers, as well 

as increasing heat production, created conditions that were detrimental to embryo organ 

development.  However, these significant differences at hatching did not continue throughout 

the grow-out period (Tables R-18, R-19, R-20, and R-21).  Other research has suggested that 

market BW may not be as greatly dependant on the gastrointestinal organs as previously 

thought and that muscle cell hypertrophy and satellite cell recruitment may play a larger role 

instead (Sklan et al., 2003).  In combination with the present optimal brooding conditions, 

this may explain the lack of significant differences during the grow-out period for the basket 
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ventilation by basket density interaction in Experiment 4. Another factor to consider was that 

the sampling size for the interaction was half that of the main effects and the reduction in 

numbers may have made significant differences less obvious.  However, as the main effects 

themselves demonstrated limited significant differences during the grow-out period, it would 

make finding significant differences between their interactions unlikely.   

Similar to Experiment 4, the restricted ventilation by high density interaction in 

Experiment 5 also produced a smaller relative heart weight, as well the highest egg 

temperature from E 18 to E 20 of incubation (Tables R-9b and R-8b).  Significant 

differences in the relative weights of the gizzard and proventriculus were not noted, but this 

may be due to the fact that the TT-190 treatment did not experience temperatures as high as 

those observed in the TT-180 treatment of Experiment 4.  Unlike the heart, the gizzard and 

proventriculus may be less sensitive to increased late incubation temperature so that these 

organs were not as reliable a reference point for embryo temperature as the heart was nor 

were they as detrimentally affected.  From these studies, it would appear that average 

temperatures must be in excess of 39.7°C (103.5°F) in order to create differences in relative 

gizzard and proventriculus weights during late incubation.  As in Experiment 4, significant 

differences due to the basket ventilation by basket density interaction were largely absent, 

with one exception being a difference in BW at 14 d of age (Table R-23b).  However, this 

difference was no longer present at 21 d and, when considered in view of the lack of 

differences in feed intake, AdjFCR, and mortality, was considered transient in nature (Tables 

R-22b, R-24b, and R-25b, respectively). 
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As the three-way interactions in Experiment 5 were analyzed so that the effects of the 

basket ventilation by basket density interaction were viewed under the conditions each late 

temperature treatment, they will be discussed in the following section. 

Late Incubation Temperature.  Experiments 1-4 were similarly conducted at an 

elevated machine temperature during late incubation with the results being more reflective of 

the basket ventilation or basket density treatments than of temperature as all were the same.  

Two consistent results that did appear to be related to the late incubation period were the lack 

of significant differences in BW or relative yolk sac weight due to an elevated late incubation 

temperature (with one exception), and the relative weight of the heart being inversely related 

to egg temperature within each of the treatments.    

With respect to differences in BW and relative yolk sac weight, the one exception 

was in Experiment 1.  However, the eggs in this experiment were not prewarmed and were 

maintained at a constant temperature until transfer while eggs in Experiments 2-4 were 

prewarmed and exposed to an increased incubation temperature during the initial incubation 

period.  As mentioned in the early incubation section above, it may be that the embryos in 

Experiment 1 were at an earlier stage of development at day of transfer than those in the 

following experiments and therefore can not be effectively compared.  Interestingly, the eggs 

in Experiment 1 did experience egg temperatures during late incubation that were equivalent 

(and in some cases higher) to those in later experiments.  However, as the embryos in 

Experiments 2-4 were probably biologically more developed, they may not have been as 

easily influenced by the increased late incubation temperature in terms of effects on BW and 

relative yolk sac weight.  These data present a strong case for the importance of early 

incubation in preparing the embryo for later stress. 
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In Experiments 5 and 6, a late temperature treatment was added to evaluate the effects 

of a cool versus hot incubation temperature on embryo development.  During late incubation, 

the embryos produced more heat which, combined with an increased machine air 

temperature, has led to issues with chick quality when the egg temperatures became 

excessive (Romijn and Lokhorst, 1956; Romanoff, 1967; French, 1997; Hulet, 2007).  In an 

attempt to ameliorate this problem and examine the effects of previous treatments under 

different conditions, we created the treatments of Late Hot (38.2°C (100.7°F)) and Late Cool 

(36.2°C (97.1°F) in both Experiments 5 and 6. 

In both experiments, BW was demonstrated to be decreased by an increased late 

machine temperature (Tables R-9a and R-13a).  However, in Experiment 5 relative yolk sac 

weight was also found to be decreased in the Late Hot treatment, which created a 

significantly higher yolk-free BW for this treatment.  The relative weight of the liver was 

also increased by the Late Hot treatment in Experiment 5, but this was most likely more 

related to the yolk lipid accumulation than actual growth (Romanoff, 1960; Peebles et al., 

1999).  In Experiment 6, BW was found to be negatively impacted due to the Late Hot 

treatment and, while the difference in relative yolk sac was not shown to be significantly 

different, it was numerically larger (as was the yolk-free BW).  Experiment 6 also included 

the early temperature treatments that appeared to have strongly influenced yolk utilization 

and absorption (as early as E 15), while previous experiments that included late temperature 

treatments were not shown to consistently demonstrate effects on relative yolk sac weight.  

As early incubation conditions also have had a great impact on vascular development 

(Romanoff, 1960), it would follow that the same early incubation conditions would also have 

influenced the rate of yolk absorption.  Although other authors have demonstrated the 
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influence of late incubation temperatures on yolk absorption, it may be that in this 

experiment these effects were obscured by the early incubation temperature treatments.  

However, the trend still existed for an increased yolk-free BW in the Late Hot treatment that 

suggested that more yolk was utilized. Given that the egg temperatures in both experiments 

were an average of 39.4°C (103.0°F) (Tables R-8a and R-12a) these data seemed to disagree 

with other authors who reported a smaller BW under increased incubation temperatures 

(Romanoff, 1936; Lourens et al., 2005; Joseph et al., 2006).  However, it was again 

important to note that in these experiments, the effect of the early incubation period 

undoubtedly influenced how the chicks reacted to this late incubation stress.   

A significant decrease in relative heart weight due to the Late Hot treatments was 

noted in both experiments.  Although mitotic division in the heart began early during 

incubation (Graper, 1907), it continued to be mitotically active until 10 d post-hatching 

(Olivo, 1928).  Olivo (1931) has shown that although an initial high incubation temperature 

of 39.5°C (103.1°F) versus 34.5°C (94.1°F) increased the rate of mitotic division, 

approximately midway through incubation, the advantage of a high incubation temperature 

disappeared and cardiac development was dramatically reduced in the 39.5°C (103.1°F) 

treatment.  In contrast, the Late Cool treatments produced some of the largest relative heart 

weights observed throughout the entire study.   

Effects of the different late incubation temperatures on the gastrointestinal organs 

were not found in Experiments 5 and 6.  This was most likely due to the initial incubation 

profile, which accelerated early embryonic growth so that by time of transfer, the anatomical 

development of these organs was more advanced and apparently less sensitive to the effects 

of incubation temperature. 
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Despite the initial significant differences, the effects of late incubation temperature on 

BW did not persist throughout the grow-out period in Experiment 5 (Table R-23a).  In fact, 

by 7 d these effects were no longer apparent and the overall BW was not influenced by the 

differences observed at placement.   

Feed intake differences that approached significance (P < 0.10) were observed due to 

late incubation temperature, but this was probably due to chick body temperature and the 

resulting behavior after placement.  Lourens et al., (2005) reported that chicks from a higher 

hatcher temperature exhibited a higher rectal temperature at hatching while those from a 

lower hatcher temperature exhibited in a lower rectal temperature.  As a result, the chicks 

with the lower body temperature appeared “sluggish” at placement and did not readily go to 

feed and water while the hot chicks did the exact opposite.  Similar results were observed in 

Experiment 5 and the Late Hot treatment exhibited an increased feed intake compared to the 

Late Cool treatment during the first wk of grow-out (Table R-22a).  While these differences 

were not apparent during the second or third wk of grow-out, they did influence the overall 

feed consumption in a similar manner. 

Significant differences in mortality also were not observed between the late 

temperature treatments (Table R-25a).  These results were in agreement with other authors 

(Joseph et al., 2006; Hulet et al., 2007) who observed no significant differences in grow-out 

mortality due to late incubation temperatures and suggested that chick livability was most 

likely influenced by a combination of environmental factors and not due purely to late 

incubation temperature.   

Due to the initial and overall differences in feed intake but the lack of differences in 

later BW and mortality, a significant difference occurred in AdjFCR in favor of the Late 
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Cool treatment (Table R-24a).  However, this difference only occurred during the third wk 

of grow-out and was not substantial enough to alter the overall AdjFCR.  

 Although the Late Hot treatment did exhibit an increase in yolk-free BW and relative 

liver weight at hatching in Experiment 5, it suffered a decreased relative heart weight that 

appeared to be due to the advantage of a cooler late incubation temperature.  However, by the 

end of the grow-out period significant differences were no longer apparent, which 

strengthened the argument that optimal brooding may be a practical method of ameliorating 

substandard conditions during late incubation and salvaging chick potential (Leksrisompong, 

2005). 

Within the late temperature treatments of Experiment 5 was the basket ventilation by 

basket density interaction.  As a result of the previous experiments, we knew that the 

machine temperatures would influence egg shell temperature and resulting embryonic 

development for this interaction, we analyzed these data so that the interaction could be 

viewed within each machine.  In Experiment 6, the early temperature treatment was found to 

influence development so that the embryos were believed to be at different biological ages on 

day of transfer and the effects of late temperature were not as apparent.  These results were 

discussed in the early incubation temperature section above. 

Within the Late Hot treatment significant differences were not noted for any of the 

variables measured at hatching as influenced by the basket ventilation by basket density 

interaction (Table R-9c).  However, differences were noted for BW, relative yolk sac weight, 

and relative heart weight with respect to the Late Cool treatment.  Under these the cooler 

temperature, the CN-190 interaction exhibited the largest BW as well as the largest relative 

yolk sac weight while the TT-190 and CN-95 treatments produced the lowest values for these 
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variables.  These data follow a similar pattern to the main effects of late temperature when 

we examined the egg temperatures exhibited by each interaction within the Late Cool 

treatment.  The CN-190 demonstrated one of the lower egg temperatures while the TT-190 

and CN-95 groups experienced higher average egg temperature (Table R-8c).  Furthermore, 

the TT-190-Cool treatment exhibited significantly higher egg shell temperatures throughout 

the late incubation period that resulted in the relative heart weight being significantly 

decreased.  In contrast, the TT-95-Cool group demonstrated the lowest egg temperatures 

during late incubation and exhibited the numerically largest relative heart weight observed 

throughout these studies.  However, within the Late Hot treatment, significant differences 

were not noted until E 20 among the interaction groups and these did not appear to affect 

developmental status of the embryos on day of hatching. 

During the grow-out period, the three-way interactions again behaved similarly to the 

main effect of late temperature by displaying initially significant differences that disappeared 

as the birds aged.  Differences approaching significance (P < 0.10) were noted for feed intake 

during the first wk of grow-out, however, no clear trend could be observed within the data 

(Table R-22c) with the exception of the CN-95-Cool, TT-190-Cool, and CN-190-Cool 

interaction groups that exhibited lower feed intakes as well as exhibiting the lowest egg 

temperatures during late incubation (Table R-8c).  While these groups maintained the lowest 

egg temperatures, it was important to note that the average egg temperature was 37.6°C 

(99.7°F), which was well within the optimal incubation range suggested by several authors 

(Romanoff, 1960; Lundy, 1969; Wilson, 1991; Lourens et al., 2005) and were therefore 

probably not detrimental to embryonic development.  However, the trend did not apply to the 

TT-95-Hot combination that consumed statically similar amounts of feed despite exhibiting 
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an average egg temperature of 38.9°C (102.1°F), which was well beyond the suggested 

optimal incubation range. 

Significant differences in BW and mortality did not appear between the three-way 

interactions throughout the grow-out period (Tables R-23c and R-25c, respectively).  

However, as a result of the differences in feed intake during the first wk, differences in 

AdjFCR were noted with the TT-190-Hot treatment producing the highest (poorest) AdjFCR 

while the C-95-Cool exhibited an improved value (Table R-24c).  

From these data, it would appear that the lower machine temperature allowed the 

differences in embryo heat production and development to be expressed by the basket 

ventilation by basket density interaction while the Hot incubation temperature equally 

depressed these differences.  However, there differences did not appear to permanently 

damage broiler growth during the three wk grow-out period.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Although incubation temperature had been widely acknowledged to be the most 

influential factor in embryonic development, these studies suggested that embryo age in 

relationship to temperature may be just as important.  While an increased temperature during 

early incubation was shown to dramatically influence embryo development, the same 

temperature near time of hatching was less influential and did not appear to cause differences 

that carried throughout the grow-out period when early incubation temperature was elevated.  

In Experiment 5, the Late-Hot treatment was shown to increase yolk-free BW, but this effect 

did not last beyond 7 d of age.  This was similar to the work of other authors who established 

that embryo sensitivity to incubation temperature was decreased as the embryo aged 

(Romanoff, 1938; Lundy, 1969; Wilson, 1991; Hulet, 2007).  While excessively high 

temperature during early incubation can be detrimental to embryonic development and lead 

to deformities (Wilson, 1991), Experiment 6 demonstrated that these temperatures can also 

accelerate growth and improve embryonic development up to day of hatching.  While the 

birds in Experiment 6 were not subjected to grow-out, it may have been that the influence of 

the early temperature treatments would have had a larger effect than those previously seen 

due to the late temperature treatments.  Presumably, if grow-out had occurred, the Early Hot 

treatment would have continued to demonstrate improved performance.  However unless 

brooding conditions were suboptimal, the Early Cool treatment might be able to achieve 

similar performance by market age as seen in Experiments 4 and 5 of this study. 

It was vital to remember that preincubation warming was used in Experiment 6 and 

without this, the Early Hot treatment may have been more detrimental than beneficial.  By 
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allowing the eggs to initially warm to room temperature, we apparently reduced the 

temperature gradient between the eggs coming from storage and the machine air temperature 

to allow for more efficient heating upon setting in the incubator.  In Experiment 1, no 

preincubation warming was utilized and differences in BW were apparent between the 

ventilation treatments that were not replicated throughout the entire remainder of the study.  

Although from inspection of the interactions of the basket ventilation and basket density 

treatments in Experiment 5 it was observed that an increased incubation temperature 

depressed differences in BW (Table R-9c). We also observed that BW could be altered 

within an increased late incubation temperature if preincubation warming did not occur as 

Experiments 1-4 were all exposed to similar increased temperatures in late incubation but 

only Experiment 1 demonstrated BW differences due to late incubation treatments. 

The effects of ventilation in these experiments were apparently largely due to altering 

the air flow path and volume rather than the air speed over the eggs.  As the hatchers that 

were utilized in these studies were mostly smaller and non-commercial in design, the air 

speed and volume present in these machines were high enough that embryonic development 

was not strongly influenced by the ventilation treatment and where the air actually entered 

and moved through the baskets became more influential.  In Experiments 1 and 2, the BT 

treatment consistently provided a higher egg temperature and poorer embryonic development 

as the air flow path within the basket was not directed optimally through these eggs.  The 

importance of heat removal during late incubation to prevent excessive hyperthermia has 

been demonstrated by other authors (Sotherland et al., 1987; Meijerhof and van Beek, 1993; 

French, 1997; Lourens, 2001; Van Brecht et al., 2003) and was confirmed in these 

experiments.  However, in Experiments 1 and 2, the CN and TT treatments were statistically 
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similar in terms of egg temperature and generally remained that way for Experiments 3-6. 

Although measurements were not able to be taken in Experiment 3, the lack of significant 

differences in chick quality at hatching suggested that the effects of ventilation were similar 

in this experiment as well.  Despite this, differences in chicks were still noted between the 

ventilation treatments for these experiments and, interestingly, differences approaching 

significance (P < 0.10) were noted in the relative weight of the heart in Experiments 4 and 5.  

A possible explanation for these effects may be found if we consider that the cross-sectional 

area of the basket was effectively cut in half by the TT treatment while the air speed 

remained the same, thus the air volume must have been altered.  The change in air volume 

within the basket may have altered the cooling rates within the baskets so that although egg 

temperature was similar, heat removal was more efficient in the CN group and thus these 

eggs were able to develop a slightly larger heart.  Eggs in both experiments were also 

exposed to optimal early incubation conditions that most likely maximized the initial growth 

of the chorioallantois membrane (Romanoff, 1960).  During late incubation when the 

embryos were stressed, it may be that as the chorioallantois was more developed, it was 

better able to support and continue embryo development under extreme conditions.  Lourens 

et al. (2006) demonstrated that in the presence of increased late incubation temperatures, 

carbon dioxide production increased, implying an increase in metabolic activity.  However, 

this increase may not be purely temperature driven.  As the temperature increased, blood 

flow through the chorioallantois probably increased in order to facilitate heat exchange 

(Nichelmann et al., 1997).  Along with heat, respiratory gases were also exchanged, which 

would explain the increase in carbon dioxide production seen by Lourens et al. (2006).  The 

increase in carbon dioxide production would occur with an increase in oxygen demand that, 
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if ventilation was limited, may not be met and lead to mildly hypoxic conditions.  The 

embryo can only grow as fast as nutrients can be supplied to it and it may be that the rate of 

which the yolk was absorbed determined embryo growth rate.  In Experiments 2-4, eggs were 

exposed to optimal incubation conditions early in incubation and then an increased 

temperature during late incubation but no differences in relative yolk sac weights were 

observed.  In these cases, it maybe that the early conditions that maximized the growth of the 

chorioallantois membrane allowed these embryos to overcome the increased temperatures 

later and, as oxygen was not limited within the machine, yolk sac absorption and growth was 

allowed to continue.  Differences in relative yolk sac weights were observed between the late 

incubation temperature treatments in Experiment 5, but this may also have been due to the 

required rate of heat exchange.  In the Late Cool treatment, egg temperatures near optimum 

were observed but these chicks demonstrated a larger residual yolk at hatching than did the 

Late Hot treatment.  As these chicks were not stressed in terms of egg temperature, it was 

doubtful that they would have experienced an increase in heat exchange and the incidental 

increased oxygen consumption and yolk sac absorption that embryos in the Late Hot 

treatment appeared to have had.  Overall, it was clear that the relationship between different 

incubation factors had varying influence on yolk sac absorption and embryo growth and 

more work needs to be done in order to fully elucidate the influence of each on embryonic 

development. 

With the majority of these experiments being carried out under optimal incubation 

conditions until day of transfer, the effects of the late incubation treatments were shown to be 

inconsistent with the exception of the relative weight of the heart.  However, as the heart has 

been commonly acknowledged to be one of the organs to exhibit mitotic activity late in 
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incubation, this was to be expected.  Furthermore, as the heart has been shown to continue to 

develop up to 10 d post-hatching, it was plausible that the optimal brooding (warm) 

conditions in these experiments may have negated the effects of the late incubation period.  

The idea that developmental obstacles can be overcome with optimal early brooding 

treatments really seemed to summarize how the embryo and chicks behaved during both 

incubation and brooding.  Eggs that were incubated to maximize embryo growth early in 

incubation were apparently less susceptible to later stress.  Chicks that might have been 

incubated under poor conditions and were of poor quality were generally able to recover in 

terms of BW within the 3-wk grow-out period.  Both incubation and brooding have been long 

known to be complex processes that were influenced by several different factors acting 

together to either enhance or hinder chick development.  However, if the more influential 

factors (such as temperature) can be properly managed early in the developmental process, it 

would appear that problems can be ameliorated and while the bird may not achieve 

maximum performance, it can be statistically similar and acceptable. 
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